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Bianchi Wrote the Book!
" This book is long overdue. There has never

before been a text devoted entirely to gunleather...
It is all here, inextricably entwined in a fascinating
study of major proportions, written by a man who in
my humble opinion is our foremost authority. I
commend it to you. "

Colonel Charles Askins
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN

"The peace officer, quick-draw artist, and
hunter will appreciate this book which fully covers
all needs and illustrates them clearly. I can highly
recommend this fine book to all the gun-toting
fraternity. "

Elmer Keith
GUNS & AMMO Magazine

"BLUE STEEL & GUNLEATHER is a book
long overdue, written by the one man whose studies
have made him the logical person to write it... .If
you are interested in gun leather, it would be very
bad judgment not to own this book. Buy it and study
it. Then do what it says! "

Bill Jordan
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JULY / AUGUST 1979

"John Bianchi and I have been old friends
since the Dark Ages, and now that John has found
time to assemble and publish "Blue Steel and Gun
leather" he speaks as the patron of the largest and
most sophisticated gunleather operation in the world
...Attend his words. You will be glad therefore. "

Jeff Cooper
International Firearms Authority

"There's a lot more to holsters than you'd
think, and this book tells it all. "

Dean Grennell
Managing Editor
GUN WORLD Magazine

r---~-------------------,• ~. ' BIANCHI Dept. AH·7·79
• " 100 Calle Cortez :
• TM (~mfl~lr~~TM Temecula, CA 92390.
• Please send me_book(s) for just $9.95 plus .50 handling •
• (California residents add 6% sales tax). ENCLOSED $ •· ~~ .
• Address •• •• City State Zip •
• * Normal discounts to authorized Bianchi Dealers. •
L ~
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"Therefore, gentle reader,
you may

rest assured: your Colt .45
Auto is coming to you

with a forged steel
frame •••"

VP70Z hit the market without the trigger
pull being in a range that traditionalistic
American gun buyers will accept. Time
will tell. Introduction is scheduled for
around July, and the price should be
around $350.

Rumor mongers? US? Heavens, no ...
we stamp 'em out at least as often as we
spread 'em to the wind. One we're happy
to tromp on is the wildfire whisper that
Colt's bigbore automatics have, since
1970, been produced with investment-cast
instead of forged steel frames.

Colt spokesman Tom Thornber swears
to us, Model 0 (bigbore auto) frames have
always been, and are still being forged
rather than cast. He does allow that, for a

I t's the year of the eighteen shot auto
matic. First, the Skokie-built Rogak

LES P-18 is finally on the gunshop shelves,
and getting a mixed reaction. Functioning
appears to be better than anyone ex
pected, but less than perfect pointing qual
ities and unconventional "feel" are giving
some buyers pause. We remember when
the LES operation was only a stone's
throw from our magazine headquarters in
Skokie. Getting the company and the gun
going was an agonizing task, and we're
happy to see that they made it. Goes to
show that despite what everybody says, a
determined new gun company can get on
the market. We wish them the best.

The LES P-18 is covered in detail in this
issue; meanwhile, a second dozen-and-a
half-shot Parabellum is just entering:
Heckler and Koch's VP70Z. Recoil oper-
ated with an inertia bolt, the pistol has
only four major moving parts. In sil
houette, it has a distinctly Flash Gordon
look, with a long, curving grip and a taper
toward the muzzle. Its function, like its
looks, will take some getting used to for
stateside auto shooters.

The VP70Z has a crossbolt safety right
where U.S. gunners are used to finding the
magazine release button: just behind the
trigger. Clip release, as on other H&K pis-
tols, is on the heel of the butt.

Most unique of all is the trigger: this few years, the engineers have been playing.
pistol will be double action for every shot. with a switchover to investment casting.
It's an idea that goes back to the Czech pis- They do, in fact, hope to make the trans i
tols of circa 1938, which were hailed by tion at some time in the future, because it
firearms designers (but not by shooters), would be more economical and, many
and has appeared most recently in the feel, would actually result in a more rug
compact, stainless steel Thomas .45, which ged fram~.

went down the commercial drain last year. Within a few years, rumors were going
H&K hopes to change that bad luck im- on cracked frames. The fractures were

age with a short-stroke parallel-guided usually located in the region of the slide-
trigger. It's too early to know if they've stop pin. Most were in the nature of, "It
succeeded. One American who tried a happened to a friend of my friend's gun,"
prototype said the trigger pull felt like and it was not by any means an epidemic
twenty-two or so pounds, twice that of a problem.
good double action revolver. and more It is interesting to note that most of
than enough to make the gun uncon- these stories have come from IPSC shoot-
trollable in fast shooting, if that is true. We ers. These are people who use their guns
tend to think H&K is too smart to let the constantly-master shooters think nothing
gun go on the market with a trigger like of burning a thousand rounds of full
that. Their U.S. marketing director, John power ammo a week-and no pistol stands
Bressom, has his fingers too close to the up to that kind of long-haul usage without
pulse of domestic shooters to let the some metal fatigue.
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ALL ABOUT 18 SHOT AUTOMATICS ••• COLT
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS ••• A MAGNUM AUTO
AND SOME BROWNING SPECULATION

BY JERRY RAKUSAN
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Competition Proven Designs by James W. Haag
Blue $19.50 each Hard Chromed $21.50 each

Browning High Power Speed Safely.
Blue $23.00 Hard Chromed $25.00

(California Residents add 6%)
Dealer Inquiries Invited

H & D PRODUCTS CA 91304
8523 Canoga Ave. Dept. AH Unit C. Canoga Park,

~rs In ferformtWC9 with

SL~A BULLETS
upold & Stevens. lne.

p.o. Box 688, Beaverton, OR
97005 U.S.A.

Le\lpold mow qffefs'two ~()wer,s,
a 2X ang a 4X,with::an excep
tional eye relief oHrom 12" to
24". 60th are engineered to
solve the problerns of putting
quality optics on handguns or
arms requiring up-forward
mounting. Only 6t:t" long, the
2X weighs just 70%. Its
~ompanion nly 3/1Oth-
inchlong~r' ffer aU the
Leupold fe~tures thathave

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHER PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

P.O. Box 446 • Arcadia • CA 91006

#453
"LIBERTY"
Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new' 79 Catalog.

Therefore, gentle reader, you may rest
assured: your Colt .45 auto is coming to
you with a forged steel frame, for what-
ever that may mean to you, and cracked
frames are actually a very rare and minor
problem. The few guns this writer has seen
with cracked frames were simply welded
and put back into service anyway. No big
deal.

Over at Mossberg, meanwhile, another
six months or so have been tacked on to
delivery date on the .45 auto project, and
the revolver project has also been ex
tended for a while. Usually, such exten
sions mean (a) somebody got trapped with
a shortage of money and couldn't make
the scheduled debut, or (b) something
horrible showed up in the design. Thank
fully, neither is true at Mossberg.

What has happened at Mossberg is
something we're refreshed to see: while
the .45 was working OK in prototype. Ron
Fine and other Mossberg execs passed it
around to enough experts in the field to
learn that there were certain design fea
tures that could stand improvement. It is
to their credit that they decided to take
their time and experiment a bit more, so
the gun could be as wisely designed as pos
sible before the final tooling-up com
mitment was made.

Latest changes include some sugges
tions that have come from this column.
The safety has been re-shaped to allow
more natural manipulation, and to keep it
from scraping the thumb during shooting.
The grip shape has been trimmed for bet
ter hold and better conc~alment.The orig
inal screw-in bushing was changed; the
new one met with disfavor among profes
sional handgunners; and Mossberg went
back to the earlier design. Right on'
Delays of preannounced handguns are a
dime a dozen, but seldom is it for good
reasons like this. Take your time, Moss
berg; we want that .45 to be a winner.

Also in the works at Mossberg is the old
Security Industries stainless .357 snubby.
Here, the delays seem to be more in the
toolroom than the design, though the aw
ful Security grip has been redesigned to
something on the order of Pachmayr's
Compac grip for other snubbies. This is
extremely welcome news. The old grip
caused the gun to point in the area ofa sil
houette target's nonexistent ankles in
point shooting. and the narrow rear edge
of the grip made Magnum recoil real tor-
ture. The Pachmayr bird's-head handle,
when installed on our sample, made the
.32-size Security .357 shoot as pleasantly
as a Python. Mossberg will use wood in
stead of the springy rubber composition
Pachmayr produces, but it should still be a
great improvement, and a concealment
gun well worth waiting for.

Last issue. we talked about the new gen
erations, S&W 9mm's. and left a few
things in the air. For instance, would they
have the improved lockup and 5" barrels
of the prototype model 47 pistol? The an
swer, unfortunately, is no. The only real

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JULY / AUGUST 1979
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• Combat
• Competition
• PPC

or just plain
shooting fun.

Send $ 2 for color catalog
to

Jackass Leather Co.
7383 N. Rogers Ave.,
Chicago, ILL 60626

changes will be in the safety, sights, and
optional steel frame construction. We also
know now that the designations 639 and
659 have been set aside for stainless steel
versions, though production dates for
these long awaited pistols have not been
set.

The Winchester Silvertip line of 9mm/
45ACP ammo, reported in this space last
issue, is already in process for future test
ing in these pages. It is a new departure in
that it is a soft lead hollowpoint, jacketed
to the tip with a greyish, lead-color alumi
num jacket. Aluminum strikes us as an
awfully hard jacket material, but if it
works as well as initial tests indicate (with
awesome mushrooming), don't knock it.
Jacket hardness, coupled with long, slop
ing bullet shape, should produce ex
tremely reliable feeding even in pistols
that haven't been chamber-throated.

This concept works well for auto bul
lets, giving a policeman an excellent bal
ance between hard barricade penetration,
and a bullet that expands in soft tissue and
won't exit a felon to hit a bystander. We'd
like to see that kind of construction in
some revolver calibers.

By the time you read this, the Wildey .45
Magnum auto pistol will be available to a
few shooters. With a couple of hundred
guns scheduled to go out in May, and the
thousands of shooters who will want them,
it seems inevitable to us that the first thou
sand or so will not be sold for the sugges
ted retail of$389, but for inflated prices of
$500 or more.

We've heard that although the first of
the .45 Magnum ammo to come from
Winchester will be loaded with the full
metal jacket, there is a chance that within
a year or two, the new Winchester .45 and
9mm Silvertip bullets will be offered in
loaded Magnum ammo.

Look for increased participation by
Browning in IPSC shooting to help bolster
sales of their .45 BDA auto pistol. Word is
that Browning people will attend some of
the major shoots and let the competitors
see for themselves if the D.A. feature is as
unnecessary as some of our -M- .
pundits would have us think. ~

GOVERNMENT MODEL
COMBINATION WRENCH

approved by the
NATIONAL COMBAT

PISTOL LEAGUE

• BUSHING WRENCH

• BORE REFLECTOR

• KEY RING FINDER
Molded in high impact thermoplastic. tough enough for the
tightest barrel bushing, yet soft enough not to scratch that valu

able finish. Wrenches are in stock and will be mailed to you,

postage paid, immediately.

Send $2.00 for Two Wrenches to:

J.L.Numbers • Box 3178A
Scottsdale Arizona 85257
ATTENTION DEALERS - Quantities are available in display cartons, send

lelterhead lor prices.
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45 Automatic Colt Pistol. The Colt Government Model has been the official U.S. Army
sidearm since 1911.
Designed to rigid Army ordnance specifications, the Colt Government and Commander
Series incorporate all the dependability, ruggedness and accuracy demanded by the U.S.
Government. The Colt 45 Automatic Pistol is used by more world class shooters than any
of its copies.
45 ACP. The Colt Gold Cup target pistol, equipped with the famous Colt-Elliason adjustable
rear sight. The Ace, a 22 rimfire version of the Government model. The Combat Comman
der and Lightweight Commander, 1/2" shorter than the Government Model for both on
and-off duty service. The Government Model MK IV/Series 70 and Combat Commander,
also available in 9mm Luger and 38 Super. And all models feature checkered walnut
stocks embedded with the Colt medallion and famous Colt blue finish, or nickel on the
Government and Combat models.
45 ACP. A Colt. That says it all.

An Innst.ent
in Precision

Important product and service literature accompanies every Colt sale; be sure to ask for yours.
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • JULY/AUGUST 1979 9
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ATTENTION
SINGLE SHOT

PISTOL SHOOTERS
Need a quick second shot and tired of

fumbling in a pocket or a cartridge
belt? Then this is for you.

A CARTRIDGE WRIST BAND.

Easily fastens and adjusts to any wrist
with a velcro fastener. Made of top

grain leather with sewn on
leather loops.

Make that second shot quicker than
ever before. Send $7.95 + $1.00

postage & handling to:
J. W. INDUSTRIES

P.O. BOX 73
MT. EPHRAIM, N.]. 08059

Complete satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
NJ residents add 5% sales tax.
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Handloading
BY DAN COTTERMAN

REMI JET TO SUPER JO PUTS
CONTENDER IN CONTENTION

Seventeen years ago the world of hand- erable praise on a blown-out Hornet in a
gunning heard a loud rumble and converted S&W K-22 that would exorcise

wound up feeling a tremor that would 40-grainers at 1800. This velocity was pre-
have raised the Richter needle to some- sumably achieved without an excess of
thing less than a magnitude of one. Ad- cylinder problems. Goerg asserted the car-
vance press on a revolver round called the tridge was the forerunner of the Reming-
Remington .22 Center-Fire Magnum laid ton Jet.
claim to a speed of2460 for a 40-grain bul- All the work was being done from the
let. The laud was no lie, for I have no ouside. My idea, as I stood the new Jet and
doubt someone somewhere, using an the old .218 Bee side by side on the dining
eight-inch test barrel, logged the adver- room table, was to pull off an inside job: I
tised velocity. Meanwhile, Smith & Wes- would design a sharp-shouldered round
son's Model 53 revolver-especially made and shape it from the Jet by fireforming. If
for the new round-came with the genetic the plan worked with sufficient reward I'd
disadvantage of a flash gap. Figure a loss call my wildcat the Super Jet.
of pressure at the gap, then subtract more Primary experiments were done with a
for the difference between an eight-inch single-shot rifle which was based on a
barrel and a six-inch barrel. You wind up B.S.A. (Birmingham Small Arms) .310
with roughly 2200 feet per second. Cadet Martini action.

That's how the great rumble turned out The Super Jet outperformed thOe Jet and
to be a slim shiver. You may wonder why went something better than the Bee. A 45-
the promoters never do it the other way grain bullet could be loaded to 3385 ahead
around. Why, in the name of common of 16.5 grains of 4227; a 50-grainer pushed
sense, can't they level with us when the ad- three grand using 21 grains of Ball C. Cot-
vance publicity is released, then let the terman's whiz kid, with its 32-degree
truth boost the product? But that's one of shoulder and .23-inch neck, was capable
the ways games play people so there's a of printing an occasional five-shot string
good chance it'll get worse before it gets inside half an inch out at 100 yards. Cases
better. were a snap to fire-form. I had what I

Not to linger on the merits of advertis- wanted.
ing, (we all know salesmen don't lie) No thought-I should say no serious
handgunners would have been happy with thought-was devoted to chambering a re-
a tractable turngun round capable of volver for the Super Jet. If the brains at
shooting 40 or45-grain bullets at velocities Bridgeport couldn't design a tapered cen-
above 2000 feet per second. No one was terfire round that wouldn't back up and
about to sniff at two grand, initial dis- jam the cylinder of a revolver it seemed a
appointment notwithstanding. Unfortu- cinch that greater insight would never rise
nately, even that compromised figure from a dining room table. However, a
wasn't to be attained without the constant reloadable .22 with high velocity potential
unpleasantness of balky cylinder rotation. in a handgun became relentlessly appeal-

It was like Robert Burns almost said: ing. After no little urging from outside
The best plans of cartridge designers and sources the Super Jet was finally cham-
gunmakers often wax foul. The whole idea bered into the cylinder of Model 53. The
behind modeling the original Jet after a ballistic performance was there, but, as I
pop bottle was to prevent it from hanging had suspected, the round was no more
up the cylinder. The idea worked to some (and perhaps less) agreeable than the
extent, but the shooter had to go afield long-tapered Jet in the matter of cylinder
with a bottle of carbon tet and a box of Q- sticking.
Tips so as to scrub each chamber every The Thompson/Center Contender,
time a six-pack was fired. The task was with its tip-up barrel in standard Jet cham-
boring, and, in spite of the noblest sanitary bering, has arrived as a blessing to those
efforts, hang-ups would now and then who seek superior .22 centerfire perform-
occur. ance in a sporting handgun. We're limited

Experimenters, including this one, were to one shot at a loading, but there is no cyl-
having a field day. It was about that time inder to become stuck and no flash gap to
that the late Al Goerg was laying consid- allow pressure to escape. We have, in short
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Double Aetion RevolversRUGER

=

The barrel, sighting rib, and
ejector rod housing are a
rugged, integral unit, made
of heat-treated stainless or
chrome molybdenum steels.
The rear sight provided on
Security-Six models is ad
justable for windage and ele
vation.

The spring-loaded firing pin
is enclosed in the frame.
Note: With the trigger re
leased and transfer-bar with
drawn below the firing pin,
the hammer nose rests di
rectly on the frame and can
not contact the firing pin.

FIELD STRIPPED VIEW

The cylinder interlock feature
ensures that the hammer can
not be cocked when the cyl
inder is open, nor can the
cylinder be swung out of the
frame when the. hammer is
cocked.

The transfer-bar ignition sys
tem provides that the ham
mer blow can be transmitted
to the firing pin only when
the trigger is pulled all the
way to the rear. This is a
positive internal safety fea
ture designed to prevent fir
ing if the revolver is dropped
accidentally, or if the ham
mer spur receives a sharp
blow.

Music wire or stainless steel
coil springs are used through
out the Ruger double action
revolvers.

These are the revolvers created by Ruger engineers who
started with a fresh sheet of paper and an unlimited
budget! There is nothing in the design of these Ruger
double action revolvers which is there simply because
"it has always been done that way"; nothing which re
flects a commitment to outmoded production methods
or obsolescent factory facilities. Repre~enting a signifi
cant improvement in design, these revolvers incorporate
creative Ruger engineering, sophisticated manufacturing
techniques, and superior materials.

The Ruger design philosophy of strength, simplicity,
and ease of maintenance has been applied throughout
the design of these revolvers. Composed of a series of
integrated subassemblies, the Ruger double action re
volver can be field stripped to its basic components in
seconds, without the use of tools. The entire lock mech
anism is installed through the bottom of the grip frame
as a unit, permitting the use of solid frame side-walls
which contribute to the great strength of these revolvers.
The complex milled-out frames and delicately fitted side
plates of other double action revolvers, and the difficul
ties of maintenance and weaknesses inherent in older
designs are eliminated entirely.

The finest materials are used in Ruger double action
revolvers. Music wire or stainless steel coil springs are
used throughout and frames, cranes, cylinders, and barrels
are of heat-treated stainless or chrome molybdenum
steels. Most of the small internal parts of all models of
Ruger double action revolvers are made of stainless steel.

In addition to traditional Ruger quality and dependable
performance, the shooter enjoys the advantages of the
durable stainless steel mechanism parts, even in standard
blued models.

Ruger SecuritY'Six Revolver in
357 Magnum caliber with rear
sight adjustable for windage
and elevation. Choice of 23/4",
4", or 6" barrel in blued fin
ish or stainless steel.

Ruger Police Service-Six Re
volver in 357 Magnum, 38 Spe
cial, and 9 mm parabellum
(blued model only) calibers with
fixed sights. Choice of 23/4' or
4" barrel in blued finish or
stainless steel.

""!"\

Ruger Speed·Six Revolver with
compact round butt in 357 Mag
num, 38 Special, and 9 mm
parabellum (blued model only)
calibers with fixed sights.
Choice of 23/4" or 4" barrel in
blued finish or stainless steel.

RUGER, Security-Six, Service-SiX, and Speed-Six are registered U. S. trademarks

FOR YOUR COPY OF A FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF ALL RUGER FIREARMS, WRITE DEPT AH

STURM~ RUGER & Company~ Ine.
Southport, Couuecticut 06490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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AIR RIFLE
HEADQUARTERS,

INC.
P.O. Box 327H

Grantsville, W. Va. 26147

The ultimate in air gun technology imported
from Europe, One-hole accuracy, quiet,
recoiless operation, over 500fps velocities,
life-time durability, ALL for less than a
penny a shot!

Olympic match models for the professional
shooter, powerful sporting models for the
casual shooter. No pumping, no CO2 • Con
sistent performance, shot after shot.

FREE ... Air Rifle Headquarters' 132 page
catalog of air rifles and pistols, ammunition,
accessories, plus a mini-encyclopedia of
important air gun information. Write today.

PROFESSIONAL Q{JAUTY
STATE·OF·THE·ART

AIR PISTOLS FOR
ECONOMICAL

YEAR 'ROUND
SHOOTING

ANYWHERE,
ANYTIME!

I
~ PER
SHOT!

Rem.IV2
Rem.IV2

16.0 Rem. I V2

16.5
17.0

16.0 Rem.5Y2

20.5 Rem.5V2

16.5 Rem.5V2

COMMENTS
Load near maximum.
4198 slow here,
4198 burned better.
with heavier bullet.
Most accurate using
Contender scope.
Max. in Contender
chamber. Back off.
Near maximum.
Ball-C too slow.

IMR
4198
IMR
4198

Ball-C

H-4227

H-4227
H-4227

2713
2014

2651

2689

3366

3387

3150
2930

VEL. 22"VEL. 10"
3533 2822
2854 2099
2919 2238

(All bullets used in test were of .224-inch
diameter.)

The average velocity loss amounted to
just over 700 feet-per-second. The fact is
purely academic because closer analysis
reveals that the greatest loss took place
with the slowest propellants and, perhaps
more significantly, with the lightest bul
lets. It also is worthwhile to note that the
average percentage of velocity loss for
these five-shot strings was 22-percent for a
barrel that is 55-percent shorter. However,
none of the comparisons can be thought of
as inflexible simply because the Super Jet
rifle readings were taken on a different
chronograph on March 21 st, 1962, at an
elevation of about 300 feet above sea level
and at moderate temperatures while the
velocities for the Contender were fired
with the temperature in the mid-twenties

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JULY / AUGUST 1979

and in truth, a rifle whose octagonal bar
rel, with a length of ten inches, is just shy
of half the length of the Martini Super Jet
barrel.

As with previous Rem/Jet-to-Super Jet
rechamberings, the conversion job done
by gunsmith Red Little of Bain and Davis
(559 W. Las Tunas Drive, San Gabriel,
California) was simple and inexpensive.
Since the rim on the Super Jet determines
headspace, it is recommended that the
chamber be cut to minimum depth to min
imize case stretch and separation.

Questions arose: Would some of the
slower- burning powders so successful with
heavier bullets in the 22-inch barrel result
in no more than a powerless poof from the
Contender's ten-inch barrel? And, even
using the faster-burning mixes, how much
velocity loss could be expected?

Curiosity was satisfied through the ob
vious expedient of using moderate rifle
loads for the Super Jet in the Contender.
Here are a few of the comparisons:

BULLET POWDER AMT PRIMER
40-gr. H-4227 17.5 Rem.lY2
Hornady
40-gr.
Hornady
45-gr.
Remington
45-gr.
Remington
45-gr.
Hornady
50-gr.
Hornady
50-gr.
Hornady

CANNON'S GUNS

• Super police special actions on
all popular revolvers.

• Speciality work and Douglas
barrels for Dan Wesson.

• Custom PPC guns and action
jobs.

• IPSC tuned .4S's.
• Special custom actions on Colt,

Trooper, and Lawman revolvers.

We offer four weeks maximum
delivery on all work. Write or
Call for free brochure.

CANNON'S GUNS
Bo", &3Z

Center Harbor, NH 03ZZ&
(&03) 47&-8837

OFFERING

Specialists in Police
Combat Handguns.

We oller years of experience
and proven reliability in tun·
ing both competition and
duty-use handguns.

~YOUDc-:1I

LEE'S RED RAMPS
Announces a superior material and method for
inst.alling Ramps, in KIT FORM, for the handgun
hobbyist or gunsmith.

No time-consuming fitting,
no special skills necessary

Goes in as a liquid, solidifies under any
household bulb in six to eight minutes, ready for
trimming.
Available in four colors: red, orange, yellow,
white.

Results are of a professional quality. The insert
cannot dislodge. Complete instructions
provided. This kit will do dozens of Ramps.

Send(Cf::~i;i.~~~dzrn~snaelJ?::~;1~!~::f19.95
for same day shipment to:

LEE'S RED RAMPS
DEPT. AHG

7252 East Avenue U·3, Littlerock, California 93543
Telephone: (805) 944-4487

BankAmericard or Master Charge Welcome

Deluxe kit available with all four colors.
Will do approximately 225 Ramps - '69"

KING WHITE OUTLINE REAR SIGHTS
For Rugen, Colts - Available at $5" Ea.

"This material is guaranteed to perform as advertised if
instructions are lollowed." - lee Baker

complete systems LE;J.from. •$ ~-_ ... , .
79.95 •. ;,~

WRITE FOR FREE ,ft....." ." •
TEST REPORT:

CUSTOM CHRONOGRAPH CO.-A
RI. 1 Box 193-A Tonasket, WA 98855

12

M~OO CHRONOCRAPH
VELOCITY TEST YOUR RELOADS
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Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns, Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous colors, plus Staghorn.

P.O. Box 1126
Cortland. NY 13045
(607) 753-0194

SPORTS, INC., PO Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068

Seguin, Texas 78155

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZITE

1979 - THE YEAR OF THE CONDOR

Meet the CONDOR,
Crown City Arms' stain
less .45 Auto. The
lowest priced stainless .45
on the market. And the most
reliable.
Crown City's line-up for 1979 also includes:

THE FALCON - Stainless 4"
THE EAGLE - Steel 5"
THE HAWK - Steel 4"
THE SWIFT - Steel 4" .38 Super or 9mm
THE HUMMINGBIRD - Steel 6" .22 L.R. Crown-Kart

Made of all-new parts - not surplus or remanufacturered. Fully
warranteed. Utterly reliable. Parts interchangeable with Colt. Test
target in the box,
Send FFL and $1 handling for 1979 Illustrated Catalog and dealer
price list. Specify if you would like our representative to calL

~
CROWN

c- CITY
'-A ARMS

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, Inc. • 0 RIN DA, CA. 94563

Hwy. 123 South

An old favorite, the S&W K-38 Masterpiece, can be
scoped easily with the BUEHLER Code K Base
which will fit all S&W revolvers with adjustable rear
sights Over 15 pistol mounts available. Have you
scoped yours yet? ~

Complete, $41,00 . U
Send for free Catalog 34H "

BUEHLER PISTOL
MOUNT

HOY/',d~ u, .'I'thl "

CON EIROL <l~'o°:~TS

at an elevation of roughly 4000 feet. Ele
vation affects the effective ballistic
coefficient of the bullet if you're calcu
lating trajectories over longer ranges. The
ve,locity reading would, of course, be in
fluenced by ambient temperatures. The
differences that may have been noted
through a cross-check of chronograph in
struments will necessarily remain a mys
tery since the original is no longer
available.

If you have a Contender-or any single
shot-chambered for the standard Rem
ington Jet, think of it as a revolver round
that didn't pan out. The Model 53 has be
come a collectible, having been dis
continued. Factory-loaded Jet ammo and
reloadable brass have remained on the
market because a few factory single-shot
rifles worth shooting are still made and, of
course, because of the Contender cham
bering. However, if you happen to be an
individual who enjoys improved perform
ance,you'll discover a heap of satisfaction
in plunking down the modest sum needed
to convert to Super Jet. Case capacity in
creases averages 18.5 percent in a beau
tifully shapped and manageable cartridge
that provides a remarkable increase in
performance.

The last round-up revealed that a num
ber of gunsmiths around the country were
making Super Jet conversions on Con
tender barrels, as well as single-shot rifle
barrels and an occasional custom gun. Re
loading dies are regularly provided by
R.C.B.S. through Fred Huntington's
Sportsman's Store at 601 Oro Dam Boule
vard, Oroville, California 95965.

The versatility displayed through the
ability to use regular rifle loads in the Con
tender's shorter barrel is also apparent in
the Super Jet's willingness to accept a wide
variety of powder types. I experimented
and settled on 9.5 grains of Blue Dot and a
40-grain bullet a 200 I feet per second as a
fine light plinker. Hodgdon and Winches
ter sphericals are easily digested, too. I
have had good results and clean burning
with 12.0 grains of H-l JO behind a 40
grain bullet that averages 2029; a moder
ate, but effective and accurate loading. On
the slightly stiffer side, 16.5 grains of W-W
680 has yielded 2314 with a 50-grain bul
let. Other Winchester, Hodgdon, Alcan,
Norma, Hercules, and DuPont powders
hold good promise. It's just a matter of
taking any jet load and working up to bet
ter shooting by increasing the powder
charge in half-grain increments until the
maximum load is evident, then backing
down by about ten percent.

The combinations, when you're work
ing with a well-designed cartridge that is
safely within the limits of bore capacity for
any given caliber, are virtually unlimited.
The Super Jet is one of the most ideally
balanced cartridges in use today. Twenty
two handgun shooting and handloading
reaches the apex when this stubby stinger
is chambered in a Contender ~
barrel. ~
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BAG TWO~BOOKSWITH ONE SHOT...ANYWHERE!
. Buy OBI Books Locally-or Order by Mail!

#MS8516

8895 #PR59268795 .

Dean Grennell and Jack
Lewis have packed this
all-new second edition with
timely and instructive
articles by a gallery of the
best writers in the field.

Grennell himself has
contributed articles on
revolvers and autoloaders
that have been manufac
tured since the last edition,
with critical evaluations;
new cartridges for handgun
reloading; new develop
ments in handgun ammo;
how to make a handgun
case. Jack Lewis takes us
rattlesnake hunting with
handguns, and describes
the John Bianchi collection
of guns, including some
owned by famous gun
fighters such as Wyatt Earp,
Bat Masterson and
Frank James.

Bob Steindler discusses the pros and cons of
the controversial Velex cartridge. Claude
Hamilton reports on his investigations into why
revolvers don't shoot alike; which handguns
shoot the hardest. Rich Mi lIer, historian for
International Combat Shooting, describes the
sport and tells about a school run by Jeff Cooper
that teaches this specialty.

Bob Zwirz and Dean Grennell team up to
report on the Wildey, a new handgun that was
on the board for 5 years and is finally on the
market. John Hansen, Jr., well-known gun
collector, discusses the Smith & Wesson Models
29 and 66 and why they're so hard to find; also
covers other handguns that are prime for
collecting. The venerable Skeeter Skelton
presents his choice for the all-purpose handgun
for hunting. Roger Combs reports on new holster
innovations and design techniques; explains
how to customize a gun by changing the grip.
There are articles on care and cleaning,
silhouette shooting, and much, much more.

PLUS over 30 catalog pages covering all
handguns currently available in the U.S.: target
autoloaders and revolvers, service and sport
autoloaders and revolvers, single action revolvers
and many others with complete specifications
and the latest retai I prices. 2888112 x 11" pages.

PISTOL AND
REVOLVER DIGEST
2nd Edition
Edited by Dean A. Grennell & Jack Lewis

Silhouette shooting has
evolved from informal,
offhand shooting at metal
cutouts of game birds and
animals to a highly sophis
ticated and regulated
competition for both rifles
and handguns. Gates, a
pioneer in the sport and
Executive Director of
IHMSA (International
Handgun Metallic Si Ihouette
Association), examines all
aspects of this fast growing
specialty. He chronicles its
beginnings in Mexico, its
spread across the border
into Texas, New Mexico and
Arizona, how the NRA got
into the game in 1973, and
the development of IHMSA.

He discusses silhouette rifle shooting in detail,
covering rifles, calibers, custom cartridges,
special scopes, hand loading, and such special
equipment as electric triggers used by top rifle
competitors. Explains how silhouette shooting
improves hunting skills plus the appeal it offers
to hand loaders to develop their own loads and
cartridges. Also lists the complete NRA Rifle
Shooting rules.

Handgun silhouette shooting is given the
same detailed treatment. Gates describes its
beginnings, its evolution, its rules and regula
tions. Chapters cover makes and calibers of
handguns, including cartridges and bullets, and
loading data; evolution of the unlimited
silhouette handgun; big-bore magnum hand
gunning. He describes how selections are made
to the All-America team of handgun silhouette
shooters, plus detailed accounts of the first and
second national championships.

Last, he reports on future plans, activities and
developments that are expected in the produc
tion of rifles, handguns and ammunition for this
truly exciting international sport.
256 8V2" x 11" pages.

Gun Digest Book of
METALLIC
SILHOUmE ~\
SHOOTING ~~
By Elgin Gates

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~
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Book H

Book H

$-----

$-----

BLACK POWDER
GUNSMITHING

By Ralph T. Walker
Replicas to restoration. Cov
ers many specific projects,
kits, plus original guns
when to upgrade and when
to keep hands off. Complete
directory of suppliers. 288
8 Vz" x 1I" pages.
#BG5626 .......... $7.95

Book Q

Book H

Address __

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Buy one ofth~se OBI hooks an\\\'here and get
another DBI hook I:REE' No\\' you call O~\'1l
allY of the books sho\\'1l ill this ad FRl[1
(a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price.
(b) For ea~h book you buy, you may select a

second book from this ad oj the sa/tle price
or less FREE!

(c) Please include $2.00 for each FR EE book
you order to help us cover postage, insur
ance, packing and handling.

(d) If you buy OBI books from your local
dealer, send genuine dealer sales slip show
ing which books in this ad you bought and
where. Same FREE book ollcr applies,
including $2.00 postage. insurance and
handling fees for each FR IT. book.
ABC

I'm Buying Retail Send -I hesc
These Price rREL!

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Book .# Book U

Please send the OBI book(s) listed above.

Column '13' Total $ _

OR
Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer
sales slip only) for OBI book(s) bought locally.
Send FREE book(s) listed in Column 'C
above. I've included the $2.00 processing fcc
for each book.

PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
($2.00 for each FREE book). $ _

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FAST DELIVERY

DBI BOOKS, INC.
Dept. Z 169, 540 Frontage Road
Northfield, I L 60093
Name _

#FG5416

HOME GUNSMITHING
DIGEST 2nd Edition

By R. A. Steindler
All new articles span com
plete what, how-to and why
mfo. Projects for the begin
ner as we II as the seasoned
home gunsmith. Plus a di
rectory of the trade. 288 8Vz'
x II" pages.
#HM5156 $7.95

Gun Digest Book of
MODERN GUN VALUES
2nd Edition By Jack Lewis
Brand new edition of the
most comprehensive, up-to
date book on the subject.
Major revision of handgun
section. Latest prices. Don't
buy, sell or trade without it I

288 8Vz" x II" pages.
#MV5826 $7.95

TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
RIFLE AND SHOTGUN

By J. B. Wood
How to correct minor prob
lems frequently encountered
in 87 popular shoulder arms.
When to turn to a gunsmith
or return it to the factory.
Heavily illustrated. 192 81/z
x II" pages.
#TR5136 $5.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
8th Edition

Edited by John T. Amber
Historical and current devel
opments in science of reload
ing. Wildcat and popular
cartridges, shot-shells. Fea
tures for marksmen, experi
menters. Big catalog section.
288 81/ Z" x II" pages.
#HA2086 $7.95

BLACK POWDER GUN
DIGEST 2nd EDITION

Edited by Jack Lewis
2.670 individually priced firearms with full A must for muzzle loaders.

information on how to assess value on 11un- In-depth discourse on rifles,
dreds of other variations. handguns, scatterguns and

1.340 large-scale. detailed photographs accessories. Features updated
accompany the individual textual descriptIOns catalog of arms; new aHerna-
You don't have to hunt through photoplates to tive to black powder: big
lind the details. gun look at cannonry; where

Extensive cross-referencing IS used through- to buy. 288 8Vz" x II" pages.
out the book by type. make. proper name and #BP9346 $7.95
popular name. plus histOries and backgrounds .... ---------------------------,
of makers.

FLAYDERMANS GUIDE does not disparage TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
the good work of Chapef s book -It lust sur-
passed it. If a person /s to have ONE ant/que OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!
arms reference work. /t must be FLAYDER
MAN'S GUIDE" (Arms Gazette)

TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
HANDGUN By J. B. Wood
87 pistols and revolvers are
studied with descriptions and
illustra tions of common
problem areas. Offers do-it
yourself solutions, when and
where to go for help. 192
8Vz" x II" pages.
#TH5146 $5.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS 2nd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Be sure of getting all working
parts back into your antiques,
sporting guns, military arms.
Includes parts lists and draw
ings. 288 8Vz" x II" pages.
#RD9326 $7.95

HANDLOADING
FOR HANDGUNNERS

By George C. Nonte, Jr.
Covers selection of bullets,
powder, primers. How-to
articles on casting and pre
paring bullets; swaging; cor
recting misfires and more.
Extensive ballistics and load
ing data tables. 288 8Vz" x
II" pages.
#HH8416 $7.95

LAW ENFORCEMENT
HANDGUN DIGEST

NEW REVISED EDITION
Guide to operation and
maintenance of law enforce
ment weapons. Includes
every type of handgun, plus
special sections on riot gun~,

anti-sniper rifles, tear gas and
other special weapons. 320
81/ Z " x II" pages.
#LE5226.. . ... $7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
THE .22 RIMFIRE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO

By John Lachuk GUNS AND SHOOTING
What's available in rifles, By Clair F. Rees
handguns, ammo and acces- Covers the \\'orld oflir~arms.
sories. Choosing the right Ho\\' to select your lirst gun,
gun. Accurizing, sighting. ho\\' firearms operate, all the
hunting, simple smithing, basics. Indispensable book
ballistics, survi\'al, much for the beginner or pro. 224 City State Zip _
more. 256 8Vz" x II" pages. 8 Vz" x II" pages. U.S. & Canada only... 2 for 1 offer expires in 60 days! I

___________#_TT_3_7_2_6_._.._._._.._._.._$_6_.9_5__~~ #B_E_9_5_36_._._._.._._._._.._$_6_.9_5__1~ J

Norm Flayderman. one of the world's most
noted antique firearms experts. has written the
most comprehensive book on antique gun col
lecting ever produced. Every major American
manufacturer is listed individually with each
weapon covered in detail. Lesser known makers
have their products listed by type. so that all
antique American arms are completely
covered.

Entire chapters are devoted to Kentuckies.
Colonial and Revolutionary War Arms. and
Sporting Percussion Rifles. with in-depth dis
cussions on collecting and valuing them.

3.312 models and variants are extenSively
described with all marks and specifications for
each piece listed for quick identification.

The one book about antique gun collecting the dealer.
expert or beginning collector cannot do without!

FLAYDERMAN'S GUIDE TO
ANTIQUE AMERICAN FIREARMS
.. .And Their Values
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FULL CUSTOM SERVICE AND BLUING
SEND SASE. FOR YOUR NEEDS

RIGHT HANDERS!

ally requires more time than the hunting
situation permits.

The responsible handgun hunter deter
mines, before he hunts, the approximate
maximum distance at which he can con
sistently make a first shot vital hit, and he
does this from a variety of field shooting
positions. While there are several shooting
positions which can be and are used afield,
only the standing, two-hand and/or the
braced kneeling, two-hand position prove
to be practical under the widest variety of
handgun hunting situations.

The standing, two-hand position pro
vides the handgunner with a very flexible
shooting platform, but at the same time is
the least efficient position regarding accu
racy. Obviously the handgunner using this
position can and should modify it when
ever possible so as to be able to deliver the
best accuracy under the given circum
stances. Thus, while one may need to
shoot from this position, it is generally
possible to utilize something as a means to
help steady the hold; be it the branches of
a shrub or the side of a boulder. Although
the standing, two-hand position can be
used under a greater variety of conditions,
it is unfortunate that many handgun hunt
ers decide to use it when they could have

(Continued on page 48)

Handgun
Hunting

J. D. Jones, a regular contributor to The AMERICAN HAND
GUNNER, has announced the formation of a new organization
dedicated to the sport of handgun hunting.

The purpose of the organization Is to ~hare handgun hunting
experiences, knowledge of the sport and to provide Information
of value to the members.

Charter membership will be $12.00 per year, and members
will get a Charter Membership Certificate, the bl-monthly
newspaper, "The Slxgunner," and a patch Identifying your
membership.

Beginning with the September I October Issue of The AMERI
CAN HANDGUNNER, J. D. Jones will be contributing a regular
monthly column on handgun hunting, and I'm sure that his first
column will bring more details of this new organization.

Those who want to loin should contact J. D. Jones, Rt. 1, Della
Drive, Bloomingdale, Ohio 4391 O.

ANNOUNCING
HANDGUN HUNTERS INTERNATIONAL

SO m e 0 f you mig h t dis a g r e e t hat
MARKSMANSHIP is the single

most important factor contributing to
handgun hunting success, and it is not de
nied that a valid argument can be made
which can favor one of any number of fac
tors; e.g., physical abilities or knowledge
of game habits/habitat. However, if one is
unable to hit the vital(s) when the shot is
fired, all other hunting attributes/skills
used, up to the time of the shot, are then
and-there for naught.

Neither the indifferent approach of the
inept nor the extreme exactitude of the
specialist are apropos for use by handgun
hunters. The inept handgunner fails to
harvest game because he cannot hit the vi
tal(s), and-unlike the target of the paper
puncher where a hit near but not in the
bullseye means only a lower score-a non
vital hit causes needless suffering. Game
so hit may escape to recover, but are often
permanently crippled. If the inept is apt to
wound game, the specialist handgunner is
unable to use his 'unerring' aim because
game animals are seldom encountered
posing as targets of convenience. In gen
eral, it can be said that the inept hand
gunner shoots quickly enough but cannot
shoot accurately; whereas, the specialist
handgunner can shoot accurately but usu-

PRE-HUNT PREPARATION-PART III

BY GEORGE BREDSTEN

PATENTED

Swenson Extended Speed
Safety for all above
models:
$25.00 plus $1.50
postage & handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

Handgun &gun parts
REFERENCE CATALOG

Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492748.

FFl. 14260

A must tor every gun enthusIast and collector! De·
taded line drawings of over 600 guns and parts as
well as a wealth of valuable mformatlon. And. of
course, It'S also a catalog of the world's largest
selection 01 obsolete and current magazines and

gun parts. SEND $2 FOR CATALOG
Allow 30 days for delivery

~~!~~!~veKDe~f!. Co.V San D,ego. Ca. 92101

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook, Ca. 92028
Phone: (714) 728-5319

FOR COLT 4S
GOVERNMENT, WHITE

FRONT LINE, PLAIN

REAR SIGHT. $6495

o SLIDE ONLY TO
GUTRIDGE INC

533·2141h ST DYER, IND. 46311
FOR INSTALLATION $19.50

THE NEW QUICKLINE' SIGHT IS AS QUICK
AS POINTING YOUR FINGER. THE FAST
lINE·UP OF THIS REVOLUTIONARY NEW
SIGHT SYSTEM IS STARTLING'

REAR SIGHT OPTIONS

..... ADD WHITE LINES $4.00

.L..J.- ADD CRUM DOT
~ A 0 LINES $5.00

LEFT HANDERS!

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup,
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and

1911 Al gov!. models, and Vega, AMT Hard
baller, Detonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00
plus $1.50 postage & handling. California resi

dents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly higher. Installation instructions included.
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NOTE: Lim~ed warranty on all Kel-lite products.

You read it right! We guarantee it. You can drop it, throw it,
kick it (but you might get a sore foot), even expose it to all kinds
of weather and, you guessed it, it won't break.
These flashlights have been factory tested, and are time
proven to be the finest available any where. We guarantee it.

SEND US $1.00 AND WE WILL SEND YOU OUR ALL NEW
104 PAGE 1979 CATALOG.

FROM THE COMPANY THAT CARES ABOUT YOU.

SORRY, WE CANNOT SHIP COD. CALIF. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX. ADD 10%
FOR SHIPPING. WE WELCOME MASTER CHARGE OR VISA.

1941 South Walker, Dept. F, Monrovia, Calif. 91016
17

K-CMH-7
7 C-CeII
$25.00
K-CMH-6
6C-Cell
$24.25
K-CMH-5
5C-CeIl
$23.50
K-CMH-4
4C-Cell
$22.75
K-CMH-3
3 C-Cell
$22.00
K-CMH-2
2C-Cell
$21.25

NEW HEAVY DUTY C-CELL
Increased head size. light
weight. New improved 3 way
sw~ch. You asked for ~. now
here it is.

K-CPL-7
7C-Cell
$18.25
K-CPL-6
6C-Cell
$17.75
K-CPL-5
5C-Cell
$17.25
K-CPL-4
4 C-Cell
$16.75
K-CPL-3
3 C-Cell
$16.25
K-CPL-2
2C-Cell
$15.75

K-SKL-7
7 D-Cell
$27.50
K-SKL-6
6 D-Cell
$26.50
K-SKL-5
5 D-Cell
$25.50
K-SKL-4
4 D-Cell
$24.50
K-SKL-3
3D-Cell
$23.50
K-SKL-2
2D-Cell
$22.50

K-MKL-7
7 D-CeII
$29.00
K-MKL-6
6D-CeIl
$28.00
K-MKL-5
5 D-CeII
$27.00
K-MKL-4
4 D-Cell
$26_00
K-MKL-3
3 D-CeII
$25.00
K-MKL-2
2 D-Cell
$24.00

K-KL-7
7 D-Cell
$30.50
K-KL-6
6 D-Cell
$29.50
K-KL-5
50-Cell
$28.50
K-KL-4
40-Cell
$27.50
K-KL-3
3D-Cell
$26.50
K-KL-2
2D-CeII
$25.50
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BY LUCY CHAMBLISS

NEWS FROM NRA COMMlnEES

s·

SHORT THOUGHTS &
POT SHOTS

since then have been denied the coveted
medal. Hopefully, through help of the
NRA and U.S. Women's International
Rifle Organization, this injustice will be
corrected for the future and retroactively.

WOMEN'S POLICIES
COMMITTEE

Wonder when ammunition, firearms, or
range equipment companies will think of
franchising indoor target ranges like
someone thought of for bowling, fried
chicken and burgers? I believe such ranges
could be money makers if done with
proper planning and national company
prestige. Such commercial ranges need a
resident gunsmith. The non-competitive
shooter buys his gun off the shelf, takes it
out of the box, fires it and it either jams, or
won't hit the backstop. So back in the box
it goes and \ye've lost another potential
shooter and contributor to our handgun
sport.

Joe White, Harlon Carter's Executive
Assistant at NRA Headquarters now, is a
welcome sight and a familiar face to vet
eran pistol competitors. Joe was a national
civilian champion in the '50's, a team
champion later with the Border Patrol and
understands the pistol shooter's language.
You handgunners (and Harlon) will find
Joe a big help.

Michigan State.University will host the
A new women's Protection Course will National Explorer Law Enforcement

soon be available. It will be in segments to Matches in July. Visit them if you can,
teach as much as perhaps 27 hours or these matches are the only national com-
maybe shorter, as the sponsor desires. I petition I know for junior pistol shooters.
have taught similar courses in the past "The American Marksman" recently
nine years. They were only 4 hours and I carried an article on International Pistol
think that's about what the average Shooting. Col. Jim Crossman took the In-
woman wants. However, if the women ternational side and Col. Charles Askins
have the time to learn more, this course the American style side of the issue. I cer-
will provide it. tainly hope some young junior shooters

My motion urging the National Board will reply, as the editor invited. The opin-
for Promotion of Rifle Practice restore ion of young shooters who will be com-
the U.S. Distinguished International peting long after Askins, Crossman and I
Shooter's Badge to 1st, 2nd, 3rd place are dancing around with the angels,
women, team or individual events in In- should be considered now. Age has its
terna tional shooting competition was privileges, but I'd like to hear from 17- and
passed by the committee. The original cri- l8-year-old shooters, beginning to dedi-
terion for this badge, one of the few in- cate 30-50 years to the sport, spending
centives we have for our shooters, got thousands of dollars, sacrificing the option
mlsmterpreted m 1975 and many women of partlClpatmg m sports where a woman
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T he LEA (Police Committee) with
Harry Reevesas Chairman is a sub

committee that's been appointed to work
up rules, with input from the committee
for automatics in police com bat matches
as a sponsor option. I personally do not
think it is safe to have perhaps 20 automat
ics on the line firing the present com bat
course with shooters in different positions,
hurrying under pressure of time limits.
That's still the way I am voting ... time
will tell if I'm right or wrong. The police
competition book, with some needed im
provements, that's been updated and clar
ified should be printed in June '79

"Special Session" on the NRA Police
Program will be initiated at Annual Meet
ings. I noticed at '78 meeting, these in
formative and entertaining sessions cov
ered such subjects as smallbore, pistol,
cooking big game, and how to measure
antlers (?), but nothing on our excellent
police activities.

The men and women champions take
part in these hour-long sessions and make
an excellent impression on the public and
the shooters they are addressing. It's a
chance for the public to mingle, ask ques
tions and see how the champions stand,
pull the trigger, choose the right gun, etc.

Hercules.
Specialists in
smokeless powders
for the Reloader.
Hercules. The leader in reloading
powders for more than sixty years.
Red DotID Bullseye® Herco®
Green DotID Unique® Reloder 7®
Blue Dot® Hercules 2400®

Each is special, and each del ivers
high energy, fast, clean burn, shot-to
shot consistency, and economy.
Anticorrosive, too, for gun protection.

You do a special job when you re
load. Be sure your powder comes
from the specialist. And be sure to
pick up a Hercules Reloaders' Guide

FREE at your dealer:J's.Il-
Hercules Incorporated, •

Marketing Division,
Wilmington, DE
19899. HERCULES
XS 79·2
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Modifications on your handgun or complete
combat modified handguns available.

For complete picture brochure of custom
work & acc .. send 2-15~ stamps to:

WILSON'S GUN SHOP, 101-103 Public
Square. Berryville, Ark. 72616

PH 501-423-2982

Custom combat moditications & Acc.

Specializing in tuning COLT MK IV Series 70
45 ACP's for PRACTICAL PISTOL

SHOOTING.

"COMBAT SHOOTERS"

':iiiiS~Hiii'I IPSC AUTOMATICS I
I I~~~~~u~r~~~ ~~~o~~I~~~u~eE~I~s~~Y I

Class, Class A and Class B, available
In Hard Chrome or Blue tlnlsh With Smith

I & Wesson or Bo-Mar Sights Also a full I
line of Smith &GEiiCOolt handguns

IPHONE (704)274-4572(24 hr Ans) Chapple Genet~

'-.

1270 HendersonVille Rd , Plaza SoutJh
POBox 5704, AsheVille, NC 28803----

P--IIJ···!I-- __· -• •• •· · ~~ .'·~W

• r.. '''~_''~ Converts standard -

• I am,~~ belt holster to •
SINCE 1B57 shoulder holster.

: "~d~lig~~~a~rl:,~r~~,~rl, :

•

010;.;1 lw!t h()l~t(>r~ into shollldl'r holsh'r;; or may bf' •
Ilsl'd with matching ;;prill/! lond('d hol.-;lf·r as illus-

•
lralt'll. #9 Strap only - $12.55 •
#9 Holstf'r only- $24.95 pillS postagt> $1.,')0

• FREE CA TALOG-holsters, scabbards. •

• T~r~G ~~sRGEsi.~~sRE~s~nE'CO. •__e. :-~••niiO.r.9.Oil

Add $.75 to any order sent the company, to cover ha'ndling and postage.
For complete data on THE Shooters' Equipment Box, see your local
MTM Dealer, or send for Free catalog.

At last, an equ ipment box designed to hold all 0/ the gear you
normally take to the range: gun cleaning accessories, reloading
equipment, tools, ammo and components, spotting scope, hearing
protectors, shooting glasses ... and just about anything else you
may need.
There's even a cavity for a spotting scope mounting-rod
(not included).
MTM's Equipment Box measures afull 21" x9" x9V4'. Construction
is of rugged polypropylene, with metal hinge and latches.

champion (Evert-tennis) can earn 6 mil
lion dollars in 6 years. Keep in mind, Col.
Askins, these vitally essential competitors
may want to "upset the applecart." Many
don't think the American course of/he has
served us so favorably for this past three
fourths of a century, and can give you a
dozen reasons "why they want it 'dis
turbed' now." To attract the young, we
must offer them a recognized interna
tional sport. As for cops having to give up
combat for international, no, why do that?
Shoot both. The duel fire of the Inter
national Center Fire Course and combat
seem to be very compatible for master
shooters like E. W. Hilden of the Border
Patrol and others. The more difficult pre
cision and duel improve your combat
scores, even though one is usually fired
with an automatic and one with a revolver.
If you shoot both combat and the ICF, you
need only two target guns, not the min
imum of three needed for combat, Ameri
can and International.

Oops ... Col. Crossman, Women's
Standard Pistol is not the Center Fire
Course with the .22. You're thinking of
Ladies Small bore Pistol event. Standard is
slow, timed and rapid, a match for men
and women, but not always an ISU Cham
pionship event. We'll forgive you; unfor
tunately most people don't understand
what we've won those gold medals in
either.

American pistol shooters need small in
ternational type matches held weekly and
held at night on indoor ranges. The NRA
international type can be fired on Ameri
can bullseye ranges with the same .22 and
the same combat revolver you have now.

Buy an air pistol; you'll be acquiring
one of the cheapest to shoot, and most
convenient to shoot, training aids avail
able. Scarcity of international shooting is
crippling its acceptance, not lack of ranges
or equipment. The metallic silhouette
sport requires new large ranges and new
expensive firearms, but it has grown so
quickly because you can shoot so many
matches' International try-outs are plenti
ful, but young shooters must have the con
venient, inexpensive, monthly club match
to acquire interest and training. People
won't like what they can't try. Lucy

THE Shooters' Equipment&x

Fully
Adivsfable,

uses factory fronf
sight, Matt Black

Oxide or Salin Nickel.

With Plain Leaf $45.00
With white outline leat $47.50

FREE
Color

Brochure

RanmKer
LEATHER PRODUCTS

RanKer
LEATHER PRDDUCTS INC,

Innovations In Leather
For Discriminating Shooters

po. Box 1816
EI Dorado. Arkansas 71730 (501) 862-5692

Featuring:
i • New Camouflage
. colors and other

unique leather
finishes for holsters,
belts and rifle slings.

• Advanced holster/belt
designs for field
revolvers and
semiautos.

• Finest custom quality
at sensible prices.

Order your free
brochure now while
supply lasts.

Call or write.

Miniature Machine CO,. Dept. AH
210 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030

ON ··TARGET

NIckel
add $6.00

MMC ADJUSTABLE PISTOL SIGH

Combal Design
for S&W M·39 & M-59

~
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JEFF COOPER DOESN'T
SEE IT THAT WAY

BY EVAN P. MARSHALL

IPSe (INTERNATIONAL PISTOL SHOOTING
CONFEDERATION) NOT PERTINENT•••
COOPER DISAGREES AND TELLS WHY

who use Gordon Davis rigs for on-duty,
uniform use, and if this is the case then
there's obviously nothing wrong with this.
Many shooters, however, use such special
duty rigs for competition, and then use a
inside-the-pants or Yaqui slide rig for
daily carry.

Another sore point is the weapons used.
The really top competitors are using
weapons that cost upwards of $1 ,000 each!
This, of course, eliminates many good
shooters from really being competitive.
None of these expensive gun owners that
I've met, however, carry these guns for de
fensive purposes. It's as bad as the PPC
shooter who carries a 9MM on-duty, but
shoots all his matches with a bull barrel
K-38.

While we can't eliminate these expen
SIve rigs and weapons from competItion, It
seems that we could set up classes for
those people competing on a budget. Fur
thermore, I'd like to see separate classes
set up for revolver users. The majority of
this country's police officers are restricted
to the revolver, and they should be given a
chance to be competitive. Because my de
partment doesn't allow us to carry the .45
on-duty, I run the course once with my .41
Magnum and once with my off-duty .45
Auto. While this approach will probably
never qualify for a place on the US IPSC
Team, it will greatly improve my chances
to come out on top of a lethal con
frontation. It seems to me that this should
be IPSe's goal.

There are, of course, several IPSC
members who will be upset with me for
"airing dirty laundry," but problems can
not be solved if they're ignored. I like
IPSC very much, but like the air around us
I'd like to see it kept pure and uncluttered!

Cotl1bat
Course

I f you're a regular reader of American
Handgunner, you know I'm a rather

harsh critic of the PPC course. I sincerely
feel that its been perverted to the point
where it's no longer a valid form of com
bat training.

On the other hand, I've been an enthu
siastic supporter and competitor in IPSC
competition. As a police sergeant in one of
this countries largest urban departments, I
got involved in IPSC for one reason only
. . . survival. Recently, however, there has
seemed to develop a faction within IPSC
that would like to turn it into a quasi-PPC
with the .45 Auto.

The IPSC club I belong to (Michigan
Allied Combat Shooters) is a "purist"
group, but this doesn't seem to be the case
in most other states. A check with IPSC

I shooters across the country mdlcates that
many shoots are setup on well established
courses. In fact, several send out detailed

I information regarding the various stages
of the course. This, of course, allows those
shooters who intend to enter the match to
practice extensively the course they'll be'
shooting. My club on the other hand, does
not reveal the course until it is set up at the
start of the match. Everyone is walked
through the course once so that everyone
is on equal footing.

A growing number of IPSC shooters
seem to be more interested in medals or
trophies than improving their chances of
surviving a lethal confrontation. In fact at
a recent big IPSC match, a well known
competitor was heard to complain loudly
that the running man target was moving at
a slower rate than he had practiced at!

Another area that concerns me is that
some of the course have little relevance to
reality. Although I've been involved in
more than my share of real life shooting
situations, I've never fired a shot while
swinging from a rope or jumping from a
tree! Whether you're a cop or civilian
there are many armed attack situations
that IPSC course can teach you to survive.

The holster and belt rigs carried by the
competitors are generally unsuitable for Mr. Marshall makes some very good
day-to-day carry. The importance of points in regard to trends in practical
drawing your weapon from the same place shooting. The fact is that we have been
in both competition and real life situations wrestling with the concept of practicality
should be obvious. I know of some cops ever since the program began over 20
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'$1650
RETAIL

(White outline blade
$350 extra)

Replaces rear sight on Ruger models with
adjustable sights. Large, flat rear blade with
deeper sight notch. Improved sight picture.
Better click adjustments.

CLARK" RUGeR

~
AdjUstab,e

, Rear Sight

\~
\"",

u.s. CARTRIDGES
AND

THEIR HANDGUNS

Rt. 2 - Box 22A

Keithville. Louisiana 71047

(318) 925-0836

Jam~st.Clark
PISTOLSMITH

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Also available to fit base on current
production model Mark I.

20

Here is the new edition of the most
informative book ever printed on the
subject of what guns use which car
tridges. U.S. CARTRIDGES AND
THEIR HANDGUNS shows, both
photographically and with good text
support, the cartridge guns pro
duced and many rare, unusual and
not often seen cartridges that are
now used since a great number of
American and foreign made guns
handle ammunition no longer avail
able. Available in softback and
hardback.

Soft $9.95 Hardback $14.95

r - AMERiCANHANDGUNNER--,
I 591 Camino de la Reina. San Diego. CA 92108 I
I 55- H7 I
I

Please send copy(ies) of I
U. S. CARTRIDGES AND

I THEIR HANDGUNS. Enclosed I
I is $-- plus $L.OO postage and I

handling per copy. I
I NAME

I ADDRESS I
I CITY I
I STATE ZIP I
L _ Ca. residents add 6% sales tax __ J
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NAZI·Collectors M-43 Style
Black S·S Caps. Only S14:00
Postpaid. Order your SIze
NOW. Our 224-page fully il
lustrated calalog only 52.00
(free with order).

For comp/ele info,
send self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:

LOU RENO
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 253
Okeechobee,
Florida 33472

FRANK MIT MEIER, INC. (Est.1936)
Dept AH 7-79577 Easl Tremont Avenue. New York. 10465

ALLOW B TO 12 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

UNI-VEST
BY GARTH

Designed for Law Enforcement &
Sporting Use

~I ......The mas' practical
.... comlortoble way to

corry a gun. Uni-Vest
i 5 revolvers or auto
matics with '1' to 6!I,'
barrels in three spe·
cially designed holster

. pockets. Uni-Vest also
'has a two magazine
pocket which opens to
accommodate loose

., ammo. Heavyweight
. / blue denim. Sizes

S-M-L-XL. Specily right or left handed. $5.00
deposit on COD's. S'amped envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
DeptAH, P.O. Box 14354

Tampa, Florida 33690

STATE PISTOL LAWS
Booklet describing latest pistol regulations pertaining
to possessing, carrying, and purchasing of hand guns
for all states $2.00.

FEDERAL GUN LAWS
Booklet outlining latest federal laws concerning fire
arms $1.00. CRIME DETECTION EQUIPMENT,
CATALOG, $1.00. Henry Schlesinger, 4t5 E. 52 St.,
New York Dept. 17 N.Y. t0022.

~'"
SHOTGUN CHOKE GAUGE O.J.tf
Determine the choking o~ any 12. 16 or 20-gauge 521 50shotgun. Made of preCISion ground steel with
hardened taper. Measures 16&20·gaugechambers PlusSI

NEW GUNSMITH CATALOG S1.S0 Ps' e

t::::::::~. NEW! 00.=:::\
'·WINNER 44"

Front Break for the
S&W Model 29 - 8·3/8"
Ruger Super Blackhawk

\~9!!-! Rf4-t 7%"

;~END~
""O(STe:~s

THE POLICE SHOTGUN MANUAL
by Roger H. Robinson, Office of Public
Safely, Washinglon, D. C. The historv
and de\'('lopJllent of the shotgun. \'ar
ious tvpes of ammunition, and special
equipment arc dctailed in this book.
Firing positions. methods and tech
niques utilized to achien' accuracy. and
offensi\'e and defcnsi\'e pS\Thological
applications an' also discusscd. '73. /68
pp. (8 / 2 x 1/), /56 il.. -I lables. 5/2.25

Prepaid orders sent postpaid, on approval

BALLISTIC SCIENCE FOR THE
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER by
Charles G. Wilber, Colorado Sla/r>
(lnil/.. Fori Collins. The author's pur
pose is to unearth myths surrounding
gun usc and dispel them with undcr
standing basee! on scientific c\·idcnce.
Topics include dum-dum bullets. ric
oche!' cxterior and tcrminal ballistics,
ane! practical considerations. '77, 32-1
pp. (6 3 4 x 9 3 -I). 86 il.. 26 lables,
527.25

THE LAW ENFORCEMENT BOOK
OF WEAPONS, AMMV~ITIOl\' Al\'D
TRAINING PROCEDURES: Hand
guns, Rifles and Shotguns by Mason
Williams, Firearms and Ballislic Con
sul/ani, Libby, Mon/ana. This highly
illustrated book providcs an explicit.
straightforward explanation of all as
pects of weapons and marksmanship.
Information is prO\'idcd on selcnion of
the wcapon, care and maintenance. spc
cific training procedures, and carrying
and firing techniques. 77, 5-14 pp. (6
Vlx 93 ' 4),506 il.. /Iable. 532.50

301·327 EAST LAWRENCE
SPRINGFIELD 'ILLINOIS'62717

COMBAT SHOOTING FOR POLICE
(2nd Ed.) by Paul B. Weston, California
Slale Univ., Sacra menlo. The Second
Edition of this proven combat shooting
manual is the result of massive and rad
ical revision. Included are senions on
body armor, ambush attacks on police.
fire power. custom stocks and grips, and
Ruger revolvers. Numcrous illustrations
are em ployed to demonstrate holsters
and handguns, and to depin effenivc
methods and positions of firing. '78, /84
pp.. 7/ il., 6 lables, $/0.75

Fundamentals of MODERN POLICE
IMPACT WEAPONS by Massad F.
Ayoob, Police Officer and Weapons In
slruc/or, Hooksell, New Hampshire.
This ground-breaking publication gives
a succinct explanation of the major
stickfighting svstems currently used by
American law enforcement agencies. A
variety of impact weapons. techniques
and tanics for their usc, the psychology
of the impan weapon, training meth
ods, and legal and moral factors are dis
cussed. '78, /68 pp., 72 il., $/-1.00

Precision Renex, Inc.
P.O. Box 95, New Bremen, Ohio 45869

Cooper says that 60%
of practical shooters

are competitors
first and life

saving doesn't
enter in to it

The Revolutionuy New Comp.JIct
Optic.J.1 Sight Dnigned for H.J.ndsuns!

Just 2) .'·Iong x }I.
n high: 50z. in weight; sm.J.ller th;ln ;lny

scopt' available and simplier to use than any iron sight.

Bases for Contender. 5 &. W. Colt. Ruger and Dan Wnson
plus specials for any firearm dt"Sirrd. SightS73.00. Base $7.SO.
Dealer Dis.countsavailable. Send Ix stamp for fr~ brochure.

predicate one's criticism of life on one's
own experience, since it's never wide
enough. The fact that Mr. Marshall has
never had to fire while swinging from a
rope or jumping from a tree does not
mean that others have not had that prob
lem. Second, the notion that it is necessary
to use expensive equipment in practical
competition is erroneous. The present
world champion earned his title with a
weapon that was very close to stock, and
he is not the only example of this. Third, it
is a principle of practicality that weapon
types must nol be separated. The fact that
many police officers are forced to use a re
volver does not mean that revolvers
should be given special consideration in
competition. If they're good, they will win,
if they are not, they won't. And the
sooner we find that out, ~
the better. ~

. years ago. Essentially the issue boils down
to this: About 60 percent of practical
shooters are competitors first, and not
really interested in the use of the weapon
as a life-saving device, even secondarily.
What this means is that if policies and
procedures are put to a vote, the vote will
almost always trend away from prac
ticality. We have been able to control this
to some extent over the years through a
policy which many object to as overly
authoritarian. Still, I know of no other
answer. If we are to remain true to
principle-any principle-we cannot rely
on popular whim to maintain our course.
Thus it is that if some Czar or other at the
local level does not take over the direction
of policy, the problems which Mr. Mar
shall raises inevitably raise their heads,
and may in truth destroy practical shoot
ing in the long run.

On three other points I find matters of
disagreement. First, it is dangerous to
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SKIP TALBOT ON TRICKS OF THE TRADE

Skip says it's a family sport. If all
shooter's wives were as inter
ested as his wife Carmen, it
would be a lot easier for the rest
of us shooters to do our thing and
keep peace at home.

Big game handgunning is becoming one
of the true sporting challenges of hunting.

It's a family sport and it's a whole lot
easier to go places if your wife is willing to
go with you. She enjoys it, she's a part of it.

My wife, Carmen called the shots when
I got the 39 in Production Class. I pulled
the trigger, but if I hadn't had a good
coach, I wouldn't have done any of it in
that wind. There's a sense of sharing. The
younger people do well too. Look at Joe
Hobson from Missouri. That kid shot 36
laying down and he's only about 14. I look
at those kids and I think, I wish we had a
thousand like them."
Phil: "What do you see as the future of the
sport?"
Skip: "I think we're gonna have a lot
higher scores to contend with as people
become more proficient.

It gives us a practial hunting ability. I
think as soon as the average man on the
street sees that a guy who's shooting sil
houettes becomes a better shot, that the
sport can't go anywhere but up."

Phil: "Do you have any suggestions for the
beginning shooter?"
Skip: The first thing I'd tell him would be
to just lay down and shoot. Watch the
other guys on the line. See what they are
using and how they're doing it. I'd shoot at
least 6 matches with the gun you start with,
then make up your mind if you want to go
another route. Don't be discouraged to
find you only shoot a 5 or 8 or II the first
couple of times out. Most people don't
really realize that these guns will shoot
past 100 yards. Boy, that 200 yards is a
long ways down there. But the gun doesn't
know the difference. Learn sight picture
and elevation between targets. I think an
individual should go out and shoot against
himself I think the most satisfying thing
that I've ever done in this sport is to lay
down after firing and say to myself ... it
really works.

You're going to find that you enjoy
whatever gun you're shooting because you
can advance to your capacity. Then,
maybe advance to a Weatherby 90 mile an
hour alligator eater.

I believe it's mandatory that you hand
load. The other thing I'd comment on is,
don't be too discouraged about shooting
open sights. Most of us seem to be more
oriented toward optics. Also, there is a lot
of training that goes into it and people get
discouraged because they blame the gun.
Well, it's not the gun. It's the education of
the individual. Usually about six or seven
matches will take care of it."
Phil: "Skip, do you have any shooting
techniques, or tips you'd pass on, like, po
sitions or sighting equipment or some
thing like that?"
Skip: "I favor the Creedmoor position
which is laying on your back with your el
bow on the ground (use an elbow pad as
you can bruise the elbow tendon) and your
knees together, to form a tripod. I think
the main thing in using the Creedmoor po
sition is to get your head as straight up and
down as you can. Be careful of some types
of shooting glasses because, if you use the
Creedmoor, you're laying back and you
seem to get distortion on the lower end of
the lenses. Lots of people use a light glove
to help the grip. I've found that I've had to
use no glove at all.

We have found that black on black
sights, with a 6 o'clock hold using daylight
between the belly of the ram and the pig,
and the top of the rear sight is a more con
sistent hold, one day to the next. On the
turkeys and chickens I use a 6 o'clock hold
halfway up the leg which gives me '.l strip
of daylight on the belly to judge my hold
by, this also keeps my windage on. If you
use black on black and no daylight in your
hold, you can't see how far up into the ani
mal you are and will shoot high. If you
paint your sights contrasting colors the
variation between bright and cloudy days
will make your point of impact change
quite a bit. On a day with broken clouds
this will give you fits.

(Continued on page 24)
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Siluetas

Skip Talbot gained national prominence
in the handgun silhouette game,

when, on August 7, 1977, he became the
first person to shoot a straight, a perfect 40
x 40, with a XP-100 based unlimited gun
chambered for a cartridge of his own de
sign, the 7mm Talbot. Two months and a
couple of weeks later, on October 22 and
23, he shot the first 60 x 60. On February 4,
1978 he followed these feats wi th the
game's first 40 straight in production, with
one of the then new TIC Super 14's, in 30
Herrett. That feat has been done only once
since the Super 14 was moved on into the
unlimited class, but Skip has come close
several times, with a specially modified ten
inch TIC in 30 Herrett.

At the Internationals, where this inter
view was taped, Skip was the defending
champion in the unlimited class. We
talked on three separate occasions, spread
over two days. In between, Skip shot two
straights with his unlimited gun-he had to
to get into the shootoff. He lost the shoot
off, but a 37 and 39 with the 10 inch TC set
a new production record, and made him
International Champion in the production
class. Put another way, only one of the 350
shooters at the Internationals out shot
him-and no one had a higher aggregate
score.

There's been a lot of change, a lot of de
velopments, in one year. Skip from his
special vantage point, talked with me
about the sport, and why it's grown so. He
also shared some hard won tips and tech
niques on shooting the game, and passed
on some thoughts for the beginner.
Phil: "Could you sum up what you like
about the sport?"
Skip: "I've found it's directly applicable
to hunting conditions. You're gonna find,
when something jumps up a 100 yards
away out there, that you are gonna lay him
down because you're used to judging these
ranges and you're used to shooting small
targets. You're gonna be very aware of
your sight picture on running targets. I've
been able to see the majority of people
I've shot with double their proficiency in
big bore handgunning. I think it's the
greatest thing in the world. I think it's the
best answer we've got to the anti-gunners.
This sport makes you proficient with your
weapon. It's proven itself this last year in
the big game harvested by handgunners.
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By 1. D. Jones

Fontaine Industries, Inc. (704 E. Com
monweal·th Ave. Fullerton, CA

92631) has been advertising what they call
the Metallic "Silhouette" pistol scope for
about a year.

Their advertising is impressive-but
then advertising usually is. They claim the
highest relative brighteness-l77 (1 V2X)
and 144 (3X). I have no way to measure
this indicator but the scope is bright and
clear-the optics seem to be excellent on
the 1.5X. They also claim "shock proof'
construction for whatever that means. The
test scope was mounted on a TIC 10" .41

cellent quality optical equipment.
Fontaine also claims the scope is shorter

and lighter than other makers scopes. True
in some cases and not others. The scope is
short and light. That is a very important
consideration in a handgun scope. The
lighter it is, the easier it is to keep it on the
gun. Any heavy recoiling handgun is diffi
cult to keep a scope on for an extended pe
riod of time. Once the recoil of the .357
Magnum has been exceeded, scopes have
a bad habit of tearing loose from the gun
and flying into the weeds, frequently only
after bouncing off of someone's head. The
SSK Maxi-Mount is the strongest avail
able for TICs but requires a barrel modifi-

Rt. 1, Della Dr. Bloomingdale, OH 43910)
The field of view is good-28 feet at 100

yards. The manufacturer's claim is right
on. This 1.5X scope does magnify-some
1.5X scopes do not. The objective lens is
20MM and the ocular lens is adjustable to
suit the individual eye and incorporates a
positive lock so once adjusted it won't
move.

The lenses look damn good to me. The
scope is micrometer click adjustable-a
large + in its favor. In addition they work
the way they are supposed to. It is not at all
unusual even for high quality rifle scopes
to fail in this category. The Fontaine
worked every time so far in both windage

A "SHhouette"Sc0.2e

Now here's a group, that is to say
the least ... not too shabby. A trib
ute to the author's marksmanship,
Vern Juenke's accurizing and a
darn good scope.

Author "wrings out" new pistol
scope and finds it a winner .•.
almost.

and elevation. Shooting from haybales I
sighted it in on steel chickens (50 meters),
pigs (100 meters), turkeys (150 meters),
rams (200 meters) and some 225 meter tar
gets and wrote down the sight settings.
Racking the adjustments from target to
target between shots at random the scope
was right on every time. Photos show two
groups shot at close range with 50 clicks
between shots. It was cold, windy, and I
wasn't using a sandbag rest. As a result, the
groups (approx. 20 yards) aren't very good
but it does demonstrate the ability of the
scope to repeat its adjustments. Some par
allax; on the order of a half inch was pres
ent at this short range. The objective lens
is said to be adjustable for parallax. Per
haps it is with the right tools or maybe it is
done and sealed by the factory. No in
structions were given on how to adjust it
and I wasn't able to turn the lens mount

(Continued on page 60)
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The new scope with mounts on a
"Juenkerh:ed" .41 Magnum ...., ..
Thompson Contender single shot.
Normally, a .41 Magnum can
knock scope out of kilter after a
few hot loads. But not this one,
so far.

Magnum that had been given Vern
Juenke's (Accuracy Den, 15 Bitterbrush
Rd. Reno, NV 89523) excellent accuracy
treatment to obtain as much accuracy in
testing as possible. After about 350 rounds
of full charge loads the scope has given no
indication of coming apart. An inferior
quality scope-and there are a few of them
still around-would have come unglued by
then. Only continued shooting will deter
mine just how long the scope will prove to
be durable. As far as being shock proof,
we'll work it out on some really hard kick
ers this spring varmint hunting and find
out.

Fontaine also claims the scope is made
and tested by top flite silhouette shooters.
Maybe so, but the scope is made in Japan
and at last count I'm not aware of any MIS
clubs in Japan. Made in Japan is not bad- cation before it will fit. The barrel must be
if I were going to have almost any optical sent in for machining and the mount is
equipment made; Japan is where I would quick detachable. It is expensive, $45.00
go. The Japanese have for many years for the mount and $15.00 Rer barrel modi-
been the leading nation in producing ex- fication plus postage. (SSK Industries,
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Here's Skip Talbot shooting a 39 with his wife Cannen, as his coach.

SHOOT
WITH
RAY
CHAPMAN

LET RAY CHAPMAN SHARE WITH YOU
THE TECHNIQUES THAT HAVE MADE
HIM THE FOREMOST COMPETITOR

IN THE WORLD.
Ray Chapman, former World Practical
(Combat) Pistol Champion, is providing
courses of instruction in pistol craft and
competitive techniques at his modern 37
acre facility in Columbia, Missouri. The fa
cilities include indoor, outdoor, moving
target, and night shooting ranges.
Available courses include familiarization,
basic, intermediate and advanced training
in the use of the practical pistol.
The courses have been praised by shooters from
novices to AA World Class competitors. They In
clude the Safe and Effective Use of Handguns
uSing the CHAPMAN METHODS. For mformatlon
wille:

RAY CHAPMAN ACADEMY
609 E. Broadway

Columbia. Mo.. 65201

SILUETAS
(Continuedfrom page 22)

Another thing is, don't anticipate the
gun hitting the target. Look at the target
and look at the rear sight, get the top plane
of the front sight level with the plane on
the rear sight, and where you want it on
the target. Then concentrate on both sights

ably hurts more guys than anything else."
Phil: "I was gonna go back to the sights.
When you use the 6 o'clock hold, you
make sight adjustments as you go. You
don't depend on flatness of trajectory and
hold over."
Skip: "Right. I recommend that you prac
tice on the range the day before the match,
even if it's only one or two targets it helps.
Then you know you're on for the match.
If, during the actual match, you're high on

Mag-na-porl®
Means: Reduced Recoil - Reduced Muzzle Jump

x

The original Mag-na-port@ a Patent Precision
muzzle venting process - Has become famous
because of the thousands of shooters that in
sist on having greater control of their firearm.

Will not change Ballistics or Accuracy.

For further information on Mag-na-port@ or
the Mag-na-port Custom Ruger Handguns
write for free literature.
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on the target, not on your front sight on the target initially, then you wilt probably
the target. be high throughout the course of fire and

This might seem confusing but you get you can make a sight adjustment as you
to where you're gonna see, if you do the go. You work your windage as you go
latter, that when you pull the trigger, down the range also. Make a note of the
you're already looking at the target. Some- sight settings on every damn range you've
time about the time that you squeezed the shot on and every time you shoot. I can
trigger, you've looked at the target, the shoot a year from now here and know
sights have gone off, and you've missed a where to shoot. I also use the clicks instead
shot ... you'd swear you were where you of hold-over as it is a lot more exact. The
thought you were but that wasn't where unlimited gun shoots flat for all intents
you hit. and purposes, but the reason I raise my

Always grip the gun the same. sights between targets is that the pig is
Phil: "Any other tips or tricks you can pass deeper in the body so "center" is higher in
on?" the target. The turkeys have a little bullet
Skip: "You've got to keep your concentra- drop as do the rams along with a deeper
tion on the line. You listen to your spotter body. Almost everybody shooting winds
and you've got about four minutes from up making the sight adjustments rather
the time you've finished firing till you're than "Kentucky Windage" because of
due to fire the next round. There's always being able to return to the point of impact
something you can do in that four min- consistently.
utes. Keep yourself busy. Take your ear- Phil: "Wh~t brought you to use the pistols
plugs out, stand up, stretch, make sure you use?"
your sight settings are where you want Skip: "You can only burn so much powder
'em, look at your targets as they are down a given barrel in a given time and
set back up and make sure your hits on handle so much recoil. We have found that
the targets are where you thought they there is a compromise between cartridge
were when you fired them. Get your size and velocity. The lighter the bullet (to
ammo ready so that when that guy says, a degree) the faster it goes, the less recoil
"load," you lay down on the line. Make and the more accurate you're gonna shoot.
sure you're on the correct bank of targets We found with the 6.5 and the 7mm's,
and you're on the right target. Look at more people seem to be able to shoot bet-
your stopwatch and load and shoot on ter, faster, because the cartridge is more
command. Don't talk to anybody else but forgiving, with less recoil.
your spotter, keep your mind on the range, I believe that I've pretty well proven to
that's where it's all at. Not doing this prob- (Continued on page 27)
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* o.A.H.A. FOUNDATION, INC. 30016 S. RIVER ROAD· MT. CLEMENS, MICHIGAN 48045 *
MICMIDICASHIP NO"" SICLECTS

THIC ""I~E CH VEAA!

By the time you read this,% ' .ers immediately following one of
Banquet will have been he rd Dinners. But this spurt of ac,

1979 recipient of the Outstan ot enough to sustain a growth
American Handgunner Award selecte hroughout the year. The cam,
The most important thing about tlU and interesting conversation at
year's winner is that he was selected ~ the Award Dinners convinces
the members of the O.A.H.A. This a.e- 'many that they should join us. But not
parture from the normal committee s.. a of the potential members can attend
lections means that every member has ..tHe Dinner, and it is up to the present
voice in the most important function. . memBership to bring new handgunners
the organization-the selection and irtto t1ie organization. If we each bring in
oring of the Outstanding Ameri nly Qne member, 'we will double the
Handgunner. esent membership and get on with the

This is only the first step we wiIl"t l< of making the Foundation even
to make the Foundation more aw citing and meaningful.
the desires of the membership. Bu ut this page and give it to one of
step, and the others to follow, can oting friends; ask him to join us
be taken because of the growth 0 ffort to reward an outstanding
membership-the faster the gro ner each year and publicize the
sooner more of these innov::fi aspects of handgun ownership
will betaken.~ing,competition and self,

There is generally a spurt nse.
<--------------------..--------------------

aUTlT.llm•••IIIUIi
1&IIDI1II1I118 &B.RDI
30016 S. RIVER RD., MT. CLEMENS, MI 48045

NAME ,-- _

ADDRESS _

CITY _

STATE ZIP _
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YES, I want to become a member of the
OUTSTANDING AMERICAN HANDGUNNER
AWARDS FOUNDATION

Enclosed is $15.00 for annual membership which
includes a year subscription to the AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine.

I am already a sUQscriber to the AMERICAN HAND
GUNNER; enclosed is $10.00 for my annual
membership.
(Note: Life and Endowment memberships are available,
please write for details)
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Barrel sel up in lathe ready 10 be
lurned down .003 for Ihe nexl
lesl shool.
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InRe~o/~e"s
By Claud S. Hamilton

T he gap between the forward face of
the cylinder and the barrel shank is as

much a part of revolvers as two legs are of
a man. Oh, there have been efforts to over
come it as a problem-most notably the
old Nagant revolver made in Russia and
Europe in which the cylinder actually
moved forward to enclose a tapered por
tion of the barrel shank at the moment of
firing-but they have proven impractical.
Today we tend to rely on fine tolerances to
minimize the problems of gas loss and side
splatter associated with the gap.

Most experienced revolver shooters are
aware of the barrel gap and know that it is
one of a number of elements which tend to
cause wide variations in the muzzle veloc
ities. developed by even identical revolv
ers. I say we know it is one because recent
Speer research has identified a number of
other variables which also enter into re
volver velocity variations. Some of these
are bullet length, weight and diameter.
chamber throat size and the type and
depth of rifling. But have you ever won
dered just how much of a velocity vari
ation differing barrel gaps cause?

While modern revolver barrel gaps vary
some I'd expect a quality gun not exten
sively worn to mike somewhere between
.001 and .008 inches. Haywood Nelms, a
fine young gunsmith from Fairfax, Vir
ginia, fits revolvers that he builds or re
pairs to .003 inches since he considers this
a good compromise between gas loss and
the possible jamming which can occur if
the gap ~s too small. What happens in this
case is that combustion residue and bullet
metal shavings tend to build up at the gap
and, in time, can cause cylinder and barrel
shank to make contact and drag against
one another. Other well known gunsmiths
who built guns for competition use in
which large numbers of rounds may be
fired before cleaning sometimes advocate
gaps of .006 inches. All to whom I have
spoken seem to agree that .008 is about
maximum.

Recently I managed through the kind-
ness of a friend on Detroit's fine Police
Department to secure a real gem-a Smith

(Continued on page 48)
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SILUETAS NOW ••• THERE'S A NEW GAME IN TOWN
(Continued from page 24)

my satisfaction this year that that's the way
the cases are gonna go. It's still gonna be a
compromise about going too small and
doing some target damage. Another rea
son for the popularity of the smaller cases
and bullets is that many a woman will
shoot her husband's gun and do well, with
these calibers."
Phil: "You got any general thoughts you'd
like to leave us with?"
Skip: "Yes, I think this sport has a lot in
common with outboard racing in the fact
that you can talk to anybody and they're
very easy-going competitors. This makes
this sport what it is, it'll make the sport
grow. It's a family sport and a spectator
sport. I believe this sport will fulfill the po
tential it offers from the satisfaction of
shooting these things and watching them
go down and having a good time
with the people you're ~
with." ~

Coming ••• Next Issue
THE .45 AUTO

T he National Marksman Sports So
ciety is new. Starting in 1979, the

NMSS will be conducting P.P.c. type
matches in nearly every state. These
matches will be open to civilians, military
and law enforcement personnel. ALL
WILL BE ALLOWED TO COMPETE. It
will be open to both automatic and re
volver shooters on different relays.

Designed by such champion shooters as
Jim Collins, James -McNally, and Tony
Borgese, the NATIONAL MARKSMAN
Course has the same basic P.P.c. theory
behind the sport, but the progressive ideas
are new. A few of the changes are:

*1) Civilians are allowed to shoot in a
separate category with police and
military.

*2) Having a National classification
system that breaks the masters into
two classes; Master/Grand Master

. with National records, kept for
them as well as all other classes.

*3) Weapons:
Allowing auto's on a separate relay
with separate classification cards.
However, autos and revolvers must
shoot on different relays.

*4) The Course:
Match 1 -300
Match II-300

Total-600
Match III: Repeat of above

-Possible Match II
Score-600

Total Match Course Possible Score:
1200 points

*5) State Championships beginning in
1980 can be entered by anyone, but
only won by shooters from that
state.

*6) National Championships begin in
1980 and will be shot by regions on
the same day, time, etc., and when
the smoke clears, there are regional
champs as well as a National
Champion.

*7) Members of Police Marksman As
sociation can shoot the NA
TIONAL MARKSMAN Course
without having to join NMSS. It's
one of their benefits.

Further details on registered and ap
proved matches, rules and regulations, and
other courses of fire details and provided in
the National Marksman Rule Book-avail
able by sending $1.00 to cover handling
costs to: The National Marksman Sports
Society, P.O. Box 4747, Montgomery, AL
36101, or call 205-262-5762.

............................................••••.......•.

ZIPSTATE

Ca. residents add 6% sales tax

CITY

ADDRESS

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER
591 Camino Reina. San Diego, CA 92108

Please send __ copy(ies} of HISTORY OF SMITH &
WESSON. Enclosed is $15.95 for each book plus $1.00
for postage and handling per copy.

NAME

HISTORY OF
SMITH & WESSON

by Roy G. Jinks

Presented for the first time are facts,
production information, and data on variations
and modifications of all post-1945 SMITH &
WESSON firearms, information necessary to every
S & W gun collector. Written by SMITH &
WESSON authority Roy G. Jinks, this all neW
book carefully details the evolution of the company
and step-by-step, describes the development of
each of their firearms from 1852 through and
including 1977. Send $15.95 plus $1.00 for
postage and handling for< this renowned standard.

DEPT48- H7
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BUH-type magazine release is necessitated by squeeze-bar in front of
grip. It is faster than most. Just a flick of the thumb and out she pops.

Takedown is extremely swift and
simple. Sequence shows you can
get it down to its bare essentials
in moments.

dropper can be actuated accidentally
while the gun is worn, as has been known
to happen with 1911's and Smith 9mm.s in
certain holsters. Such a mishap can be dis
astrous. It just doesn't happen on an auto
with a butt-type release.

What's nice about the PSP's catch is that
you don't have to actually pull the maga
zine clear with your spare hand as on, say,
a Walther P-38. Just hit the lever behind
the butt with your weak hand's thumb,
and the magazine forcibly ejects itself.
Your free hand is already to the fresh
magazine before the drained one hits the
ground.

We realize that a very practiced individ
ual can have the fresh mag in the gun be
fore it hits the ground, if the pistol is of
side-button design, but the difference is
only a second or two with practice. It still
beats a wheelgun with speedloaders. What
assists the PSP's reloading speed still fur
ther is a design that drops the slide and
chambers a round automatically when the
magazine is thrust home.

Here, purists will scream, "Irrelevant!
A trained man will count his shots and al
ways leave the slide down on a live round
anyway!" To which every veteran of
drawn-out gunfights I've talked to replies,
bull. Nobody counts their shots on the
street, and if you do all your reloading
practice with the slide down instead of
locked back, you're kidding yourself
dangerously.

The matter of reloading speed is minor
in any case. Counting the slide drop fea
ture, there's maybe a second difference
between reloading a PSP and, say, a
Browning P-35, assuming both have been
shot empty'. The chances are strongly
against having to reload a 9-shot pistol like
the PSP during a gun battle anyway.

The real thing everyone is interested in
reference the PSP is, in any case, the
squeeze-handle design. It wants deliberate
pressure for that cocking bar to do the job.

I played with that gun a lot. I worried in
itially that a fumble on the draw could put---.- ........11IIII...1 the hand in a bad position that wouldn't

.... activate the cocking bar. Users of the 1911
frequently "miss" the grip safety on fast
draw, which is why so many of them
deactivate it. It just isn't going to happen
on the PSP, though, unless you're a midget
or a kid with itty-bitty fingers.

Parenthetically, I should note that no
one claims the PSP to be kid-proof. It is

button behind the trigger that allows them said that when Daniel Baird Wesson de-
to already be reaching for the spare maga- signed his first Safety Hammerless re-
zine with the weak hand as the strong volver, with grip safety and super-hard
hand dumps the empty one. DA-only trigger pull, he handed it loaded

These people turn thumbs down on a to one of his grandchildren and chal-
design that requires the strong hand to lenged the lad to pull the trigger. Seconds
hold the pistol while the weak hand shoves later, there was a loud noise and a bullet
the butt-catch and literally pulls the empty hole in the floor near Grandpa's feet. Back
mag out and throws it clear. I don't blame to the drawing board. A magazine dis-
them. I usually carry a Colt .45 auto connector safety is an idea that might have
myself. appealed to old Dan'l; the chambered

But the butt-catch system does have its round can't be fired if the magazine is out,
good points, especially as installed on the and that's a feature of the PSP too. (Yes,
PSP. There is no way that the magazine (Continued on page 66)
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maybe four pounds, with no real backlash.
Sights were good but not great. The only

service auto with really dynamite combat
sights as it comes froI11\lhe box is the De
tonics .45. Against more popular guns, like
the Colt, Smith, or Browning, the PSP's
sight picture holds its own, but with no
great improvement in speed of pickup.
Sights are low-profile for snag-free con
cealment carry, and both front and rear
have vertical, brightly-colored inserts.

The butt-catch magazine release will
turn off a lot of U.S. buyers, who have be
come thoroughly accustomed to a release

30

lying less than two inches above the fore
arm. This means that recoil is more
straight back, nullifying muzzle bounce
since there is no leverage for the recoiling
weapon to rear up on. And since the whole
recoil impulse has been slowed by the gas
mechanism, channelling the kick straight
into the hand doesn't hurt, as happens in
some other low-bore-axis handguns, no
tably the T-C Contender.

Subjectively, I find the PSP's "kick"
only a trifle greater than that of a Colt
service automatic shooting .22 hi-speed
through a conversion unit. The sharp re
port of the 9mm. Luger round gives an im
pression of a violent let-off, but actual felt
recoil is remarkably mild, the lightest I've
ever experienced in a gun of this caliber.
The PSP is more pleasant to shoot than
any .380 I've ever worked with, including
some rather chunky ones.

Trigger? On a scale of one-to-ten, with
"one" being The Absolute Pits and "ten"
being Super Primo, I'd give the PSP an
eight. For comparison, that same scale
would yield maybe SJ/2 for a stock Colt
Commander and 31/2-to-4 for a Smith
9mm. Our test PSP's go-button is crisp,



lIoubleshmt:it!g
Your HanQgun

J. B. Wood's book, TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR HANDGUN, is available from
GUNS MAGAZINE Book Department, Suite 200, 59/ Camino de la Reina, San
Diego, CA 92108, for $5.95, postpaid. The book gives similar details on 87 American
and foreign handguns. These monthly columns are all new material, and are not
included in the present edition ofthe book. J. B. WOOD

This Month:

The SIG PIS-rOL
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The arrow points to the magazine
safety, one of the flat springs in this
design. It is easily removed.

I t has been called the "Rolls-Royce of handguns," and the finest self-loading pistol
in the world. On the basis of quality materials and precision workmanship, it

deserves these accolades. The pistol began with a design by Charles Gabriel Petter, a
design began that was produced as the French military pistol, ModeI1935-A. In 1937,
license to manufacture and further develop the design was obtained by the
Schweizerische Industrie Gesellschaft of Neuhausen, Switzerland. Between 1938
and 1944, numerous prototypes were made in various calibers, culminating in the SP
44/16, chambered for the 9 m/m Luger cartridge, and having a stagger-type magazine
with a sixteen-round capacity. This one, too, was made only on an experimental
basis, and was soon re-designed into a smaller model with an eight-round magazine.
Its factory designation was SP 47/8, standing for Selbstlader Pistole 1947,.8 rounds.

The gun was immediately adopted for use by the Swiss Military, where it is called
the Pistol Modell 1949.

It was also adopted by the Government of Denmark, and is the standard side-arm
Note of several Swiss Police departments, notably, Basel, Lausanne, and Zurich. The

same basic pistol is also available on the commercial market at the Model 210, in
rear, varying degrees of finish, and with optional target sights, different grips, and other

accessories. A complete .22 conversion unit is available, consisting of a special slide,
barrel, recoil spring assembly, and magazine. The pistol and its accessories are, to
put it mildly, quite expensive.

Mechanically, there is little to criticize in the design of the SIG pistol. There are
several flat springs - the magazine catch, magazine safety, and manual safety lever
- but these are of heavy stock, and are not severely flexed in normal operation. The
grips, originally supplied in both wood and plastic, meet at the rear to form the
backstrap, but there is ample material in this area to preclude any breakage. As with
most grips of this design, removal must be done carefully. After the screw is
removed, pry the grips gently apart at the rear, using a knife blade or other thin tool.

The SIG has an inertia firing pin, making it quite safe to carry with the chamber
loaded and the hammer down, assuming all parts are original. The manual safety is
conveniently located at the upper front corner of the left grip panel, but the slide stop
is located too far up and forward for operation with the shooting hand. The magazine
safety, located inside the right grip, is attached to the frame by a single screw, and is
easily removed. On top of the slide, just to the r.ear of the ejection port, there is an
indicator that tips up when the chamber is loaded.

There are three important points in the SIG design. In most automatic pistols,
tracks are cut on the outside of the frame for the slide rails. Because of the front
lower projection of the Browning-pattern slide, the length of these tracks is usually
restricted to the rear half of the. frame. The engineers at SIG reversed this, cutting
tracks in the exterior of the slide, and bringing the frame sides up to surround it, the
rails being on the frame. This gives an unusually long slide track, with increased
strength, and a stability and smoothness that aids accuracy. The SIG uses the classic
Browning locking system, with a dropping barrel that engages lug recesses in the top
of the slide. In the SIG, the barrel movement is precisely controlled by a closed track
on its underlug which surrounds the slide stop shaft. The basic idea of a sub-frame
containing the firing mechanism did not originate with the SIG, as it had appeared

This is the .22 conversion kit unit that earlier, in the Tokarev pistol of 1930, and was used by Petter in the French auto
consists of slide, barrel, recoil spring matics. The package firing system of the Swiss patrol, however, is perhaps the
assembly and magazine. ultimate refinement of this concept.
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The S,G Mode' SP 47/8 pistol. The one
shown is identical to the Swiss Army
Model.

The SIG pistol, field-stripped.
the separate sub-frame at the
containing the firing system.
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ditions. As a matter of fact, I have person
ally blocked the grip safety in the
disengaged position on some of my own
G. M. pistols, and I've also done it by
request for a number of associates. I have
quite a few photos showing.45 autos being
carried by professional law officers with
the grip safety locked out. Their reason
ing-and mine-is simply that under con
ditions of stress or violent activity, one
might grasp the gun for firing in such a po
sition that the grip safety wasn't fully de
pressed. Should that happen, the gun
couldn't be fired, and the results might be
fatal to the carrier. Also, it was essential in
the development of the Detonics .45 to re
tain a heavy hammer blow to insure func
tional reliability; and, this meant retaining
virtually the full-length mainspring while
substantially shortening the butt. The only
place where space could be borrowed to
keep the long mainspring was from the
grip safety. This reduced the space for the
grip safety to less than that needed to ac
commodate a fully functional unit, with
the result that the original Colt/Browning
safety was converted to a simple filler
block. If one wants more evidence that the
grip safety is not all that it's cracked up to
be,just look around and you'll see that not
a single modern big-bore autoloader de
veloped since 1930 is equipped with it.

Frankly, it is the shortening of the butt
more than the shortening of the slide and
barrel that makes the Detonics .45 more
concealable than any other auto of like
caliber. Unless the gun is being carried by
a fairly slender individual in a horizontal
shoulder holster, an extra inch of barrel
doesn't really present any real con
cealment problems.

However, it is in the shortening of the
barrel and the slide that most problems
are encountered in retaining adequate
functional reliability in the basic G.M. de
sign. The problem arises from the simple
fact that the space available-that is,
length-to accommodate a recoil spring is
limited to the distance between the slide/
stop pin and the muzzle when the slide is
fully rearward. As the barrel and slide are
shortened from the original five-inch
length, recoil-spring space is reduced and
thus spring design and force become more
critical. As a practical matter, the Colt
Commander represents the shortest barrel
one may use with a conventional recoil
spring and still maintain full reliability
and adequate spring life. Upon casual ob
servation it may appear that there's plenty
of spring room, but when the slide is in full
recoil, this space measures only 1.66
inches long in the G.M.

Detonics has done an excellent job in
solving this problem while still achieving a
barrel length of only 3.49 inches. The solu
tion has been in the use of dual recoil
springs, one inside the other, with the
outer spring of .045-inch wire and .430
inch outside diameter. The inner spring is
substantially smaller in both wire diame-

(Continued on page 64)
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1. Slide
2. Rear Sight
3. Extractor
4. Firing Pin Spring
5. Firing Pin
6. Firing Pin Stop
7. Magazine Catch Lock
8. Magazine Catch Spring
9. Magazine Catch

10. Slide Stop Plunger
11. Plunger Spring
12. Safety Lock Plunger
13. Grip Plate
14. Trigger
15. Mainspring Cap
16. Mainspring
17. Mainspring Housing Pin Retainer
18. Mainspring Housing
19. Mainspring Cap Pin
20. Sear Spring
21. Magazine
22. Mainspring Housing Pin
23. Left Hand Stock
24. Stock Screw
25. Stock Screw Bushing
26. Safety Lock
27. Hammer Pin
28. Sear Pin
29. Slide Stop
30. Frame (Receiver)
31. Recoil Spring Guide
32. Inner Recoil Spring
33. Outer Recoil Spring
34. Recoil Spring Cap
35. Barrel
36. Barrel Link Pin
37. Barrel Link
38. Disconnector
39. Sear
40. Hammer
41. Hammer Strut
42. Hammer Strut Pin
43. Recoil Spring Guide Screw
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CustomShop_
BY EVAN P. MARSHALL

FOUND: A PISTOLSMITH WHO IS A .WINNER
IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· JULY/AUGUST 1979

Lou Ciamillo does all his own work in this well-equipped shop. He's
also a Range Officer, NRA Distinguished Medalist and SWAT Team
Leader.

~ere seems to be three basic categories
1 of custom pistolsmiths. The first is the

unscrupulous individual who cheats his
customers. The second is the competent
man who does excellent work, but does
not participate in the type of competition
for which he builds weapons. The third is
the pistolsmith who not only does excel
lent work, but is a successful competitor.

The advantages of having a competition
weapon built by the third type of pistol
,smith should be obvious. Only a com
petitor can understand what will really
work and what won't. Furthermore, only a
winner can detect the subtle differences
between what is needed for an also ran
and a winner.

Lou Ciamillo (26200 Frederick Road,
Hyattstown, Maryland) is just such an in
dividual. Lou is not only a top-notch PPC
gun builder, but is also a highly successful
competitor. He's a member of the NRA
1490 club, holder of the NRA Distin
guished Medal, and the winner of numer
ous NRA Regional Police Revolver
matches.

Lou is employed as a Range Officer and
SWAT Team Leader for the Montgomery
County Police. An educated man, he's
combined a college degree with the neces
sary technical training to produce top
quality custom handguns. He got into the
PPC gun building business, because he
couldn't afford to buy one and because he
had not been overly impressed with the
quality of the weapons then available.

I sent Lou two weapons for custom
work: a Ruger stainless steel .357 for PPC
and a Colt Combat Commander for IPSe.
I chose a Ruger because it's an in
expensive top quality weapon, and be
cause the shorter distance between trigger
guard and grip is ideal for my relatively
small hands. The combat Commander
was chosen over the longer Government
Model because I also wanted an off-duty
weapon.

Lou equipped the Ruger with a Douglas
slab-sided stainless steel barrel with one
in-fourteen twist. A customized Bo Mar
rib was installed along with a yoke lock for
the crane. The weapon was converted to
double action only and the trigger pull re
duced to eight pounds. A trigger stop was
installed in the trigger guard, and all end

Deluxe PPC gun features Douglas
slab-sided barrel, Bo Mar rib, ac
tion lob, yoke lock and trigger
stop.

shake was eliminated. The muzzle was
radiused to provide equal gas escape when
the weapon is fired. The chambers in the
cylinder were chamfered and numbered.
The result is a highly accurate PPC
weapon. Using Federal match wadcutter
ammo in a Ransom Rest, this weapon
grouped under I \/2" at 50 yds. Further
more, in spite of several thousands of
rounds fired through this weapon, it is just
as tight as when it was new.

What do top PPC competitors think of
Lou's work? Well, Jim Collins, several
times National PPC Champion, person
ally told me that Lou is one of only two in
dividuals he considers qualified to build
him a weapon for PPC use. Furthermore,
a list of Lou's customers reads like a Who's
Who of PPC, with top competitors like
Alan Arrington leading the list along with
Collins.

Lou's expertise with the .45 goes back
(Continued on page 65)
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By J. D. Jones

T he .357 Magnum is not an adequate
big game cartridge. Most states con

sider deer as big game. Personally, I clas
sify them as medium game and consider
elk, moose, big bears and the like big
game. Deer in this country range in size
from the tiny key deer through the moose.
Yep, elk and moose are also deer. In fact
worldwide, there are over 60 kinds of deer.
The Whitetail or Virginia deer is the most
common in this country. Mulies are next
most numerous. Sizes of Whitetails and
Mulies vary considerably. In many areas
an adult Whitetail buck won't weigh 100
pounds. In other areas one will find many
that will weigh over 200. Generally, as
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with most fish and game, sizes and weights severed a deer will drop instantly only to
are usually grossly overestimated. get up just as quickly and run.

The common Whitetail and Mule deer The Fish and Game Commissions of
are somewhat fragile animals. They have most states are realistic in specifying the
long, spindly legs, and are built lightly minimum calibers of rifles for hunting
compared to a hog or bear, and rely on deer. Usually, the .30-30 is somewhere
stealth and/or speed for survival. A deer near the least powerful rifles allowed. The
with a broken leg, and/or frequently in .30-30, even with factory loads that take
the case of a broken shoulder or hip just the safety of old .30-30 "junker" rifles into
isn't slowed down much, if any. A lung or consideration are vastly more powerful
heart shot deer-even if hit with a .270 or than any .357 Magnum firearm.
similar cartridge will seldom drop imme- Under optimum conditions the .357 is
diately. At impact, he usually runs and the capable of killing any animal. Actual ca
hunter doesn't know if he has-hit or pabilities of a cartridge under optimum
missed. Frequently, if a large bone· such as conditions have little to do with its per
a shoulder blade ·is hit and the s·pine isn't formance in the field where optimum con-
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The 158 grain .357 is dwarfed by various .41, .44 and .45 bullets. The diHerence on game is even more
apparent.

ditions just do not exist. The best standing
shot at a buck that I've had was one stand
ing broadside in the open-at around 400
yards with about a 40 mile per hour wind
blowing. I have never shot at a broadside
standing deer with a handgun. Usually,
they are moving in relatively heavy cover
at some sort of angle. Ideally, a shot
should penetrate through the chest cavity.
This usually means shooting at either the
near or off shoulder from an angle. Per-

•357 killing power should not be
confus~d with that of the .357
Auto Mag and .357 HerreR. Both
are vastly superior.
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sonally, I do not take rear end shots. Typi
cal-field conditions limit the most expert
shots in exact shot placement. If the target
is moving, exact placement is difficult. As
suming that the "storybook" broadside
shots occur mostly in storybooks, some
sort of difficult shot is usually presented.
Of those that connect, the majority will
strike at an angle. The .357 is found to be
inadequate in performance in the majority
of shots presented by animals weighing
much over 75-100 pounds.

The .357 popgun in a typical revolver is
capable of around 1300 f.p.s. muzzle ve
locity with bullets weighing around 160

(Continued on page 60)
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In his new book, legendary leathermaker Bianchi tells all ... all
about how he saw the need for improvement of the old designs and
all about his dedication to the task of providing the right holster for
the shooter's personal and specific kind of need. He leads you from
the holsters used in life and death struggles on dusty cowtown
streets to the very demanding and different requirements of today's
lawmen. But the sport shooter and hunter are not left out either and
Bianchi meets their needs as well. AsJohn quotes Wyatt Earp's
famous saying, "Take your time in a hurry," Bianchi didn't hurry
this book. Just a glance at the chapter headings shows the scope of
what just may become a classic; 1. Gunfighter's Leather 2. The Old
And The New 3. Holster Development 4. Police and Military
5. Concealment and Bianchi's Law 6. Shoulder Holsters 7. Combat
Styles and the list goes on and on. We have chosen the last chapter
as an excerpt, but it was a hard choice. There are 12 other chapters
that are must reading for handgun lovers everywhere.

ByJohn Bianchi

Predicting the future can be a risky
business. Yet in the holster industry,

definite trends have been established in
the past decade that seem firmly im
planted. So with the usual provisos about
unforeseen events, here is what the future
looks like to me for the further devel
opment of holsters.

Police Leather

We shall see decreasing size and scale
for law enforcement service hol

sters. High-ride belt holsters with an em
phasis on safety will feature devices and
techniques to keep the service revolver out
of a suspect's hands, and to keep it from
being dropped during handling. The de
signs will incorporate procedural gun han
dling without the need for special training
of officers in the manipulation of the gun.
In short, these holsters will reflect a sys
tems approach to this vital element of po
lice safety equipment.

There will continue to be development
of new and more sophisticated belt acces
sories, such as magazine pouches and
speedloader cases. Traditional aspects of
dU,ty rigs will be reflected in continued
consumer interest in handcrafted quality,
functional hardware, and handsome, du
rable appearance.

Holster types on the market will change
somewhat. The crossdraw .as a uniform
duty holster is a dead issue for police. An
other decade or so should phase it out as a
significant market factor. On the other
hand, shoulder holsters have only started
an e'xplosive expansion. A number of new
and radical concepts should appear fea
turing safety, concealment, and comfort.
The large frame guns will get an increas
ing play in this area of police equipment.
The hip holster will continue in popu
larity, designed with unique features relat
ing to carry, fit, and comfort. The
waistband holster will be increasingly
popular for small frame guns and will of
fer security, convenience, and high quality
for such a simple holster.

(Continued on page 62)

Shaele. of the future. Thl. late.t
wal.tbanel leather hol.ter em
boelle. many ....Ign concepts that
anticipate tren'" of the future:
.Imple, functional ele.lgn; low
bulk; moleleel, .Ingle layer, thin
hi... con.trudlon.



The Ragak P-18
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The Firepower of Three Revolvers in a
Stainless Autoloade~ Here's how it works.

BY JAMES D. MASON

After a long wait, the Rogak (rhymes with Kojak) P-18
is here. This self-loading pistol is chambered for the
9mm Parabellum cartridge. Manufactured in this
country by L.E.S. (3640 W. Dempster, Skokie, IL

60076) under an Austrian license, the P-18 represents one of
the most unusual service autoloaders to come out of the
post-World War II period.

Predominantly a product of stainless steel investment
castings, the P-18 boasts the biggest magazine capacity of
any handgun. The 18-round factory magazine fits into the
handle and is secured by a latch located in the heel of the
pistol butt. The gun is oflarge size by U.S. standards, being
to-inches overall with a 5th-inch barrel. The gun weighs in
at a shade over 35 ounces unloaded, but with the gargan
tuan load of eighteen 9xl9mm hardball rounds, it tips the
scales at nearly 46 ounces.

The most remarkable thing about the P-18 is
its actuating means. This gun fires the potent
9x 19mm cartridge from an unlocked breech by
means ofa gas retarding arrangement that is coax
ial with the bore. By providing a gas pulse that
pushes the slide forward, the blowback opening
at the breach is retarded briefly enough to allow
the bullet to depart the barrel and chamber pres
sures to drop to sufficiently safe residual levels
before the action fully opens.

To accomplish this gas retarded blowback ac
tuation, propellant gas is tapped close to the
breech on both sides of the barrel. As the bullet
moves forward about one-fourth inch, hard propel
lant gas escapes through parts into two conduits
formed by milled slots running forward along the
outside of the barrel wall. A thin metal sleeve fits
tightly over the outside of the barrel, enclosing the
milled slot channels on both sides of the barrel.

The gasses are ducted forward past a fixed piston
on the barrel; the propellant gas expands inside a
cylinder sleeve affixed to the slide much the same as
a barrel bushing is configured on a recoil-operated

Photos here show gas cylinder which fits over the
barrel, forming an expansion chamber between
the barrel piston, the outside of the barrel and the
inside of the sleeve. Center photo shows hookless
filler for what was the extractor slot on the slide.
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ever, no major military weapons have
been designed using. this particular gas re
tardation system.

In the mid-1950's, High Standard
adapted this gas retardation principle to a
9mm military autoloader for entry into
ordnance department competitions for re
placement of the .45 ACP Government
Model. Nothing came of the Army com-

Disassembly of the p-, 8 is tricky.
Once the gas cylinder sleeve and
operating spring are remloved,
grasp the slide (' ). Retract the
slide untifit contacts recoil buffer
(2) and raise the forward portion
of slide over recoil buHer shoul
ders (3). Then retract the slide as
far as it will go (4) and raise the
rear of the slide to disengage
from guide grooves on the frame.
Then push slide forward off the

mule's steam is diminished in the forward frame (5).
action gas cylinder, while an amply heavy
slide and overall handgun weight moder- petitions and the High Standard gun was
ates the recoil velocities. Also, relatively abandoned. No other notable applications
lightweight bullets of the 9x 19mm round of the gas retardation principle have been
do not develop as high an impulse as G I seen since there are no particular func
Hardball .45 ACP, for instance. The Ro- tional or manufacturing advantages to the
gak is quite controllable as regards recoil. system as compared to the Browning re-

The gas retarded blowback technology coil systenl.
dates back to World War II. [n the latter The physical configuration of the P-18
days of the Third Reich, German home differs from the traditional American im
defense"forces were organized and armed pression of how self-loading pistols should
with the VG 1-5 Volksturm (home guard). look. The Rogak will intrigue some shoot
The gun was chambered for the 7.9mm ers and turn off others ("It don't look like
Kurz cartridge and was made from tubing, no Browning"). The handle angle is not
stampings, and simple screw machine quite 100 degrees (measuring the angle
parts. Rivet fasteners were common re- down. from the boreline to the handle axis
placements for weldments. The gun was on the front strap) as compared to the 105
curiously effective, but the collapse of degree handle set of the familiar .45 ACP.
Germany came before the gun sa\'(any Such a difference would require a modi
significant combat use .. The action drew fied wrist set to elevate the muzzle in point
mor.e than routine attenti,on from ord- shooting: The P-18 reflects its European
nance designers following WW Ir How- (steyr) antecedents. The straighter handle
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muzzle slightly elevated, the live round
drops out handily.

It is incorrect to refer to the Rogak as a
gas-operated pistol; it is unique in that it
uses reverse gas action to delay or retard
the blowback reaction. [0. this way the Ro
gak softens recoil over what it would be if
the slide were allowed to accelerate fully
with a straight blowback system using the
9x [9mm cartridge. Even so, while a good
deal of the blowback force is offset by the
forward gas expansion, a recoil buffer was
installed in the P-18 to soften the rearward
contact between the slide and the frame.
Two projections on the front end of the
slide engage the leading buffer plate
which is located below the barrel chamber.
in the frame. Most high-intensity blow
back actuated self-loading handguns kick
like mules; recoil is sharp and quick as the
speeding slide transfers its momentum to
the frame. [0. the Rogak, a good deal of the

~

This forward thrust from gas pressure
delays or retards the normal blowback
momentum transfer to the slide caused by
movement of the spent cartridge case un
der chamber pressure. The forward force
is significant enough to alter the normal
blowback functioning. Without gas retar
dation, a breechblock (slide) weighing
several pounds would be necessary to pro
vide ample inertia delay for the forces
generated by the 9mm Parabellum car
tridge. This ingenious gas plunger setup is
contained within the slide without adding
much weight or bulk to the handgun.

The counter gas pressure does not lock
the breech shut, but merely delays mo
mentum transfer to the breech block. After
chamber pressures drop following bullet
exit from the barrel, the slide retracts in
the usual manner having been accelerated
by the delayed momentum transfer from
the discharge of the cartridge.

The spent cartridge case is the "gas pis
ton" in blowback actuated guns, pushing
against the standing breech to affect mo
mentum transfer to the heavier part. Be
cause of this relationship, the cartridge
case moves the slide, the slide does not
pull the case. Therefore, blowback actions
do not require extractors for proper func
tioning. Indeed, the folks at L.E.S. took
the extractor out of the P-18. If shooting
stops with a live round in the P-18 cham·
ber, simply remove the magazine, cup the
hand over the ejection port, and retract the
slide; with the gun on its right side and the
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pistol. The barrel piston seals the end of
the cylinder; gases expand to drive for
ward against the front of the cylinder. A
barrel muzzle swell helps seal the front of
the cylinder where the barrel goes through
so as to contain gas pressure. The barrel
piston does not move, since it is affixed to
the barrel, which in turn, is fixed to the
frame.



adapts better to extended arm, one-hand
shooting. While it is a minor matter, this
grip-angle thing will make the gun seem
"strange" to the average American
shooter.

The Rogak is a service pistol and as such
does not boast the refinements in either fit
or finish associated with most commercial
grade handguns. As with most out-of-the-

box handguns, the P-18 can benefit from a
good going-over with stones, files, and em
ery to smooth out functioning and feeding
reliability.

The double action pull needs stoning,
but cleans up to give a respectable service
performance. The lock contains a trigger
drawbar arrangement that disengages at
the end of the pull from an eccentric to
drop the hammer during first-shot DA
pull action. After the slide cycles, the
draw bar hook disconnects from a sear le
ver that fires the gun in single-action
mode. To affect semi-automatic fire, the
drawbar is cammed down, disengaging
the sear lever whenever the slide cycles.

Applying the safety lever on the left side
of the slide will not drop the hammer
safely from the full-cock position as will
happen with most other conventional
linkage DA auto designs. The mainsprings
and other lock springs are torque-type de
signs, making the lock very compact. It is
not recommended that the average
shooter disassemble the lock, however,
since it is complex and difficult for a nov
ice to manipulate. The lock is impressively
small and rather delicate looking. It is held
in the frame as a unit by the hammer pin.

The P-18 frame is ingeniously designed
and manufactured. It is surprisingly light
weight due to the very thin wall in
vestment casting technique. No conven
tional guide rails are provided for the slide
which rides on two narrow pads at the rear
end of the frame and on the fixed piston

on the barrel. A set of guide rails inside the
slide engage the pads on the rear frame.

To disassemble the gun, first unload it
and remove the magazine. Depress the op
erating spring guide plunger and then turn
the cylinder/bushing counterclockwise
until it clears the three lug recesses. The
cylinder comes forward out of the slide
along with the operating spring and its
guide. Retract the slide until it engages the
buffer ears, then lift the front end of the
slide over the buffer. Continue to retract
the slide to the rear. Lift the rear of the
slide up off the frame and push the slide
forward off the barrel. This field stri pping
procedure will give access to all mechani
cal areas for proper cleaning.

On the range, the Rogak was finicky
about ammunition. The double row
magazine is of the Carl Gustav type and
feeds from alternate lips. Some brands of
ammo and/or reloads will broach in the

feedway. Simply don't use ammunition
brands unless they feed reliably. Ameri
cans are used to single column magazine
feeds. Even the Browning or M59 S&W
feed from single, central lips. The wide,
open-lipped magazine can be seen on mil
itary rifles and submachine guns. Seeing a
broached round in the feedway will prob
ably shock most American shooters. A
feed ramp polishing and dressing (deburr
ing) the underside of the feed lips on the
magazine may solve some feeding mal
functions with individual Pc l8's. The
magazine well on the Rogax is flared at the
bottom, facilitating magazine changes.
However, the P-18 magazine latch is in the
butt, requiring the use of the second hand
to release and free the empty magazine.
This arrangement is not optimal for com
bat use.

Hitting targets predictably on the first
shot with any DA auto takes practice. The
torque-type mainspring on the Rogak cre-

ates a DA tension gain during the last few
degrees of hammer rotation. This can dis
tract the shooter's attention and any lack
of concentration will result in shot dis
persions. Coupled with trigger bar dis
placement action, the P-18 DA pull takes a
heap of coordination to master. The
single-action let-off was respectable on the
two sample guns used for this article.
Fairly round, predictable four-to-five-

If combat shooters find they can't
score with the 18 shots available,
they~iII have to use both hands
to remove empty magazine.

inch groups were shot with the SA mode at
25 yards, which is about par for service
grade automatics using commercial am
munition.

The rear sight on the Rogak is an unfin
ished casting that would be sharper and
more functional with a few deft licks on
the aperture with a small, finecut. safe
edged file. The front blade is cast integral
with the slide and also needs a sharp-edge
definition to optimize sight pictures. Sight
quality will bave a bearing on potential ac
cur~cy of any handgun, especially in mar
ginal light conditions. The eyes can be
expected to compensate only so much.

The Rogak will stir the interest of hand
gun buffs who are intrigued with the
unique functioning of the gun. Military
pistol enthusiasts will like to take the gun
out and put it through its paces. SWAT
type police gun patrons who go for new
hardware and big magazine capacity will
see potential in the P-18. The Rogak is not
a gun for serious combat competitors, who
can be counted on to pan the gun unjustly.
The P-18 has a place in today's handgun
market: ultimate contribution IIIIIM-
will be, only time will tell. ~
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Even today when I think of Al Dinan, there emerges a tre
mendous sense of peace and calmness tempered by an aura

of controlled power and knowledge. Unlike many great men,
there are no flashes of lightning or the roaring of cannon. Al had
a quiet confidence plus a peace of mind that was remarkable in a
man that dealt with the public. He did not run a gun shop in Ca
naan, Connecticut. Rather, he operated a precision machine
shop that dealt solely with professional match handgunners. He
worked for and did business with his peers. Few men can boast
of such a life.

After a long stint in the Navy during the Second World War,
Al came to Canaan in 1947 where he and his wife Betty set up
shop. It was and remained a "small" operation. A one-and-a
half man shop. Over the years Betty came to handle much of the
routine work, leaving the precision, hand-fitting operations to
AI. The shop was located outside of town in a quiet, rustic area.

I am very much indebted to AI, not only for all the things he
did for me over the years, but because he was the first person
who took the time way back in the early 1950's to tell me the facts
oflife about the Colt Model 1911 pistol and all its variations. If it
had not been for him, I would never have been able to assemble
the Colt collection that I ended up with. I had just bought an un
usual Model 1911-a magnificent specimen that did not resemble
any Model 1911 I had ever seen. I remember walking into AI's
shop and laying it down on the big table. He picked it up, looked
it over,and told me very quietly that he would prefer not to work
on it or alter it in any way. He told me all about it-a first year
production-write so-and-so and obtain a listing of all Colt pis
tols ever made, bring anything I ran into to him. And so it went.

Al knew more about Colts than any other man I ever met.
From time to time while sitting around and reminiscing. I would
bring up the time that I had dropped into Colt's, gone up to see
Teddy in his workshop, and discovered that the U.S. Navy had
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shipped thousands of Model 191J's into Colt for complete re
working, tightening, etc. It was a fantastic sight. There was every
make and type and variation of Model 1911 lying there waiting
to be pulled apart and rebuilt. A priceless collection of 45's that
could no longer be brought together today.

I cannot remember when Al started handgun shooting. Nei
ther can I recall when he first became a Master with the three
handguns. In those days we shot the .22 long rifle, and the 38 spe
cial, and the 45 ACP. Al was an automatic man, and one of the
first that I knew who fired the 45 for both "center fire" and 45
matches. Because he literally hand-built his match handguns, he
had complete confidence in them plus complete confidence in
his ability to use them. I believe it was this combination that
brought Al up through all the stages of match handgun shooting
so rapidly.

Being a match shooter, he knew all the top men. He worked on
their handguns, giving them the same superb accuracy and tun
ing and ammunition data that he himself used, thus creating
tougher and tougher competition for himself as the years wore
on and his work improved. He specialized in 45's, however he
would work on other handguns, rifles, and even shotguns if the
spirit moved him.

Money, as such, meant very little to AI. I remember when we
were expanding Shooter's Service in Clinton Corners, New
York, I talked to Al about coming in with us as our gunsmith. He
just smiled softly and shook his head. If he did that, he would
have to give up woodcock shooting, freedom; and besides, he
was a very happy man doing just what he was doing. He thanked
me quietly, and we talked about something else. I heard from
many sources that he was repeatedly asked to "come in" with
other firms or people and that he had refused all of them.

The peak of his shooting career came in 1964 when he won the
(Continued on page 65)
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HanrO'unLea ,aj-1er_
BY MASON WILLIAMS

AUTHOR THINKS THE ALESSI IS THE BEST
RIG FOR THE LARGE REVOLVER

You can lie down. You can climb. The
handgun remains in the same position all
the time.

As usual, the Alessi craftsmanship is
evident throughout. The design is spartan
withOl\<t a single extra anything. With the
handgun under the left armpit, two
pouches carry twelve cartridges under the
right shoulder. My pouches take the 357
Magnum cartridges but by replacing these
pouches, it is possible to carry 44 Mag
nums or 41 Magnums, 45 Colts, etc.

Because Lou also sent me one of his In
side the Pants holsters for the 45 ACP, I
would like to briefly touch upon this hol
ster. Simple and functional, it fills a gap in
this line. Again, this holster is indicative of
Lou's workmanship, and simple design.
I can highly recommend both holsters
especially the Fieldmaster. The Unlined

(Continued on page 62)
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This "inside the pants" holster
fits the .45 ACP perfectly.

handgun comes free. It is not a fast draw
rig. It is not intended to be. This is an ex
tremely well thought out method of car
rying a large frame revolver comfortably
day after day under all conditions. Also
fastened to the folded leather "cover" is a
heavy loop through which the belt passes.
This loop may be used in the upwards po
sition or in the downward position de
pending upon the man's size and build.

When correctly fitted to a person's body,
this holster holds the handgun snugly
against the body. You can lean back in a
chair. You can get in and out of a truck.

The back side of the Alessi rig in
the upright position. Can be used
in down position depending upon
the build of the shooter. Note:
belt loop is aHached to the upper
leather and to the actual skeleton
holster.

produced for hunters, hikers, men who are
in and out of vehicles, planes, boats and
who require a relatively large and pow
erful handgun. It is offered at this time for
the "N" frame Smith and Wessons, the
Colt Pythons and the Ruger single actions
in center fire only.

Basically, this Fieldmaster is a shoulder
holster using the time proven Alessi design
for the shoulder straps, buckles, pouches,
etc.... Completely adjustable, it will fit
any reasonably sized man. The weight of
the revolver is held by a piece of folded
leather that hangs directly from the shoul
der straps and comes down to cover and
enfold the top of the revolver when the re
volver is in the carrying position.

The revolver itself is encased within its
own skeleton holster that is fastened to the
above folded leather by means of a heavy

is so new that less than a dozen of these pin that allows the revolver and its holster
holsters have gone out of Lou's shop at to rotate downward to the right as the
2465 Niagara Falls Boulevard, Tona- hand grasps the butt. Simply grab the re-
wanda, New York 14150. This rig has been volver butt, pull across the body and the
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This is the Alessi shoulder rig with
the two, six-shot .357 Magnum
cartridge pouches.

About twenty, twenty-five years ago,
.L\. Chic Gaylord ran a one man holster
shop in New York City. His concepts of
leather, design and stitching were twenty
years ahead of time. He turned out by
hand some of the finest undercover hol
sters ever produced anywhere. Fortu
nately he did not confine his efforts to
police, agents and undercover personnel
because he brought out a unique holster
design that he called the Dragoon. This
was a cross draw holster for large, long
barrel revolvers. I liked mine so much that
I still have it and show it in the accom
panying pictures. The secret of this holster
was that the part holding the revolver was
not fastened to the belt but pivoted on a
heavy pin within a folded piece of leather
through which the belt passed.

Louis Alessi has taken this holster con
cept and adapted it to what I consider to
be the finest shoulder holster for large re
volvers that I have ever seen. At this time it



HANDGUN HUNTING
(Continuedfrom page 16)

CHAMBER MEASUREMENTS

After the initial squaring and barrel set
back.
No I N02 N03 N04 N05 N06

Throat diameter'
.358 .358 .358 .359 .358 .3585

Barrel Gap
.003 .003 .0025 .0025 .0025 .003

used another position that gives better ac
curacy. The essential point to remember is
that the standing, two-hand position
should only be used when a more stable
shooting position is not practical.

It is this writer's considered opinion that
the braced kneeling, two-hand position is
the most practical handgun field shooting
position yet developed. The position
proves itself where it counts most-in the
field!

The braced kneeling, two-hand position
is preferred and used because it is rel
atively quick to assume, permits much
better accuracy than off-hand, standing
positions, and is usable under a greater va
riety of actual hunting conditions than the
steadier sitting and prone positions.

Quickness as it concerns the handgun
hunter is that amount of time needed to
respond to appropriate visual stimuli, as
sume the shooting position and fire a shot
that has the bullet penetrate the vitals. The
required time to accomplish the foregoing

(Continued on page 54)

(Continuedfrom page 26)

& Wesson replacement barrel in caliber
.44 Special. Haywood Nelms has agreed to
convert a Model 28 Smith Highway Pa
trolman of mine to .44 Special using that
barrel. But, before beginning that project,
he suggested that we use the old barrel to
see just what sort of velocity variations are
associated with changes in the barrel gap.
This we would do by firing several differ
ent lots of ammunition over my chrono
graph first with the barrel gap already
existing on the gun, then we'd repeat the
process after turning the barrel shank back
a few thousandths on his lathe.

The first discovery made was that the
rear face of the barrel shank on my gun
was uneven, and most of the first day was
spent in setting the barrel shoulder back a
turn of the threads and squaring off the
rear surface of the shank so that it was per
fectly square. When that task was finished,
he measured the inside diameter of each
chamber throat and then the gap between
each chamber and the rear face of the
barrel:

CYLINDER GAP

(Continued on page 50)
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My sympathy ifyou feel that by my associ
ating the Southwest Pistol League with the
1978 IPSC National Championships. I
"tarnished your good name," as you put it.
Since so many of your members were in
volved in running the match (including
forty per cent or more of your letterhead
staff), and since the country at large as
sumes that the fabled Southwest Pistol
League controls all free-style combat
shooting in the area, I fell victim to a myth
and an image. Let me correct that mis
conception now: the IPSC National
Championships of 1978 were run by IPSC
Southern California Section, and not by
the Southwest Pistol League, despite the
latter's powerful presence among both
tournament executives and competitors,
according to SWPL.

SWPL members want us to note that they
lease their ranges from Mr. Wes Thomp
son at the Juniper Tree Facility. I also
want to say that the SWPL's affiliated
Shooting Machine range (on which the
Cooper Assault Course took place at the
Nationals) was open to all comers who
paid range fees, (I practiced there myself
before shooting for record), and turned no
one away except when the range was being
prepared for the tournament itself.

I thought the California group ran a damn
good match, considering the problems
they had to start with. What they did was
an inspiration to other gun clubs through
out the country. As I said in the article, I
was proud to be there. A game that begets
champions like Ross Seyfried and Kirk
Kirkham has my vote ... and it's a game
every reader who wants to be good with
his sidearm in a practical sense, should se
riously consider becoming a part of.

This is what I thought the 78 champion
ship was all about. If SWPL wants to dis
claim any knowledge of the national
shoot's existence, it will be duly noted
here.

Massad Ayoob
Concord, New Hampshire

curacy. I am sorry to bring this unpleasant
matter before you.

Mike Dalton
Southwest Pistol League

AUTHOR AYOOB's
REBUnAL

SpeakOut
IT'S NOT OUR FAULT
I just read my latest issue of your maga
zine and was shocked by the inaccuracies
in the "Superstars Halted at IPSC Nation
als," by Massad Ayoob.

There were enough problems involved in
the organization of the contest to possibly
require mentioning, but if you're going to
"air dirty laundry in public," you should
do some good research and be certain to
blame the correct culprits. There were
many points that Mr. Ayoob reported that
were incorrect about the event, but I will
only touch on those that tarnish the good
name of the Southwest Pistol League.

The Southwest Pistol League did not bid
or host the 1978 IPSC Nationals. The
match was hosted by the IPSC Southern
California Section and was responsible for
its organization and administration and all
other related necessities, including the
match site.

After his opening paragraphs, any reader
would assume the SWPL was responsible
for all of the so-called problems that he
stated happened. The league's presence
was clear at the contest because of the
large amount of league members partici
pating. But again, I must point out the
league had no control whatsoever over the
operation of the match.

There were two clubs, The Shooting Ma
chine and The Unique Pistol Club, that
are members of both the SWPL and IPSC
Southern California that helped with the
event. But again, they are individual clubs
that are only responsible to the league
when they host a league event and the
1978 IPSC Nationals were not under the
league's jurisdiction.

Let me make one point very clear. That is,
if the SWPL had bid for the Nationals and
had organized and administered the con
test, it would have gone off quite
smoothly.

The league has a great many years of ex
perience and is well respected as the
model practical pistol organization. Mr.
Ayoob's article has tarnished our good
name and a retraction and apology is in
order. Therefore, I hereby request that
such a retraction and public apology be
given as soon as possible.

Please understand that we appreciate your
magazine's coverage of our sport and that
you are dependent on your writers for ac-
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LIGHT LOADTM
Most Effective Handgun
Shooting Aid Ever Designed!
There are dozens of thoughts and theories on how to improve one's accuracy, but the common
denominator among them all is - practice. To become a better shooter you must shoot ... it's that
simple, or rather, that expensive. Why, with the high cost of ammunition, a few hours on the range can
set a man back $100 or more and becoming a top notch marksman means a substantial investment - or
did, that is, until now.

Now there is a safe, economical and effective training device that will make you a better shooter and
won't break your bank in the process. It's called Light Load.

What is a Light Load?
Light Load is a precision engineered handgun conversion kit for dry firing that permits accurate

simulation of the handgun firing process. It will improve your sight alignment, grip, hand steadying,
trigger squeezing, follow-thru and hit recording. The Light Load kit contains an electronic cylinder
that replaces your gun's cylinder, a lens tube that slips into the barrel, a regulation scale target
and instruction brochure.

6'
458"
6 1 2"

2"
O'

6'
7 1 2"

Barrell
2 1 2"

4'

K

K
K

_______Zip _

Light Load will not
harm your handgun.

All Light Load components are coated.
They ca'n be installed and removed any
number of times with absolutely no effect
on the gun's performance or cosmetic
appeal.

Light Load can be safely fired in
your liVing room.
The burst of light that the Light Load unit emits is safe

to both shooter and bystanders. This safety feature makes
Light Load the finest device available to teach the entire family

proper handgun use, safety and etiquette. Plus, it permits
regulation scale target or combat shooting practice in the home with
the same handgun you are accustomed to firing on the range or in

the field.

Mgt.
S & W

S & W

S & W

Ruger

Ruger
S & W

S&W
S & W.
Ruger

38

,44

Cal.
.357

•

D Yes, I want to improve my accuracy Please send me Light
Load (s) at the limited time otter price of only $49.99 each plus $1.00 for
postage.

D Also include pairs of Duracell"n" Batteries@$1.49 pair. I have
enclosed my check or money order in the amount of $ . (Make
checks and money orders payable to: "Light Load")

Models Available (Circle model(s) desired)
Gun Models Frame
13. 19.65.66 K
13. 19.65.66 K
13.19.65.66 K
New Model Black Hawk
New Model Black H{iwk
10.14 15.64.67
10. 14. 15.64.67
10.1415.64.67
New Model Super Btack Hawk

Light Load for
law enforcement.

Any rangemaster or firearms instructor
will applaud the value of simulated handgun
firing, as a training aid for police or military
officers. Light Load gives recruits the oppor
tunity to learn the ins and outs of proper gun

Kit contains all conversion handling without risk of accidental dis-
components including charge and resultant injury. Assures com

plete safety and adds a remarkable dimen-
regulation scale target and sion of authenticity to classroom firearms
instruction brochure. instruction.----------------------------

___________State

o VISA 0 MASTER CHARGE

Exp. Date Card Number ~
Signature L--=-.J
For C.O.D. Call Collect 205·755·6925

I Mail to: LIGHT LOAD, P.O. Box 547, Dept. HG-79 Clanton, AL 35045 ..
1 ---------------------

Light Load is perfectly accurate.
The Light Load lens tube is spring loaded and self aligning so the image that you

see on the target appears at the exact spot that a bullet hole would if you were
firing a live round. Sight the gun exactly as you would normally do with a
loaded weapon. If you are on with Light Load, you will be on with
shells in the gun.

Dramatically
Improves
Handgun
Accuracy!



BROWNE & PHARR MAKERS
CYLINDER GAP

WOW Superspeed 158 grain Lead SWC,
lot unknown, .357 Magnum 1450 fps

S & W 158 grain Jacketed Hollow Point,
lot 0150581, .38 Special 895 fps

Norma 158 grain Jacketed Hollow Point,
lot 03220, .357 Magnum 1285 fps

W-W-P 158 grain Lead Hollow Point,
lot D9LM6, .38 Special 1037 fps

The first load shown is very old ammuni
tion. It remains in good condition. That
old ammunition was obviously a hot load
and well above today's SAAMI standards.

Haywood Nelms then removed the bar
rel from my Model 28, put it back on his
lathe and turned it down a few thou
sandths for the second test firing. We
repeated the process yet a third time so as
to get a good spread both of gaps and ve
locity readings, Here, in summary form,
are the overall results of all three firings,
and the barrel gaps for each shoot by cyl
inder. (I have not listed all the velocity
readings so as to keep things simple.)

TEST FIRING SUMMARY

CARTRIDGE
CHRONOGRAPHED VELOCITY

Load I 1387
Lood2 ~7

Load 3 1228
Load 4 1009

Test 3 Gaps .010.009.009.009 .008 .009

Load 1 1450
Load 2 895
Load 3 1285
Load 4 1037

Test 2 Gaps .007.006 .006 .006 .006 .007

NOTE:'We resolved to record throat di
ameters since variations in these
do greatly influence pressure and
velocity, and the information
might later prove valuable.

And here we learned something else. Not
only was the rear face of the barrel not
square, neither was the front face of the
cylinder! I don't know how the maker cuts
cylinder blanks from bar stock but his tool
at least in this case did less than a perfect
job.

I had selected two batches of .357 Mag
num ammunition and two of .38 Special
so that we might also see if wide variations
in pressure levels might reveal anything of
interest about barrel gap variations. As it
turned out, one of the .357 brands proved
most interesting and in an unexpected
way. Here were the specific loads I chose
and the average velocities they developed
when fired with the initial barrel gaps
shown above:

FIRST TEST FIRING-6 INCH
MODEL 28

(a"ridge/Gap No I No 2 No 3 No 4 No 5 No 6 Velocity

Test 1Gaps .003 .003 .0025 .0025 .0025 .003

(Continuedfrom page 48)

Load 1 1346
Load 2 826
Load 3 1175
Load 4 962

(Continued on page 54)
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Jordan Hoister®
Mfg. Under Exclusive Rights From Bill Jordan

JORDAN RIVER HOLSTER AND RIVER BELT Th,s set is not only
accepted by Police as regulation equipment but IS also popular
with sportsmen The features incorporated in the holster assure
the wearer thaI the gun will. be in the right position and readily
available when needed ThiS combination has been tested and
proven tor many years as to its effICiency and comlort gOing
through underbrush. shooting in combat. sllIlng In an automo
bile. riding on horseback, etc

Like all our equipment. thiS set is produced by experl
craftsmen who give each lIem that persona! louch

RIVER HOLSTER - Constructed from heavy saddle leather
Metal In holster extends into bell loop. Welt and plug are hand
stitched with waxed linen thread Custom Molded. For
Double-Action only. Add $200 lor barrel over 4" $26.35
RIVER BELT - Fully lined. nickel or brass buckle, width 2V,"
Give waist sIze $24.00

Box 351 Dept. A.H. Miami, OK. 74354

Pistol
Belt CliP.

• Handstitched
Welt & Plug

• Custom Molded
• Catalog $1 .00

DON HUME
LEATHER GOODS INC.

We've Came To
Just Raw Tough

You Beally Are
Southwest Metallic Silhouettes manufactures standard ~
or custom scaled Silhouettes for your range.

For more information send 2St and a self·addressed

envelope to: Southwest Metallic Silhouettes -..... P.."""Ok~_-

P.O. Box 476 Uvalde, Texas 7BBOI I
or Catt: (512) 27B-5454 (5t2) 27B-32B7

Replacement \J for your holster.
Spring steel clip holds gun securely inside waistband.
Easy to install. Fits Colt 45, Smith & Wesson 39 and
59, Smith & Wesson J frame revolvers. Blue finish,
$4.95 ea., ppd. Send cash, check or money order.
Specify gun model. Dealers please inquire.
B-P ManUfacturing, Inc.• Dept. AH • BOI 1103

Norcross, Ga. 30091 • Phone: 404/447-9285

--
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CustomizeYour Own Handgun With The
Famous Pi Components

The Enforcer has become immensely popular in a relatively short period
of time because it is an excellent, lightweight, deadly accurate combat pistol.
Also, because it includes a multitude of custom features that make it, perhaps.
the most attractive and practical .45 caliber automatic ever made.

So that you can customize your own handgun, a line of custom components
has been introduced by M-S Safari Arms to fit most .45 caliber automatics.
Of the many custom components used on the Enforcer, the first six are now
available from stock.

... Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release. A first by M·S
Safari AnTIS - Now full control of the .45 Automatic with
the left hand. $29.50 per set.

6. Extended Combat Safety. Match
proven design assures positive
control of safety without having to
shift or reposition grip. $16.95

... Extended Combat Slide Release. Computer
calculated angle and curvature of releases
allows reliability on hand control from shooting
grip leaving left hand free to handle fresh
magazine insertion. $17.50

.... Beavertail Grip Safety. Provides better control of the
weapon by spreading recoil over a larger area 01 the
shooter's hand, reduces apparent
recoil and eliminates hammer
pinch. Requires minimal frame
contouring for perfect fit.
$15.00

... Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set.
Allows full function of safety for left
handed shooters or right handed
shooters in case of injury. $34.95 set

.... Combat Magazine Base Pad. With this component. you don't
have to worry about noise or damage to magazine when ejecting the
magazine - even from a standing position - during match shooting
or in combat. $1.95

All components are supplied in satin finished, stainless steel, ready for
gunsmith's installation. Please use the coupon to order components direct from
the factory; or, to request further information about the Enforcer which, of
course, must be delivered through your local gun dealer.

(_A;\~SAFARI ARMS
--:; , : Post Office Box 28355

Tempe, Ari.zona 85282
(602) 277-1481

r ....----------
I

TO, M-S SAFARI ARMS· P.O. Box 28355 . Tempe. AZ 85282

Please enter mr order for: Quantity Total
o Beavertail Grip Safety@$15.00. $ _

I 0 Extended Combat Safety@ $16.95. $---
o Combat Magazine Base Pad @ $1.95 . $ _
o Extended Combat Slide Release @$17.50set. $ _

I
0 Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set @ $34.95 . $---
o Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release @ $29.50 set. $ _

Shipping & handling $ 1.00

I
My check or mbney order is enclosed: Total $---

o Please send me information on the Enforct:r and other products
available from M·S. I enciose $1.00 for postage and handling.

I
Name _

Address _

I City
State Zip _
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Beretta 84 for sQort, defense, law enforcement.

All new double action Beretta .84
Just 6.77 inches and 22th ounces, this 380 cal. beauty
outperforms bigger autos and revolvers. It's another major
achievement from Beretta, world famous for advance
design automatics.

®

® Double'action firing
lets you fire the first shot with a
smooth double pull on the trigger
with hammer down, chamber loaded.
You get a second quick strike on the same
ammo in case of misfire. Great Beretta insurance. .- .. ~

@ Staggered magazine nearly doubles
firing capacity. It holds 13 rounds plus another
shell in the chamber, ready to fire. You can replace
the empty magazine quickly with a loaded spare.
Adjustable right or left hand release securely locks
or ejects the magazine.

® Chamber loaded indicator. Extractor tells
you by sight and feel when there's a round in the
barrel.

@ High muzzle velocity, combataccuracy. ® Push b~ttonfield stripping. Fast, safe, no
Accuracy potential has an average extreme spread tools needed. Easy positive reassembly.
of 3 to 4 inches at 25 yards. l)tpical ammo
performance ranges from 900 to 1150 FPS (feet A unique grip angle is designed for natural
per second). pointing with either hand. Choose high impact

checkered black plastic or smooth walnut grips.® Fixed slide mounted sights with a favora- We proof test every Beretta we make so you can
ble sight radius of 5 inches are set for a dead-on hit depend on your 84 to perform like a Beretta.
at a 7 yard close combat range. Rear sight may b.e See the Beretta 84 at your Beretta dealer. He has
adjusted for windage. exactly what you're looking for. Send for catalog

® detailing all Beretta Auto Pistols, Auto Shotguns,
Positive thumb safety with right and left Overunders, Side-by-Sides, Trap and Skeets. The

hand non-slip levers securely locks the firing Beretta Arms Co., Inc., PO Box 2000,
mechanism and slide. Hammer safety locks the Ridgefield, CT 06877, (203) 438-7345. Dealers
hammer at half-cock, full cock and in its double include FFL.
action position. And there's a magazine safety
that prevents firing when you remove the
magazine with a cartridge in the chamber. ~ Beretta
® Inertia type firing pin does not contact
a cartridge in the chamber when the hammer is ~ "" It's a lot more gun.
fully lowered. 'e.""

I

It·packs 14rounds of rapid
firepower and 300years of
Beretta dependability in a
pocket size auto.

CALIBER
380 Auto (9 mm short)

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
13 rounds

OVERALL LENGTH
6.77" (172mm)

BARREL LENGTH
3.82" (97 mm)

SIGHT RADIUS
S" (127 mm)

WEIGHT (Mag. empty)
22~oz. (640grms.)

HEIGHT OVERALL
4.72" (12omm)

WIDTH OVERALL
1.38" (35mm)

RIFLING
6 lands & grooves
R. H. pltch

/'

New from
Beretta



Here's what three top pistol shooters say
about the new Redfield pistol scopes.

"They're more accurate than open sights.
When you squeeze a round off and think
you're on ...you are on~'Jim Conn. --

"I was impressed. These Redfields have
good clarity. And the 2-1/2X offers a
superb sight picture:' Ray Causton.

"With iron sights you're limited by your
eyes. Scopes give you focused ta rgets
right on the cross hairs:' Dick Williams.

Jim, Ray and Dick rank with the best handgunners in the
country-taking trophies consistently in Metallic Silhouette
pistol matches. They told us what more pistol shooters are
finding out every day. That a Redfield pistol scope can
give you a tremendous edge on accuracy.

Redfield's new pistol scope systems are totally new.
Not just our rifle scopes with longer eye relief. Both the
1-1/2X MP and 2-1/2X MP are built to take a magnum
pistol's short, vicious kick. Internal lens assemblies are
beefed up with a special nonrotating ball pivot. And our
rotarydovetail design is on both scope rings to provide an
exclusive "Double Dovetail" mounting system.

In tests, competitive scopes have come "unglued"
after just 50 magnum rounds. Redfield scopes have
shrugged off thousands of magnum rounds with absolutely
no malfunctions or changes in accuracy.

Both the 1-1/2X MP, 2-1/2X MP and mounting systems
are available for all the popular handguns and octagonal
barrel black powder rifles with a 7/8" flat top.

Redfield offers you the right scope for every shooting
need. They're available in fixed and variable powers,
Widefield® low Profile and Traditional models. And only
Redfield offers Accu-Trac~ the finest long-range shooting
aid ever created.

Add the most complete and most copied mounts in
the world, and you can put together the finest scope
systems for the money, available today. Find out with a
look through our 1979 Catalog. Just mail25¢ with your
name anp address to: Redfield, Dept. 153,5800 East
Jewell Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80224, and we'll send

'" you a copy plus a fluorescent sight-in target.



MONOGRlp®

(Continuedfrom page 50)
Velocity loss per thousandth inch increase
in barrel gap came out to be

Load I 16.6 fps
Load 2 Il.l fps
Load 3 17.62 fps
Load 4 12.0 I fps

I have gone over the chamber by cham
ber results with considerable care to see if
anything significant surfaced, and nothing
did. With all loads Chamber 6 gave the
highest velocities and Chamber 2 the low
est. On the other hand, Chamber 3 gave
best velocities with the lead bullets and
Number 5 with jacketed bullets. I think
these are random results and can find no
correlation to either gaps or throat
dimensions.

Logic told me that the higher pressure
the load the greater the pressure loss, and
velocity loss, was likely to be through the
gap. The two .357 Magnum loads (I and 3)
seem to support this though Load I is
clearly the higher pressure load.

It was the first and second of his string of
five W-W rounds that "made our day."
Number I went off like a cannon and we
both jumped. When I checked the con
version table for the chronograph it had
registered 1722 fps! No damage to the gun,
however. Round number 2 Haywood
managed to put right smack through the
middle of my back skyscreen on the
chronograph. I guess I know now why
some lawmen complain about the .357 not
being a good manstopper ... the chrono-
graph kept right on working .....
without a bobble! ~

HANDGUN HUNTING
(Continuedfrom page 48)
will vary, but in the majority of deer hunt
ing situations where the range does not
exceed about fifty yards, a competent
handgunner will need no more than three
to five seconds.

Normally, from either the sitting or
prone position, it is possible to deliver ac
curate fire through an arc or cone of per
haps a maximum of thirty degrees. To
increase the arc or cone, it then becomes
necessary to make a very definite adjust
ment in the basic position itself. This is not
the case when the braced kneeling, two-
hand positio'n is used. Its cone of effective
fire-without any major torso adjust
ment-is for most handgunners at least
one hundred and fifty degrees, and for a
few handgunners it approaches one hun
dred and eighty degrees I Using this posi
tion, the competent handgunner is able to
visually follow the movement of an inter-
mittently concealed/exposed game ani
mal, and should an opportunity for a clear
shot occur the handgunner is more likely
to make a one shot vital hit.

Whatever the anatomical peculiarities
of an individual's stance, if the person
is' able to do his quickest and most accu
rate shooting therefrom, then that stance
can be considered to be .....
the best. ~
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Dept.15

Only S&W square butt K frame
grips currently available

HOGUE
COMBAT GRIPS

P.O. Box 460
Morro Bay. CA

93442

• Original one-piece
MONOGRIP@ design
hugs the frame - no side
screws or loose, shifting
panels.
• HOGUE's famed or
thopedic hand shape for
the ultimate in gun han
dling.
• Fully relieved for all
speedloaders and pos
itive ejection.

• Proportioned finger grooves for a
secure, stable handhold.
• Compound palm swells position the
hand uniformly and absorb recoil.

No frame modifications necessary. A
simple metal stirrup (pat. pend.) at
taches MONOGRIP@ for a superior
frame fit. There's nothing else like it! .

• EXCApt Shrouded Pistols

PISTOL IS PLACED LOW
TO BE MORE ACCESSIBLE.

LEATHER THUMB
BREAK HOLSTER *

,rliGHTwEiGHTR~il- - - -"',
45 FRAMES $50

IIlIlIIIICS ?tIIIt-I#HH~ 1
1STAINLESS STEEl CLEANING BRUSHES $1.00 ea 1
1 Dealers D> OAKS WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 1

send large 954 F10llda Ave.. Rockledge. FL 32955
LS~t~ 122,;i~3~__ J

Stop inventing ways to hide

your pistol. With the Legster@

you can tuck in that shirt

and leave your jacket at home.

KEEP COOL
THIS SUMMER

Send $1.00 for illustrated brochure

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

THE LEGSTER(i'is a product of:

Milwaukee Holster Company P.O. Box 559

Milwaukee, Wis. 53201 Inquiries invited.

WHY BUY AN IMITATION WHEN
YOU CAN GET THE REAL THING?

ONE-PIECE
REVOLVER
STOCKS

$14 ~h~k or Money Order

Add $2.00 postage and handling.
Calitornia residents add 6% sales tax

NEW! FROM
HOGUE

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVE__R I.,
. SATISfACTION

G$7:9!r II , ~
Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available
in either 38-41-44-4a cal. Brass cloth paches
(Pk. 10) 51.50. Order direct or from your
dealer. Check or l\loney Order.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Pork, Georgia P.O. Box 31

One of our competi·
tors now offers a direct
copy of Hogue's older
two-piece designs: it
goes to show that Hogue
grips are the finest avail
able. But why buy the
plastic imitation when
the real thing is available
in improved form?
New, one-piece Nylon
MONOGRIP design solves the
problems of obsolete. two-piece
grips.

Hogue has refined the grip
shape and MONOGRI~ is
molded from practical, service
able Nylon - no cheap plastics.
The new COBBLESTONE'" non·
slip. non-irritating friction pattern is
far better th an checkering. It will not
wear out clothing.
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not every marksman
wears this emblem
of marksmanship.
Can You?
There are a lot of gun groups around these days but
there's only one with the newest game around!
- the NA TlONAL MARKSMAN Course.

It's an exciting, new fast-moving course both automatic and
revolver shooters can enjoy. Now you can compete in match
after match as a member of the National Marksman Sports
Society.

With the help of champion shooters and gun experts, the
National Marksman Sports Society has been formed for that
unique breed of gun enthusiasts - the marksmen who thrill
to compete. Each of our goals and everything we do have
the same objectives - to help you get the fullest enjoyment
out of shooting sports and to improve your shooting skills.

You'll be learning with step by step help from the country's
top gun pros, shooters, like Massad Ayoob, internationlly re
nowned gun writer; Tony Borgese, Master Police Combat and
Bull's-Eye Champion; and Royce Weddle, 1977 National
Shooter's League Champion. At the same time, we are dedi
cated to providing you with the best guns and gear info found
anywhere.

You'll be getting more out of the National Marksman Sports
Society because we put more into it. Just take a look at these
exciting benefits you'll receive once you sign up:

pion are among the many whose dynamic articles you'll
enjoy Six issues per year

Marksman Patch - Our handsome emblem to display on
your cap or jacket.

Official Membership Card - You'll be issued a personal
ized NMSS Membership card signifying your shooting
class.

National Marksman Matches - Eligible to participate in
all matches and activities of the society - open only to
members. *

Shooter's Buying Service - You'll get help in finding diffi
cult to locate equipment and enjoy special discounts on
gear.

Marksman Chapters - Local chapters offer fellowship
and an exchange of ideas and experiences with other shoot
ers and gun enthusiasts.

GET THESE CHARTER MEMBER BENEFITS

National Marksman - As the Official publication of our
great group, National Marksman is dedicated to promoting
the growth of all shooting sports. Members receive a year's
subscription filled with exciting stories written by champion
marksmen and gunsmiths for shooters l Page after page is
filled with technical information you've been hungry for to
improve your skills. Issue after issue is jammed with the
"secrets" of winners I National Police Champion Jim Collins
and James McNally, International Rapid Firearms Cham-

Free Renewal Gear - Annual advance notice gives re
newing members the opportunity to receive a free package
of shooter's gear worth up to $50.

Don't wait l Join your friends. Fill in the coupon below and
mail it along with your annual dues to NA TlONAL MARKS
MAN. NMSS State directors are planning matches now that
start early in 1979.
Note: All Full·Fledged Members of The Police Marksman Association are eligible to shoot In
Nallonal Marksman Matches However. PMA members are nol entitled to other NatIonal
Marksman Society benefits.

~ ....................•.....................•.........• ..............................................•................•..•...•.

My check enclosed for _
Bill my:

Master Charge #
VISA # _

Exp. Date of Card _

Bank on which drawn _

Name

Yes. Please enroll me as a Charter Member of the
National Marksman Sports Society. If not com
pletely satisfied, I will return my membership en
rollment packet, and you will refund my dues. I
understand $10.00 annual dues is applied to my
yearly NA T10NAL MARKSMAN subscription pub
lished bi-monthly.

NATIONAL MARKSMAN CHARTER MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
P.O. Box 4747 • Montgomery, AL 361 01

Enroll me for: _1 year - $15.00

_2 years - $27.50

_ 3 years - $39.50

Address

City State Zip __

AH-7 Gun Preference for Matches: Automatic _ Revolver _
...•........•••....•.•••................•..••....•••••••...••.........•..........••.......•••........•••....•....••....••...••
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BY EVAN P. MARSHALL

Bundled up against sub-zero
weather, author tests .44 Mag
num loads for 50 yard accuracy.

~~~.....oScene

T he .44 Magnum was introduced in
1955 by Smith & Wesson for those

handgunners in need of an extremely
powerful handgun. Except for a few lim
ited production calibers, it has been con
tinually touted as "the world's most
powerful handgun." Frankly, I've always
taken this claim with a rather large grain
of salt. I've been handloading the .41 Mag
num for years, and my experience has
proven that the alleged superiority of the
.44 Magnumjust isn't so.

Regardless, the .44 Magnum is the first
choice for most handgun hunters because
of its wide variety of factory loads. It is an
extremely accurate cartridge, and some of
the groups I shot during testing will re
main unpublished because I get tired of
being called a liar.

I used three different weapons in the c. Speer JSP 1367fps 1416fps 1447fps
testing for this caliber; a S&W Model 29 d. Frontier JHP 1345fps 1389fps 1489fps
with 6~ inch barrel, a Ruger Super Black- e. S&W JHP 1388fps 1422fps 1466fps
hawk with 7

1
12 inch barrel, and a Con- f. R-PSWC-MV IOllfps 1044fps 1I02fps

tender with 10 inch bull barrel (provided g. R-PSWC 1322fps 1356fps 1435fps
by Tim Pancurak of Thompson/Center). h. FederalJHP 1338fps 1376fps 1477fps
Velocities were checked on my Oehler i. R-P JHP 1346fps l366fps 1418fps
Chronograph with skyscreens, while ex- j. R-P JSP 1318fps 1334fps 1406fps
pansion was checked by firing into duct- k. Super VelJHP 1456fps 1507fps I595fps
seal blocks.

The testing was conducted in two de- Load "f' is Remington's medium veloc-
gree below zero weather, and I'm certain ity load, and is an excellent practice load
accuracy suffered as a result of this. The for those .44 owners who don't reload.
results are listed below: Which load is best? That again, depends

6W' 7W' 10" on your intended purpose. For law en-
180 grain loads forcement or personal defense, I consider
a. FederalJHP 1586fps 1702fps 1812fps the Remington medium velocity excellent.
b. Super VelJHP 1522fps 1678fps l774fps Also good for this purpose would be the

The Super Vel offering is of current pro- Super Vel 180 grain jhp or Speer 200 grain
duction, and offered better penetration JHP.
than the Federal 180 grain load. It also For small to medium game, any of the
produced excellent 50 yd. accuracy as the JHP loads would be excellent. Of all these
accompanying photo shows. loads, the S&W offering gave outstanding

7W' 10" accuracy in all the weapons used.
200 grain loads 6W' For heavy game the JSP or SWC loads
a. Frontier JHP 1388fps 1522fps 1649fps are the best choice, with the Winchester
b. SpeerJHP 1334fps 1426fps 1516fps being my first choice. In fact, I long ago

The Frontier load is produced by Hor- settled on the W- W SWC load as the only
nady, and uses their excellent JHP bullet. .44 factory load I carry. Whether your in-
Both it and the Speer load were accurate, tended purpose is self-defense, hunting, or
although these light weight slugs might accuracy, I've found this offering from the
not be the best choice for heavy game boys at Winchester to be ideal.
when deep penetration is a necessity. Whether or not the .44 Magnum is

"The King Of The Hill" or not, it's a
240 grain loads 6W' 7~" 10" highly accurate caliber that can be relied
a. W-WSWC 1436fps 150lfps 1645fps upon to meet the needs of its .....
b. W-W lHP 1456fps l467fps I522fps user. ~
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THE .44 MAGNUM ••• BUT WHAT'S SO
BAD ABOUT A .41 MAGNUM?

This reliable reloader is a new ex
perience in fast-loading. Sturdy,
lightweight, easy to use ... it's the
fastest way to reload your revolver
with round nose or wad cutter
ammunition.
Check these new model features:
• NO CARTRIDGE JIGGLE
• PERFECT ALLIGNMENT OF ALL

CARTRIDGES WITH REVOLVER
CYLINDER - gives faster, more
positive loading.

• POPULAR SPILL-RESISTANT
TWIST KNOB - simply turn
knob to load revolver or recharge
loader.

H.K.S. 'FAILSAFE' PRODUCTS
.132 FIFTH ST, DAYTON •. KY. 41074
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DAN~ ESSON
~~ PROUD TRADITION IN FIREARMS"

Introducing the22
The gun in a c':ss
byitself

Shown:
Model 22-VH8
Patented

Step up and take a look at the new
Dan Wesson .22 double-action
revolver, a gun with the same heft
and feel that have made our .357
so popular.

We've taken our time creating
this gun for you, crafting it with
the same unique design, superior
materials and precision machining
that distinguish all Dan Wesson
products.

Of course it's got every one of
the unique features that make our
guns THE MOST ACCURATE,
THE MOST DEPENDABLE, THE
MOST VERSATILE double-action
revolvers on the market today ...
BAR NONE!
• Interchangeable barrel assem
blies in four styles in lengths from
2%" to 8", interchangeable gtip~

and interchangeable colored front
~ght blades (and remember, each
of these changes takes less than
a minute!)

• The kind of gualiry and fantastic
accura~you've come to expect
from Dan Wesson.

• DeRendabili!y that just
won't quit.

So, if you want a .22 with the
heft and action of our famous .357,
stop in at your dealer's and take
a look at our new Model 22. You're
sure to agree: it's in a class by itself!

Mini
Pac

The revolver of your choice (our new
.22 or our popular .357) and an inter
changeable barrel assembly of your
choice in a handsome .carrying case.
The Mini Pac ... another proud pos
session from Dan Wesson Arms.

Five Year Warranty on Every Revolver

Write for more information to Dept. 165

DanWessonArms,Inc.
293 Main Street, Monson, MA 01057

(413) 267-4081

Here's what makes
Dan Wesson revolvers
unique:
• Quickshift interchangeable bar
rel assemblies'" available in 2V2",
4",6" arid 8" lengths in four styles
of barrel shrouds: regular, regular
with ventilated rib, heavy, heavy
with ventilated rib.

• Quickshift interchangeable one
piece grips"', walnut in four styles:
Target, Combat, Sacramento and
Traditional. Zebrawood in Target
only. A walnut blank, inletted to
fit the gun, is available for those
who wish to carve their own grip.
• Quickshift interchangeable front
sight blades with red inserts are
standard; yellow and white in
serts and patridge blades are also
available.'"

• Unique placement of the cylinder
latch close to the barrel-cylinder
gap stabilizes the cylinder in its
alignment, aiding accuracy, and
eliminates fragile parts, making
the gun unusually rugged.

• White outline on the rear sight
is standard equipment.
'Available at additional cost

Isn't it time you stepped up
to a Dan Wesson?
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WhatSNew
Now•••A Cross Draw
Revolver Speed Rig
• Both Bianchi and G Wm Davis have
had great success with their cross-draw
A uto holsters. Davis with his Jerry Usher
International and Bianchi with the
Chapman Hi-Ride. Now Davis has come
out with one for Double Action Revolvers
that is steel-lined and comes out like
greased lightning. (Ed. Note: I like it
better on the right side, but that's what
makes horse racing.) The theory is that
(when your hands are raised above your
shoulder) you're closer to your gun. But
this new quality holster is fast cross-draw
or starboard. It's called the Challenger
and it's for 4" or longer barrels. Write:
G. Wm. Davis, Dept. AH, Box 446,
Arcadia, CA 91006. P.S. Tension screw
keeps the revolver in, even when running
or jumping.

Schienneier Stocks
Introduces Laser
Engraving
• The above stock and forearm were
created using a revolutionary new art
form called Laser Engraving. A beam of
invisible light from a powerful laser was
used to carve the recessed areas.

This recently developed technique of
Laser Engraving gives the artist an ability
to create intricate and delicate designs
never before possible in wood. It is this
combination of high technology and old
fashioned hand craftsmanship that
distinguishes the elegant personality of a
Laser carved stock.
Laser Carving available for the
Thompson-Contender-Smith & Wesson
Colt-Single Action Ruger.
Write to SCHIERMEIER-Box 704,
Dept. AH, Twin Falls, Idaho 83301.

If you've been looking at the world's most respected names in
.380 double action autoloaders, look again. Sterling has joined the
list of the elite with the new Mark II. Comparable in performance,
reliability and comfortable handling, our Mark II is priced considerably
lower. The slim new design of slide, frame and grip, adjustable

target-type sights and rolling block safety make this the best
~ value in .380 D/As. Blue, stainless or nickel.

sterling
mark II .380 D/A

SrlE",llla l

1/8MI
CORI! 211 Grand Street, Lockport, N. Y. 14094
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ACTUAL SIZE, TOP VIEW

f

At your firearms dealer. Or send for our catalog.
Please enclose 25 cents.
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On July 30, 1978, during
the Governor's 20 Match in
Jackson, AL, Sgt. James E.
Collins of the Alabama State
Police fired a 1500-126X to
establish a new national record. This
is the first time that a competitor fired a perfect
score in registered competition of this type. The
previous record also had been set by Sgt. Collins, who is a
two-time National Police Combat Pistol Champion. Sgt. Collins
used Federal 38 match wadcutter ammunition in setting the
new record, and uses Federal in all his competitive shooting.
His reason? "Consistency. Round after round, lot after lot."

Isn't that the kind of consistently accurate performance
you'd like? Look for the red box with the familiar diagonal
stripes. It's your assurance of Federal quality.

The Precision People

FEDERAl.:
CARTRIDGE

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402
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(Continuedfrom page 37)

.357 POPGUN

"I particularly like the
SilhoueHe adiustment

turret caps which are a
mighty handy option."

grains. It is possible to drop to a 125 grain
bullet and increase muzzle velocity to a
shade over 1500 f.p.s. from some guns. Oc
casionally, a revolver will be found that
will increase those velocities by around
100 f.p.s. More frequently, revolvers will
be found to deliver velocities 100-200 f.p.s.
slower than the above. Cast bullets, due in
part to less bore friction will normally pro
duce velocities around 50 f.p.s. higher
than a jacketed bullet of the same weight
ahead of the same powder charge. It seems
the .357 is sadly lacking on both ends of
the bullet weight-velocity controversy
when applied to hunting fairly large ani
mals. The faster lightweights don't have
adequate penetration. The slower heavy
weights expand minimally ifat all and still
may not penetrate adequately.

The 125 grain h.p. loads are well suited
to small game such as jackrabbits, ground
hogs or coyotes. They usually do well as a
manstopper. Heavy bullets of around 158
grains start slower and retain their velocity
more efficiently than the lightweights.
They can be depended on to retain most of
their weight at impact. They frequently
lose their jackets at impact but the core
usually will not "blow up." Accordingly,

for a long time. The Fontaine scope ap- they penetrate better than the light-
pears rugged, attractive, has excellent op- weights. A quandary still exists though. If
tics and the best adjustment system I'm a fast expanding 158 j.h.p. such as the
aware of. Only extended shooting on hard Remington semi-jacket h.p. is used, pene-
kickers will tell if it is tough enough. 350- tration is very substantially reduced. De-
400 rounds isn't much-but I've knocked pending a great deal on distance from gun
lenses and crosshairs out of scopes with to animal a'nd exactly what the bullet
one round on several occasions. I can't strikes, a jacketed soft point mayor may
really find anything wrong with this scope not give appreciable expansion. I do not
and think it is good enough to try a few of depend on cast bullets to expand at all un-
them on other guns and see how well they less they strike a relatively large bone.
hold up. As a rule of thumb, it's always (The new Lyman two-piece cast bullet
prudent to check out an individual scope should insure expansion and fairly good
in a store before buying. I've had two de- penetration.) In any event, the likelihood
fective scopes from one manufacturer in of inadequate penetration with a .357 with
the last six months. The W & E adjust- the exception of with heavy, hard cast bul-
ments on one wouldn't work at all and the lets is always present. Heavy, hard cast
other had something rattling around in- bullets simply drill a small hole unless
side it. they strike bone. I've seen several of them

At $90.00 the 1.5X Fontaine isn't cheap stopped by the off shoulder of 150 pound
but nothing worthwhile is. hogs on chest to shoulder shots. I like more

It is apparent considerable thought and penetration than that.
effort went into the development of this There are two basic schools of thought
scope. So far, it has performed very well. on penetration. One would have a bullet
Eye relief is more than adequate and opti- expand and stop inside an animal; thus
cally, it appears to at least equal, if not ex- expending 100% of its energy within the
ceed similarly priced rifle and handgun animal. This fails to allow for minimal
scopes. penetration and the fact that expanding a
PS It hasjusl been announced Thompson/ bullet consumes significant portions of
Center has obrained exclusive rights to mar- that energy. The other theory wants some
kellhis scope in the U.S. They have assured expansion and complete penetration of an
me the "adverrising" situation will be cor- animal assuring penetration of vital or-
rected. They have lested the scope quite ex- gans and two holes to dump enough blood
tensively and are obviously satisfied with its to easily follow up.
pelformance. Ihey also found technically As a handgun hunter I can't buy the
the scope was properly represented except "expand and stop inside" theory at all. It
for the parallax adjusllllent ~ just doesn't count much on small game or
which is non-exislenl. ~ varmints and on larger game I don't be-
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IHMSA rules forbid a scope and I've
heard the NRA is going to ban them also.
At this point few NRA clubs exist anyway.
I've used the scope under a variety of con
ditions from mild to cold with rain and
snow. It hasn't fogged inside yet. As a
hunting rig, the duplex crosshair rates high
as does the scope in general. The 3X
would obviously be a better power choice
for groundhogs, prairie dogs, or for some
of the long barreled guns now available.
The 1.5X is adequate for big game hunting
and considerably easier to use in the field
than the higher powered rigs.

Fontaine warrants the scope against any
defect in material or manufacture for the
lifetime of the original purchaser. I assume
this means that if you knock the crosshairs
and/or lenses out of it by recoil they will
fix it at no charge as some of the other
manufacturers do. Obviously they
shouldn't cover abuse or misuse of the
scope.

I scoped my first handgun in about 1959
and it was a sorry rig. Through the years
the manufacturers have improved them
tremendously. Many handgun scopes are
now capable of withstanding a lot of recoil

for fear of damaging the scope. On this
particular scope it is a moot point. No evi
dence of parallax is detectable at from 50
200 meters. If magnification of the scope
was greater undoubtedly some parallax

<'"3t.~ .~.,.j :-~~.- ...~._,..,.
"":'J:<,.~

yards it is adequate. The scope comes with
protective end caps. Some scopes in com
petitive price ranges don't include them. It
is a shame the others don't. Lenses are
coated and unless cleaned properly the
coating will be damaged.

Construction of the "Silhouette" ap
pears to be rugged. Its finish is good and
doesn't scratch easily. I particularly like
the "Silhouette" adjustment turret caps
which are a mighty handy option. My
guess is the "Silhouette" was named due
to the surging popularity of the sport.
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"The field of view is good
-28 feet at 100 yards."

would be detectable. In any event it is not
enough to cause misses on the pig target at
250 yards-and that is plenty good.

I didn't take time to figure exact move
ment per "click" or maximum W & E ad
justments but when a Al Mag 210 grain
load will print on the crosshair at 250

Above: Scope really looks like it
was made for the Contender. Be
low: In full recoil, scope hangs in
there.

(Continuedfrom page 23)

PISTOL SCOPE



"There are two basic
schools of thought on

penetration.' ,

SAME SIZE
& WEIGHT AS

. ORIGINAL GUNS.
DELIVERED

FULLY
ASSEMBLED

NO:
lUll .,1 /lUmbefl on rOUf cf~11 Clfd IncludIng EXPIRATION DATE}

CITY/STATE/ZIP .

ADDRESS.

PRINT NAME ..

These Plec,slon tOOled metal replicas of famous
claSSIC firearms CAN BE OISASSEMBLED like" 4I5l;
ORIGINALS TOTALLY SAfE' CANNOT CHAMBER OR FIRE
REAL AMMUNITION. They look feel and ....·mgh as Orlg,nals
OVER 30 blued hand-I,n,shoo parts DELIVERED FULLY
ASSEMBLED looal IOf d,splay SATISFACTION GUAR·
ANTEED. send tor FREE CATALOG.

~~~~ FOR ~~~~~~~:~::~.$44.9
CATALOG'
SHOWING
1oo's OF
ITEMS
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LEARN
The New Pistolcraft

At JeH Cooper's
API Training Center.

The American Pistol Institute is now accepting
applications for training of police. military and
civilian students (With proper credentials) at the
new 170-acre training center. Basic course
teaches you to shoot carefUlly and quickly; to hit
single. multiple and moving targets; to move cor
rectly; to maintain continuity of action; to re
spond properly to the unexpected; and much
more. Unique. proven teaching method qUickly
imparts the decisive skills of modern .defensive
pistolcraft.

FOR 8-PAGE BROCHURE, SEND $1 to:

The American PistollnstiMe
Box 401- E Paulden. AZ 86334

.... .. __ .. ..__ MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED .. _ _ .. .A

.357 POLICE

~~:~:'0'$44.95
CREDIT CARD ORDERS:

: CALL TOLL FREE (ORDERS ONLY)

i1-800-336-4572
: [ IN VIRGINIA CALL: Ji 703-549-0n2 =:;;;;:e~

! ~~':~~;:O~:'... $47.95
•-REP-LiCAM(iDEi:s:iNc~--mmm_'

800 SLATERS LANE
P.O. BOX 1061. Dept. AH
ALEX ...NDRI.... VIRGINI... 22313

Please send following: DSENO FREE CATALOG
o RJOO 0 R400 0 R401 0 R100 0 R108 OR200
CMONEY ORDER CCHECK ENCLOSED S .
CHARGE TO: DBAC CMC DAE DOC DCB OVISA
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iCOUNTERFEIT GUNS
: FULL SIZE PRECISION·TOOLED METAL MODELS

: DISASSEMBLE fo-...-----
: LIKE

OR.IGINALS

gun kills by penetration of vital organs
and nerve centers. The more of them torn
up the quicker the animal dies. The bigger
the bullet the more tissue is torn up. A lot
of game has been killed by the .357. I've
killed a few head with it myself with just
about every bullet weight available. The
only time I've been satisfied with its per
formance was on spine shots. In the course
of witnessing perhaps 50 kills with .357s I
can't get very excited about its effective
ness as a hunting handgun for medium or
large game. I feel it is the least powerful to
be considered and would just about as
soon have a 045 Auto in the brush-and
that isn't giving either of them much.

Penetration of the large caliber hand
guns with heavy loads is not a problem
and I do not include the .357 in the cate
gory of large caliber handguns. The pene
trating ability of the .357 is perhaps its
strongest feature and I cannot consider it
adequate for anything that weighs much
over a hundred pounds.

As a deer cartridge it is marginally ade
quate on small deer. Not as good as a Al
or 044 but will get the job done with decent
shot placement. I very much prefer 158
j.s.p. bullets for this situation. As the size
of the animal goes up the marginally ade
quate .357 becomes inadequate. It will
kill; no question of that, but who eats the
game-you or some scavenger-is the
question.

The tenacity with which most game
hang onto life is usually very great. A hit
animal will run and if able, hide to the best
of his ability. The thicker the cover, the
less chance of finding him. This is why a
large entrance and exit wound that dumps
a lot of blood on the ground is important.
Occasionally, an animal will drop dead in
his tracks from a hit that should have lit a
fire under his tail. I don't think anyone
really knows why this occurs.

As a bore diameter the .357 is large
enough. The .357 Magnum should not be
confused with long unvented barrelled
.357 Auto Mags or the .357 Herrett that
will hold their own with any 044 revolver.
They generate enough velocity to com-

lightweight hollow point bullets create pletely remove them from the .357 Mag-
much larger wounds and are therefore num class.
better stoppers. Frequently, they will not In my opinion, all of the magnums are
exit a 10-12 pound groundhog on a broad- highly overrated. None of them, or any
side shot. How can they be expected to rifle either, will kill efficiently unless the
penetrate 18 inches on an angling shot on bullet is placed properly. In handgun
a Whitetail? hunting, the emphasis is on hUnTing; fol-

Ballistically, the .357 is so far behind the lowed by a well placed shot or two that
Al and .44 Magnums as to make it strictly downs game quickly. The only place I can
a no contest situation. Examination of the see much use for the .357 on game in the
wound cavities of a .357 and .44 shows the 200 pound class is hunting hogs or lion
.44 to be doing 4-5 times the damage of the with dogs. An experienced hunter that
.357. The velocities of conventional Mag- takes his time and doesn't get shook up
num handgun rounds simply does not al- can spine or brain shoot a bayed animal.
low anyway near the tissue destruction of The old argument of using the .357 on big
high power rifles. The shock created by a game because· it is easier to handle than
.357 is minimal-in fact I've never. seen the 044 doesn't hold water with me. If the
any evidence of "shock" by a .357 on any- individual is so unskilled with a handgun
thing weighing over 4-5 pounds. It is that he thinks he can handle a .357 and not
sometimes visible on close range 044 Mag- a 044 he should stay the hell ....
num shots. But-and it is a big but; a hand- at home or use a rifle. ~
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toward me, in the chest with a 160 grain
cast bullet. He started wringing his tail and
attempted to run around me. I hit him
twice more through the side and missed
him three times. He made about 75 yards
and collapsed in the middle of a leap to a
four foot high bank. Another 10 feet or so
and I could have lost him. I'm firmly con
vinced a 125 grain h.p. would have re
sulted in an instant kill. (The front chest
shot did not exit.) Tissue destruction in
small game created by hard cast bullets is
minimal-and they won't kill on the spot
unless it is a good hit. The fast moving

lieve it does the job as well as complete
penetration. A .357 diameter entry hole is
easily covered by hide, fat, or muscle as an
animal moves and sometimes there just
isn't a blood trail to follow. Even a com
plete penetration by a hard cast .357 slug
won't leave a good blood trail unless the
hit is damn good. In essence, I want a hell
uva hole all the way through. I don't be
lieve there is such as thing as overkill; par
ticularly applied to handguns.

Even in considering the .357 for var
mints some consideration should be given
to bullet selection. For example, several
years ago I hit a coyote-running directly



Sportsmen's Leather

Combat competition rigs will continue
to evolve. Design emphasis will be

on smaller size, highride, and durability.
This will be an experimental holster type
where many new functional ideas will see
the light of day. A demand for quality
materials and workmanship will sustain
employment in the handworking and fin
ishing departments of holster makers.
Cost will be low on the list of consumer
considerations.

Field holsters will continue to protect
the handgun as a primary goal; new, but
not radical, means of doing so will appear.
Quality will remain the high point in these
holsters. Some radical departures in com
bat holsters will catch on and become ac
cepted by the more conservative field user.
Also, more combat shooters will start go
ing afield to hunt with a handgun and will
want such safety and functional features
as are found on their competition rigs
(e.g., forward rake, highride, handgun ac
cessibility). The crossdraw holster will
find a rebirth in the field, but with redesign
to emphasize comfort and convenience in
stead of concealment, as contrasted with
the moribund police versions of this hol
ster type.

Production Economics

(Continued from page 39)

BIANCHI BOOK

Fieldmaster sells for $57.00. The Lined
Fieldmaster for $65.00. This is a very rea
sonable price for real craftsmanship.

I might add that the snaps on both hol-

"The design is Spartan,
without a single,
extra anything."

sters are directional as well they should be
in a correctly designed rig.

I am convinced that the Fieldmaster
will be accepted without question by those
men who carry a large frame revolver or
pistol as a working tool. It may be another
twenty five or thirty years before any sub
stantial improvement will be ~
made to better this basic concept. ~

(Continuedfrom page 47)

HANDGUN LEATHER

M ost buyers will begin to prefer the
qualities of top-grade shop-made

items as the costs, delivery, and quality of
custom-made rigs become increasingly
unfavorable. There will be leather substi
tutes that appear and fade from the mar
ket as the cost of leather goes up. These
experiments will be short-lived as con
sumers decide that they still want the tra
ditional feel of leather, at higher prices.
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LYMAN'S
PISTOL &
REVOLVER
HANDBOOK

$595.00

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Presentation grade stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP
Illustrated brochure $1.00

ROBERT H. NEWELL
55 Coyote 51. Los Alamos, N.M. 87544

Take a look for yourself.
Your dealer will have it. If he

doesn't, he can get it. And ask to see
the other titles in the Lyman Library.

Look again-you'll find a whole
new Lyman in our FREE 1979
catalog. Send for it.

Benchrest Accuracy in a Competition Handgun
The Wichita Silhouette Pistol was shooter

designed for IHMSA Unlimited Class
competition. No refinement has been over

looked in our effort to provide an extra
ordinarily reliable and accurate

pistol - one that will consis
tently do its part in

attaining those
elusive 40's.

Beginning our second century
Lyman Products Corporation, Dept.AH-7-79 Route 147, Middlefield, cr 06455

WICHITA ENGINEERING & SUPPLY, INC.
P.O.BOX11371 DEPT. H7, WICHITA, KANSAS 67211·(316)265-0661

The WICHITA SILHOUETTE PISTOL

There is also a Rear Grip Pistol,
(with light pull trigger). Suggested Price $661. 00

The chrome-moly Wichita
barrel is fitted to the proven
Wichita action, which is glass
bedded into either a fiberglass or
walnut stock. Overall length is 213/8";
weight 4Y2 pounds. The Wichita Silhouette
is available in 7mm ppe, .308 Win., .308 x
1Y2 and all IHSMA calibers.

Other calibers avail. upon request. For complete
specifications, and brochures on all Wichita
Products, send $1.00.

-~~~

From Lyman research comes . ..

MOST COMPLETE
HANDGUN DATA.
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Our new Pistol & Revolver Hand-
book is the only technical handbook

el
ilable today that has been com
d and written specifically for

andgun reloaders.
The information in it is complete

and up-to-date and covers both cast
and jacketed bullets.

The handbook features 2,065 fresh
handgun loads and the most com
plete set of trajectory and wind-drift
tables ever published for handgun
ners. One 74 page section covers new
bullets, powders, primers and cases.
And there's helpful information on
loading and shooting black
powder revolvers.

Finally, this perfect-bound,
profusely illustrated, 280 page
handbook describes Lyman's
new composite bullet
system.



The Magnificent Beretta
MINX .22 SHORT AND JETFIRE .25 CAL.
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For the NEW
ENDER

S~"

For lull delails write Dept. 0-7
and inClude your dealer's name and address.

Fe'aturing a 14" Bull Barrel. Beavertail Forend.
Special Grips and Adjustable Target Sights. this

handgun offers a maximum in down range advan
tage. Add to this the terminal ballistics of seven
workhorse calibers; .30 Herrett..30/30 Win...357

Herrett..35 Rem...41 Magnum..44 Magnum and .45 Win.
Magnum and you begin to see what Silhouette and

Hunting performance is all about!

--------------
W,.;fe TODAY FOR "

OUR NEW, FREE CATALOG! I
Read the specifics. Learn how one I

hunting handgun can outclass the
others and provide interchangeable I

barrels for 21 DIFFERENT I
CARTRIDGES I

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS
Farmington Road, Dept. TAH 7 I

Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 I------------------,

Distributed exclusively by

Minx M2-CaI. 22 short. Overall Length 4W',
Length of barrel 21h" '" Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shots ...
Thumb safety Half cock safety

Jetfire-CaI. 25 Overall Length 4W' Length of
barrel 2W' ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots Thumb
safety ...Half cock safety

J.L.GALEF &SOI.IC.
85 Chambers Street, New York. N.Y. 10007

At yoUI' favorite sporting firearms dealer.

No extractor
blow back action
only pistol with
instant breech c1eaning
double safety features.

If and when a synthetic substitute ap
pears for leather, it will have to duplicate
virtually all the unique properties of the
traditional material. These include poro
meric breathing, material thickness, body,
texture, variety of tanning, and the mold
ability and formability of genuine leather.
Such a substitute must incorporate all
these properties at a cost lower than that of
leather. That's a big bill to fill.

To cope with rising costs, designers will
make maximum use of the leather in the
hide. Production runs and die cutting op
erations will reflect this fact where produc-
tion "families" of holsters are run together
in production to reduce material waste.
The rising cost of feeding cattle will re
duce the number of older cattle that go to
slaughter. Younger animals mean thinner
hides, and holster design will reflect this
factor. As a result, the future should also
bring a greater emphasis on molded hol-
sters that fit the gun precisely.

Custom-Made Holsters

Continuing the revolution that started
in the 1950s, the holstermaking art

will continue to evolve creative new ideas.
The effective merging of technology with
traditional hand methods will find new
ways to produce a uniformly high-quality
product available at competitive prices.

Many shooters still have the mistaken
notion that the only way to get premium
quality leather goods or special designs is
to go to a custom leather shop. In fact,
however, nationally advertised holster
makers today offer a far wider range of
styles, models, and designs than any cus
tom maker ever dreamed of. Not only is
the general quality better, but delivery can
be made in a couple of weeks in most
cases. The very few custom holster makers
working today offer a very narrow field of
designs. Their prices often are fifty per
cent higher than comparable models from
larger companies with stock catalog de
signs. Rarely is a production quality hol
ster surpassed by custom workers. This is
due to a lack of uniformity and in
sufficient volume experience in a given
holster model. For instance, the custom
maker seldom produces more than a
couple of dozen pieces in a given model
per year, com pared to several thousand of
one design made by a larger company.
Obviously, more experience is gained by
the larger company, and this experience
enables it to work the bugs out of a new
design before mass production begins.

Some shooters still feel that they must
have the ultimate degree of perfection in
their leather, which can only be satisfied
by a custom holster maker producing or
modifying a holster designed by the
shooter himself.

But I insist that this attitude is based on
ignorance of modern gun leather. Scan any
library of current holster catalogs; it im
mediately becomes apparent that there
are several hundred models and styles
from which to choose-enough to satisfy
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HOGUE MONOGRIp®

DETONICS
(Continuedfrom page 34)

ter and a.D., and is of left-hand twist, op
posite that of the outer spring. The two
springs work together, but because of the
opposite twists, cannot become entangled.
The full-length guide also prevents kink
ing; additional spring space has also been
gained by allowing the springs to extend
farther rearward in the frame, with the
foot of the spring guide seating directly
upon the slide/stop pin, straddling the
barrel link in the process. More space in
the full-recoil position is also gained by a
shoulder on the rear of the spring cap
which seats on the rear of the spring tunnel
and thus effectively reduces rearward slide
travel by that amount.

Whatever you choose to call this spring
system, it works beautifully-that's really
all that matters. It's more expensive than
the original Colt/Browning system, but it
has been functionally perfect.

As we've said, the new gun-the current
production Detonics .45 auto-has per
formed quite well for us to date. Its weight
of29 ounces (unloaded) keeps recoil down
to a comfortable level, but good control
does require more practice than with the
long-butted standard G.M. No problem
there, though, because it's a specialist's
gun, and the specialist will do the practice
necessary to learn to handle it well. Accu
racy is good. But the serious user should
decide on one load to be used in the gun,
then carefully target it for that load. At
normal com bat ranges, any functional
load will strike close enough to point of
aim to be effective if the gun is properly
targeted for ball.

Incidentally, if the short Detonics butt
should give trouble with rapid-fire control
at first, use a standard-length G.M. maga
zine and curl the little finger around it be
neath the frame. This will help until you
get the feel of the gun but thereafter, prac
tice should be with the short magazine and
full-charge ammunition. After all, its ulti
mate goal is combat use in normal con
figuration and with heavy loads.

Currently, Detonics is offering the gun
in several styles and finishes. The standard
matte blue finish retails for $444.47; the
satin nickel finish costs $473.48; the hard
chrome finish runs a bit more at $487.04.
The above guns all have standard fixed
sights. The newest model, the Professional
Series, offers a polished blue finish and ad
justable sights (those shown on the gun in
our photograph are being replaced with a
smaller rear sight of Detonics manufac
ture); the price, $493.60.

In its present form, the Detonics .45 gets
our full approval. It does everything the
makers claim for it. It functions well,
shoots well, and carries and handles well.
That's more than can be said for several
other guns on the market these~
days. ~
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• Proven Grip Design Finger
Groves, Palm Swells. Used right
or leh handed. Designed for all
speed loaders. Copied, not
dupl icated.

• Made of Black Nylon Com
position with stainless steel
retainer.

• One Piece Combat Grip for duty
and target usc. The Positive Grip
that is almost indestruct ible.

some cost in drawing conven
ience: reaching far around on the
hip calls for considerable arm and
shoulder mobility. The angle of
gun handle carry is carefully de
termined to assure a natural
grasping interface.

Designed to fit above the hip in
the hollow of the kidney, this
waistband holster is concealable
for plainclothes work. Con
cealment is usually bought at

• Reno Holsters

• Hume PPC Holsters

• PPC Revolvers

• Metal ic Silhouette Revolvers

• XP 1OD's Silhouette Pistols W/Bi-Grip

Check or Money Order

$14.95
(For S&W K Frames)

Ruger Square Butt Dble, Actions

Quantity Discounts To Dealers and Law Enforcement Agencies

Another FIRST Brought ToYou
By

POWER CUSTOM INC.
Box 1604

Independence, Missouri 64055

• Mag-na-port

• Metalife
• Combat Revolver Alternations

• Hogue Grips
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eve,n the most discriminating user. When
you add to this selection the available vari
ations of color, plain or basket-weave fin
ish, right and left hand, plain or lined, plus
five or six barrel lengths, the choices run
into the thousands.

The conclusion here is that if the
shooter can't be satisfied by what is com
mercially available, he will not be satis
fied-period. This broad selection will
continue to be a hallmark of progressive
gunleather companies.

The Traditional Look

T he traditional look and feel ofleather
belts and holsters will not be lost be

cause of design changes. In fact, with sim
ilarly scaled designs, there will be a recur
ring emphasis put on smooth, untooled
holsters; the move will highlight deeply
wet-formed shapes and beautiful color
finishing. Leather surface treatment will
be tougher, more scuff- and abrasion-re
sistant and longer lasting. Consumer inter
est in maintaining the attractive, rich
surface treatments will increase. Main
taining leather will become integral with
handgun upkeep.

If anything can be said to describe the
leather look of the future, it would be the
continuation of traditional values com
bined with new but tested functional de
signs. Comfort and convenience will not
be sacrificed, but combined with speed
and safety of gun handling. This calls for
increased product development activity
and lots of design ingenuity. I prophesy
that it is going to be a bright, exciting
tomorrow for ......
gunleather. ~



CUSTOM SHOP

REVOLVER SHOOTERS
REVOLUTIONARY NEW SIGHTS

Price $32.00 std. or $35.00 white outlines
Please add $1.00 postage, dealer inquiries invited!

IMPORTANT * ORDER FOR MODEL AND DASH NUMBER
SUCH AS 19-3, 29-2 etc.

Send $1.00 for our catalog on custom pistol work

Get a Grip on Your
Thompson-Contender

Order the New Replacement Stock and Forearm Today

$19.50 each
• Designed for large calibers
• Perfect fit for two hand shooters
• Available in left or right hand. please specify
• Forearm to match stock

: ~~r;~i~~ ~~I~~t~~:~i~ti~~ to lessen muzzle jum

• Please specify caliber when ordering forearm
• Exotic woods,available UDon reauest
Send Check or M.O.
Bankamericard or Master Charge. $1.50 postage.
Please give expo date and number on bank cards,

Box 704 - AH Twin Falls. Idaho 83301~(birrmrirr

Behlert's revolutionary new patented sight
replaces existing K or N frame sight with no
alteration to the frame!
* 20 clicks per revolution adjustment in

elevation, and 16 clicks windage per turn!
On D.W. and Ruger Clicks are 16 and 16!

* By far the finest adjustable sight on the
market for S&W handguns!

* Elevation stud is twice as long as the
standard factory, thus removing the
problem of popping the stud when adjusting
for long range shots!

* Aflat rear blade makes for the clearest
definition and pickup of your sight!
A must for the serious shooter, in all fields!

BEHLERT CUSTOM SIGHTS, INC.
725 lEHIGH AVE, DEPT. AH-7

UNION N.J. 07083
2016873350

~clJirrmrirr
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National Civilian Pistol Championship at
Camp Perry. Prior to this he had won so
many state and regional matches that I
cannot commence to list them. Locally, he
had little competition. He remained so far
above most shooters in the area that he
was regarded with awe. And yet he often
told me that he would try to leave a day
early for a match so that he could arrive,
settle down, size up the situation, and try
to relax. He would get so upset the night
before a match that he could neither eat
nor sleep. I have watched him pick up his
box and walk slowly to his firing point on
the firing line, set the box on the table,
open it, and then the color would come
back into his face. He would take a deep
breath and relax, look around, smile, and
then proceed to whomp everyone in sight.
Everybody who has ever shot near the top
knows all about "butterflies." Al not only
had them, but he could lick them.

Al had an open mind. He would try and
experiment. He was a good friend of Jim
Harvey, and for a time he made most of

(Continuedfrom page 46)

several years, when under the business
name of C&M Trading Company, he pro
duced some of the first (and best) cut down
.45 Autos. He doesn't feel that match
grade accuracy is necessary in a IPSC gun,
and I certainly agree. He feels that all you
really need are: good sights, a trigger job,
feed ramp polished to feed semi wad
cutters, and a combat safety. For those
who insist on greatly improved accuracy,
Lou recommends the Bar Sto stainless
steel barrel and bushing.

Lou has built several .45s for local IPSC
shooters, and these owners are con
sistently winning matches with them. He
likes the S&W sights, but cautions that
they must be installed by someone who
understands the battering they must take.
Lou also builds Target .45s for Bullseye
shooters, and the custom cut down .45 that
he's been building for over a decade. He's
willing and able to work on a wide variety
of handguns, but points out that 85% of his
work is on PPC revolvers with almost ev
erything else being IPSe.

If you've been looking for a top qual
ity PPC or IPSC weapon, there's no need
to look any further than Lou ~
Ciamillo! ~

AL DINAN

Coming ••• Next Issue
THE .45 AUTO

(Continuedfrom page 35)
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LET US SUPPLY YOUR BULLET NEEDS
~ HARD CAST BULLETS A
E3 Lubed & Sized 8

Jim's dies and tools for his bullet swaging
operations at Lakeville Arms. He would
size up a situation, walk around it, sleep
on it, come back and chew on it, and de
cide what to do about it. He was usually
right. An excellent machinist, Al could
make anything in his shop from a part to a
complete firearm.

During the years when Jim Harvey was
on his way up and bucking the "big boys"
and the brass with mental blocks regard
ing high-velocity, jacketed bullets, Al
would work with him helping him to de
sign new details, to evaluate ammunition,
and Al gave plentifully of his time and
shop and equipment. I remember one
weekend when the Experimental Ballistics
Associates held a meeting at my place, Al
came over and handled the precision
shooting that was to prove, once and for
all in front of witnesses, that jacketed
handgun bullets would produce groups
comparable to the finest match, wad cutter
ammunition. That was a memorable
weekend, one that left the critics bloody
and with heads bowed! Al had a wide
open mind that examined, searched, and
appreciated new concepts and ideas.

In the evening of March 26, 1977, on a
Saturday night about six o'clock, Al pulled
out onto Route 7 in his Jeep and was
struck by a car going in the opposite direc
tion.He died a couple of hours later.

Al went back a good many years. He
was versed in all phases of the firearms
business from reloading to hunting to gun
smithing to history-a well-rounded, ex
tremely intelligent person. In this day of
"instant experts" it is too bad that Al could
not live to write more about his expe
riences. He had contributed to "The
American Rifleman" and to most of the
better firearms publications
over the years.

PSP
AH

44 cal. 215gr - 25.00/1000
240 gr - 27.00/1000

45 cal. 185gr - 19.00/1000
200gr - 19.00/1000
230gr - 27.00/1000

~~-UNE GU~~\_\
"UNDER RIB" ~ -

PPC GUNS BUILT 1 "BULL BARRELS \\
HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED 
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS - $10 MIN. ORDER
S&W SIGHTS INSTALLED ON COLT SLIDES
S&W MOD. 28 TO 44 SPECIAL & 45 L.C.

6" Python Barrels $49.00 prepaid.

NU-L1NE GUNS
1053 Caulks Hili Rd, Dept. AH

Harvester, MO 63301
SEND LARGE ;A S E (314) 441-4500
FOR aROCHURE (314) 447-4501

9mm 125gr RN - 16.00/1000
38 cal. 141 gr WC - 16,00/1000

150gr SWC - 16.00/1000
168gr SWC - 16.00/1000

41 mag. 225gr SWC - 27.00/1000
DISCOUNTS

10,000 - 24,000 Less 5%
25,000 - Over Less 10%

Orders Over $350.00 Shipped Prepaid
All Other Quantities Shipped Freight Collect

SPECIAL: 38 reloads $33.50/1000 Your Brass
$68.50/1000 Our Brass

Order 5000 or more reloads deduct 10%

KEN'S RELOADING SUPPLIES
Phone 1-(216)-951-1854

1585 E. 361 st, Eastlake, Ohio 44094
Jobbers Prices Upon Request

Hind crlftld. tully
IIn.d, I.g • h.mm.r
tI. downl, 24 loopl.
Shlpm.nt In 24 Hra.
$37.50 p.p. Cashier's
ch.ck or mon.y or·
d.r. Pl•••••dd 52.00

c.llb.r. ..tr. tor 7 .... " bbl.
Send $1.00 lor completa catalog.
Dealers. plaase Inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040

(Continuedfrom page 30)

IPse purists, it is easily removable.)
One problem I had envisioned was that

the gun would be coming out of the holster
"cocked and unlocked." Releasing the
safety in the holster has led to a few leg
shots in free-style shooting. Given the
PSP's crisp trigger, and the fact that a
proper shooting hold renders the gun
"cocked and unlocked," I was concerned.
In test-drawing the unloaded pistol, it was
easy to scoop the gun out of holster or
waistband with the fingers in proper posi
tion, and only clamp down with finger
pressure to cock the gun as the muzzle
came up toward the target.

The problem is, draw-and-fire habits
tend to be ingrained in the individual.
Some people lock their grip as soon as
their hand touches the pistol. If such a
man goes with the PSP, he'll just have to
be damn sure not to insert his trigger finger
until the gun is coming on target. I see this
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~

.~dJ 0 -r-.r ~tt·~~~ Available from your dealer.
r »~to to ~....-;;;;;' For free catalog, write:
'~~lod.'0,. ,g;;'i PO. Box 741 -H7

<::: :: - ~ Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 U.S.A.

Shooting confidence with your personol
handgun starts with stability under heavy re
coil and that is what I have designed into the

new Shooting Master stock. Carved in matched
traditional walnut to tolerances that exceed the

gun frame itself. With smooth line rounded butt,
speed loader clearance, and combat style finger

grooves. Designed for identical right or left hand hold.
It is the ultimate for combat or silhouette shooting.

This is quality to match your professionalism.

THE NEW HERREll'S
SHOOTING MASTER

Choice of smooth. fine line or skip checkered for Ruger, Colt and S&W.
DA revolvers.

There is a lifetime of design experience in
every Herrett/s stock.
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as a particular problem for revolver shoot
ers. who often don't realize that they're
putting their finger on the trigger as they
draw. something auto aficionados are
much more conscientious about.

Heckler and Koch doubtless had this in
mind when they designed a unique holster
for the West German police. The trigger
guard is covered. Other features of that rig
include a snap fastener (note the one Na
politano is wearing in photo) that releases
automatically to upward pressure as the
gun is drawn. The holster can mount on a

"The guns are already in
the hands of German police

units, and JeH Cooper
tested one in its native land

some time ago."

duty belt carrier, a unit that turns it into a
swivel holster. or can detach for highride
concealment carry by itself. It's great, in its
way. but I wouldn't wear one on police
duty, because such a design will give up
the gun to anyone who grabs the handle
and pulls. I prefer a release method that
only works for someone who knows how
to get the pistol out.

Accuracy? This pistol has superb "hu
man engineering," and is very easy to
shoot straight. and the mechanical accu
racy is also there. At 25 yards, everything
stayed well inside the X-ring of the Colt
silhouette target, and I have no doubt that
the group would have "cleaned" the much
more difficult Prehle target at that range.
The pistol will shoot perfect scores on an
IPSC Item or Option target all day if you
hold it steady. Combat accuracy, in short,
is more than sufficient. The fixed sights, in
cidentally, were dead on.

Reliability? We put several hundred
rounds through the PSP, and only one
brand gave us any feeding trouble at all.
Remington 115 gr. jacketed hollow points
banged through the gun happily; so did
Winchester-Western 100-grain Pow
erpoints. Military ball fed 100%, including
some really scungy, corrosive Scandina
vian stuff of dubious vintage. Ditto hot
submachinegun ammo; ditto some cur
rent Super Vel 112-gr. JH P; ditto even a
few precious rounds of collector's item
Subsonic 9mm., produced by the original
Super Vel to give low velocity in silenced
submachineguns. The only round the pis
tol gagged on, and that repeatedly, was the
W-W 100-grainjacketed hollowpoint.

Don't ask me why. Ifit was going to jam
on anything, it should have been the same
firm's Powerpoints. Yet those blunt soft
noses with exposed lead tips fed perfectly,
while the more tapered, fully-jacketed
hollownoses jammed repeatedly. I can

(Continued on page 70)
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HOLSTERS OF QUALITY by belt slide, inc.

Dept A'-1 Box 15303 Austin, TX 78761

f
(Send 25¢for Brochure)

Model 10 For Specify color. Model 12
, Most DA Revolvers pislol model. For Lg F~ame Aulos

Black or Brown and bbl length Black or Brown
, Pin $11 9S Basket $13 95 Check or M.O. Pin $11.95 Basket $13.95

p""rr.l 1d No COD's P0stp.lId

The most lightweight
ankle holster

Here's the ankle holster you
hardly feel. It's the lightest
we've seen. Very comfort
able, with special leg pad
ding. Won't shift, stays put
as adjustable velcro strap
keeps it in place. Your gun is
secure, but you release it
quickly with flick of thumb
brake snap. Holster is fine,
tan cowhide.
Made for .25, .32, .380 and dbl.
bbl. Deringer and 2-in. small frame
revolvers.

,', Available from dealers or direct from maker. ,', When ordering, state gun's exact
bbl. length, mfr., model no. ,', Add $2.00 per holster for hdlg. Go shpg. ,', Get Brauer
mini-catalog, $1.00. ,i Send check or M.O., no C.O.D. ,', Missouri, add 5% tax.
,', Money back if not satisfied.

FINE LEATHER FOR PEACE OFFICERS SINCE 1898

B~I\Ut:~ B~OS. MFG.@.
Dept. AG, 2012 Washington • St. Louis, MO 63103

the accuracy of your firearms and ammo
With the economical Pistol Machine Rest

from ED
This is atypical Lee Custom Engineering product; well designed, extremely functional,
and priced with your budget in mind.
The Lee Custom Pistol Machine Rest consists of alight weight base, gun carrier and holder. It
is fully adjustable for elevation and windage, and can be mounted in a wide variety of ways.

Available lor Browning 9mm, Colt Eand Jframes (Python &Trooperl. Single Action Army. 22 Auto. .38 Gold CuP. and .45 ACP, Dan
Wesson revolvers, Hi-Standard .22 Autos: including Models 106 & lOr luger, Ruger 22 Auto. Ruger Blackhawk. Super Blackhawk.
and Securily 6, S&WKtrames (and largerl. Models 39. 41 and 52, Walther P-38.

Detailed instructions are supplied Rest and Carrier
See your local lee Custom Dealer, or order from lee. Be sure Holder (each).
to include make and model of handgun.
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Classified ads 25¢ per ward insertion including name and address. Payable in advance. Minimum
ad 14 words. Closing date Sept./Oct. issue (on sale July) is May 14. Print carefully and mail to
THE AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, California
92108.

BOOKS

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER. Bill Jordan. Every aspect
of combat shooting explained. Classic Law·Enforcement
book. $6.50 + .75 postage. American Handgunner
Magazine, Book Department, 591 Camino de la Reina.
Suite 200 C. San Diego, CA 92108.

GUNSMITH KINKS, Frank Brownell. ed. All the trade
secrets of600 top professionals on care. service and rebuild
ing. $9.95 + .75 postage. American Handgunner Magazine,
Book Department. 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200 C,
San Diego, CA 92108.

PISTOLSMITHING, Maj. George C. Nonte. Every detail of
the pistolsmithing craft covered. $14.95 + .50 postage.
American Handgunner Magazine, Book Department, 591
Camino de la Reina, Suite 200 C, San Diego, CA 92108.

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Ian V. Hogg and John Weeks.
The ultimate reference manual on the modern handgun.
$24.95 + 1.50 postage. American Handgunner Magazine,
Book Department. 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200 C,
San Diego, CA 92108.

THE ART OF ENGRAVING, James B. Meek. Imaginative
and detailed introduction and training in the art of gun
engraving. $19.95 + .75 postage. American Handgunner
Magazine, Book Department, 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200 C. San Diego, CA 92108.

STANDARD DIRECTORY OF PROOF MARKS, Gerhard
Wirnsberger translated by R. A. Steindler. A comprehens
ive directory of European proof marks for shoulder and
hand guns. $5.95 + 1.00 for postage. American Handgun~

ner Magazine, Book Department. 591 Camino de 1a Reina.
Suite 200 C, San Diego, CA 92108.

FAMOUS AUTOMATIC PISTOLS OF EUROPE, John
Olson Compo A fully illustrated guide to 33 models. $6.95 +
1.00 postage. American Handgunner Magazine, Book De
partment, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200 C. San Diego,
CA 92108.

GUNSMITH[NG, Roy F. Dunlap. A manual of Firearms
design, construction, alteration and remodeling. $14.95 +
1.00 postage. American Handgunner Magazine. Book De
partment, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200 C. San Diego,
CA 92108

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN FLINTLOCK· RIFLE OR
PISTOL, Georg Lauber, ed. A complete How·To book with
illustrations and drawings. $6.95 + 1.00 postage. Ameri
can Handgunner Magazine, Book Department, 591
Camino de [a Reina, Suite 200 C, San Diego, CA 92108.

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OW PERCUSSIO ·RIFLE OR
PISTOL, George Lauber, ed. A complete How-To book with
illustrations and drawings. $6[95 + postage. American
Handgunner Magazine, Book Department, 591 Camino de
la Reina. Suite 200 C, San Diego. CA 92108.

HOW TO BU[LD YOUR WHEELLOCK, George Lauber,
ed. A complete How-To book will illustrations and draw
ings. $6.95 + 1.00 postage. American Handgunner
Magazine, Book Department, 591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200 C, San Diego, CA 92108.

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $3.00. POLICE EQU[PMENT CATALOG
$1.00 Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St.. New York NY 10022,
Department E.

CRIMEFIGHTERS SEND $1.00 FOR FULLY ILLUS
TRATED POLICE CATALOG B-PEC, DEPT. AH 128,9889
ALONDRA, BELLFLOWER, CALIFORNIA 90706

WE HAVE A
VENT RIB
FOR IT! $1495

PLUS $1.00
POSTAGE, HANDLING

A great new look
for your favorite DA 4" or 6" Install it yourself in
minutes. No machining. Available. too. for all Ruger
Blackhawks and the 6'/, Super Single Six.

~-L6 AL L Box 2496
rlMf·~ HARTFORD, CT 06101

RARE. SCARCE, OUT-OF-PR[ T BOOKS ON FIRE
ARMS, EDGED WEAPO S, HU TI G, FISHING.
CATALOG $1.00 REFUNDED. MELVIN MARCHER, 6204
N. VERMONT, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112.

"SURVIVAL/DEADLY COMBAT/SELF-DEFENSE/WIL
DERNESS LIVING/GUERRILLA WARFARE" ...
TRAINING BOOKS/MANUALS .. BEST CATALOG OF
US KIND ANYWHERE $1.00 . KEN HALE iAH-I00l,
McDONALD, OHIO 44437.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FREE, How To Become a Gun Dealer At Home! Instruc
tions, Application Forms; $2.00 or FREE with ATF New
Gun Dealers Instruction Course, 23 Chapters covering all
aspects of dealing in Firearms; $4.95, Federal Firearm
Laws; $2.00, Your State Gun Laws; $2.00, Dealers Direc
tory 500 Wholesalers; $3.50, Dealers Firearms or Ammu
nition Record Books, Hold 1000 Entries; $4.95, Class III
License Manuals, Application Forms; $3.00, How To Ob
tain Concealed Gun Permits; 82.00 How To Make Legal
Explosive Bullets; $2.00, Catalog $1.00 refundable, FREE
Brochure, Add 107, for 1st. Class Postage, VISA/
Bankamericard, Mastercharge accepted, W.R. Reddick,
1923G Abbott, San Diego, CA 92107.

EMBLEMS

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, your design, low
minimum. Identify, promote, reward v.lith emblems. Free
booklet. Emblems, Dept. 122. Littleton, NH 03561.

FOR SALE

AMAZING! New Pistol Ana[ysis Target. Instantly iden
tifies, helps correct shooting errors. $2.00: P.A.T. Dept AH
Box 1588, Staten Island. New York 10312.

C.I.A. AGENT, RETIRED, REVEALS ALL' Surreptitious
Entry, Safe Manipulation, Alarm Systems Compromise,
Car Repossession, Computer Theft., Phone Phreaking 
and Technical Manuals. $1.00 (refundable) to: NEP, P.O.
Box 8741·H, Atlanta 30306. NOW WHILE YOU STILL
CAN.

MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder, VG, $10.
Excellent, $12. Unused, $14. Postpaid. Lane (AHG), 6832
Sulz-Rothis, Austria.

GUN EQUIPMENT

""GU S, TEAR GAS, HANDCUFFS, POLICE EQUIP
MENT BY MAIL, NO PERMITS REQU[RED. SEND $1.00
FOR CATALOG TO: LAW ENFORCEME T PRODUCTS,
5200 S. SAYRE, CHICAGO, ILL. 60638."'

CLEAN YOUR GUN WHILE YOU SLEEP. Automated
t 110v) cleaning system for handguns. Eliminates brushing.
Saves time, money and work. Removes both lead and pow
der. Only $29.95. Inf%rder: Agimatic, Box 3667H, San
Bernardino. CA 92413.

LIBERTY ANTIQUE SIXGU PARTS, P.O. BOX 385,
COS COB, CT 06807; HAS PARTS for PREWAR SMITH &
WESSON FIREARMS; 1979 CATALOG $2.00.

CUSTOM HANDGUN GRIPS. Finest quality grips at rea
sonable prices! Good selection of hardwoods - prompt de
livery. For free brochure write: Spegel Grips, 17330 NW
Walker Road, Beaverton. OR 97005.

Accurizing. customizing and repair of Colt, Ruger and
Smith & Wesson Handguns. W. R Moore, P.O. Box 17252,

TYLER'S
BETTER SHOOTING 11
with this improved
cast Aluminum Grir
ADAPTOR. For Col.
and S & W MODER
Revolvers. DURABU
TICAL-EASY TO I~~,I"\"".
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COlORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $'.00; GOLD $'.2'

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colt, S & W
and many other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $3.7S; GOLD FINISH $~.oo

ORDER DIRECT OR AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
Send make & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s pleose.
• Fully Guaranteed - Prompt Postpaid Delivery.
Genuine Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. Lee
loaders-Bullet Molds-Gun Accessories. Hand-made
Holsten & Belts, Leather & Clorino.

- Deoler Inquiries Welcome 
MELVIN TYLER MFG, AND DIST.

1326 W. &Tilton Rd., Oklahoma C;Iy, Oklo. 7311~

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235.

BULLET LUBE, Alox or Lithium base, hollow or solid,

~~~~~tJ~~s~rw~a~u;~~f~~~O:;e2~u~~~:d~a;lfi~e:;~~~c~~~~
sories for many different weapons. Send $1.00 for catalog.
Choate Tool Co.. Box 218, Ba[dknob, ARK 72010.

Discount Shooter's Supplies - Guns - Holsters - Scopes
- Reloading - etc. - Free Catalog - Thos. D. Robinson
& Son, Ltd. - Dept. AH - 321 Central Ave. White Plains,
NY 10606.

GUNSMITHING

Your S&W M·28 Converted to 45 Colt, 44 Mag, Spl., 44/40,
41 Mag, 38/40. David Woodruff, Box 5, Bear, Del. 19701.

MISCELLANEOUS

BEER CAN MORTAR Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range to 1000
yards. Information on bursting projectiles included. Send
$4.00. Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St.,
Mashua, NH 03061.

PYROTECHNICAL: NOW AT LAST, detailed construc-

~\~~sPf~~~duBi~ckb~si~~~~~asR~~~aCa~ar~;~c~~:~:1a~d
chemical ser..ice. For catalog send $1.00 to Pioneer Ind.,
Box 36, I4A Hughey St., Nashua, N.H. 03061.

REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CANS. M80 etc? Complete
detailed instructions on above and many others. Send
$3.00 to: Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua,
NH 03061.

INTELLIGENCE LETTER - ESPIONAGE, ASSASSI
NATION, MERCENARIES, KARATE SAMPLE - $1.00
OR $9/12 ISSUES HORIZONN, BOX 67, ST. CHARLES,
MO 63301.

FIRECRACKERS, GUNS, BLASTING from common rna·
teria[s. Facts $2.00. Sanford, Box 4175-AH, Colesville, MD
20904.

RHODES[A: Militaria List, 50~: Pilots Wings, $15.00:
'RHODESIA' Shoulder Flashes, $1.00: Rhodesia Genera[
Service medals, un-issued, un-used, $50.00. Badges, Selous
Scouts, $10.00: BSA Police, $5.00: RLI, $4.00: British Med
als WWI, WWII: Terrorist Reward Posters copies, 501l:
Many other items. Rhodesia Questions answered, informa
tion obtained, $4.00: Big Game Safaris, Reasonable rates:
send SASE, SELOUS: BOX 5097: RENO: NEVADA 89513.

FIREWORKS. New 1978 Catalog, $1.00. Buckeye Fire·
works Mfg. Co., Inc. P.O. Box 22, Deerfie[d, OH 44411.

F[REWORKS MAKE YOUR OWN ROCKETS, M80's,
FOUNTAINS, MANY MORE. EASY INSTRUCTIONS
$3.00. MICHAELS, 323A S. FRANKLIN #804, CHI
CAGO, IL 60606

ATTENT[ON GUN CLUBS, SHORTRUN CUSTOM
BUCKLES WITH YOUR LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID
SANDCAST SILICON BRONZE BUCKLES ALL
HAND-FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 1225 MAN
ZA [TA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

"Save money on meat bills, Anyone can butcher livestock
easily. For booklet send $3.00 to "Butcher," Box 214,
Steinbach, Manitoba ROA·2AO."

"AMAZING"! Secret Compartments, low cost, defy detec
tion, hide your valuables, many types. Catalog $1.00 (re~

fundab[el. Marietta Company, Dept. ""HG," Box 465, Nor
walk, Ohio 44857.
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PIP

BO-MAR SIGHTING SYSTEMS
Department AH, Carthage, Texas 75633

only assume that it was a bad batch.
Final analysis? A lot of people like the

idea of a flat, super-concealable 9mm.
Parabellum with extraordinary pointing
qualities, fine combat trigger, and remark
ably low recoil. There is an enormous po
tential market for one that doesn't throw
the first shot off target with a heavy, course
double action trigger pull, and that doesn't
require the man who carries it to be con
stantly practicing with the safety.

Workmanship is excellent on the pistol I
tested-the PSP doesn't have the stamp
ings-and-plastics air of its superbly func
tioning but cheap looking sister gun, the
P9S-and the price won't be out of line.

One law enforcement agency that I have
a great deal of respect for has ordered 200
Heckler and Koch PSP's for one of its elite

,units. Advance orders from gun buffs are
piling up, too.

The PSP has a lot to offer. It will appeal
to several markets. One of those markets
worries me a little bit. It's going to be the
guy who decides he wants a 9mm. auto
matic, but doesn't trust himself fiddling
with safeties and such because he's in
experienced. He may buy a PSP because it
seems foolproof. Yet someone who hasn't
been trained in quick draw and isn't using
the right leather could, conceivably, touch
that sweet, crisp trigger at the same time
his hand has forced the squeeze bar into
the cock position, and before the gun has
cleared its carrying place.

There's no such thing as a gun for ama
teurs. No gun is foolproof, but some are
less receptive to owner idiocy than others.
Though many novices will see the Heckler
and Koch PSP as a panacea that offers the
best of both worlds, I for one see it as an
intriguing design worth buying for collec
tor value alone and also offering unique
promise as a "working gun" for someone
happy with 9mm. Parabellum. But I see it
as a gun for the person who is already in
the game, who has the training to live up
to the advantages of fast, controlled, accu
rate rapid fire that this handgun offers.

I like the H&K PSP, with certain reser
vations. They'll be coming in soon, when
the German government commitments
have been taken care of, and only then will
we know for sure how right this exciting
new pistol design is for the American
handgunner.

Right now, I'm going to buy one for my
self, and would recommend it to any com
petent shooter who can appreciate its good
points. But I'll hold before I suggest it for
Joe Gun-Buyer.
LATE NOTE: At press time H&K adv.ised
Ayoob that the PSP will be imported in
1979, and that the firm plans to sell it to the
police market only for its first two or three
years. Retail list price has been ~
set at $364.00. ""'
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TOP YOUR WEAPON WITH
A PATENTED WINGED
ADJUSTABLE WINDAGE &
ELEVATION SIGHT RIB

• Simple, no tool take down
• Drift adjustable (Combat) or fully

adjustable (Target) sights
• Accurate
• 8 Shot capacity

USES ARE FOR: Police Combat· Big Game Hand
gun Hunting' Everyday Carried Duty Wear' And
For Metallic Silhouette
For S & W model Heavy Barrel 10-13-58-64 and
65. Easy installation-Drill & Tap for two 6-40 allen
head cap screws. Price $49.00.

SEMI-FLAP STYLE
Holsters for the Modified S&W Pistols.
Covers Sight and Hammer, Plain or
Basket Weave for 2'1," Belts. Black
only. Price $26.00.

Fits~~eI13front sight WithOU~ng

Not the Lightest • Not the Smallest.

Just the Best!

If you are looking for "Double Action
Dynamite," Look no Farther
H & K's Double Action pistol in .45 ACP is
where it's at (available in both Combat
and Target Models)
• With substantially reduced recoil impulse

due to the delayed blow back,
roller locked action

• Increased muzzle velocity due to the
unique barrel characteristics

• Light weight 32 oz. ('12 lb. lighter than
M/911, .45 ACP)

• Overall length 75/8" (314" shorter than
M/911, .45 ACP)

HECKLER & KOCH, INC.
933 N. Kenmore St., Suite 218· Arlington, Virginia 22201· (703)525-3182
Write for our 20-page catalog that shows all the new, exciting H &K weapons. Please
include $2.00 for postage and handling.

TROOPER
ON PATROL

A New Concept in
Service Weaponry

By

BO-MAR

TOP
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Waiting for the person who is
discriminating enough to own the

Best of the West. Here's a whole lot
of "Single Action" revolver in a

good-looking modern design. The
"Abilene" from U.S. Arms is a
totally American product that

comes in .357 Magnum, .45 Colt and
.44 MAGNUM. Trigger controlled "Safety

Bar" allows for the traditional half-cocked
position for loading and unloading. This

safety action feature also allows the
Abilene to be carried fully loaded,

"Super-Honed" rifling means .
unbelievable accuracy.

This beautifully finished High-Tensile Steel
.revolver comes with serrated ramp front and
. adjustable rear sights and smooth finished

Walnut grips. The perfect gun for hunting or
silhouette shooting. For more information about

the ABILENE see your nearest dealer or write:
U.S. ARMS' CORP., P.O. Box 1011, Riverhead, NY 11907.
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